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South Carolinian 
is named president 
of Morehead State 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Citing his record as an 
administrator, Morehead State University's 
board of regents yesterday chose Ronald G. 
Eaglin as the school's 12th president. 
Pending acceptance of a proposed four-
year contract, Eaglin - chancellor of the Uni-
versity of South Carolina's Coastal Carolina 
College since 1985 - would succeed C. Nel-
son Grote as MSU's president sometime this 
summer. Grote will retire June 30. 
Eaglin, 51, the apparent front-runner for 
the job for weeks, was picked by the regents 
after a 90-minute private session. He was se-
lected by a voice vote without opposition. 
. Later, several regents cited Eaglin's experi-
ence as a college administrator as the main 
reason he was chosen over two competitors 
- Joseph Alexander, dean of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity, and J. Ronnie Davis, dean of the Uni-
versity of New Orleans' College of Business 
Administration. 
"We need somebody to come in and take 
charge and make some real tough 
decisions and maybe ruffle some 
feathers," said Walter Carr, of 
Morehead. " I think he has the kind 
of character and ability to make 
those decisions even though it's go-
ing to make some people unhappy." 
Morehead, like the state's other 
public universities, suffered a 5 per-
cent budget cut last October when 
the state's revenues dipped below 
expectations. Gov. Brereton Jones' 
proposed budget calls for another 5 
percent reduction for the fiscal year 
beginning July l. 
Eaglin said in a telephone inter-
view that the budget situation will 
be his most immediate concern at 
MSU. He acknowledged that many 
decisions on the 1992-93 budget will 
be made before his arrival, but they 
will guide the school during his first 
year. 
"I have to learn a lot. I know 
there are strengths in the institu-
tion, and I want to find those, and 
I'm anxious to get to know the fac-
ulty leadership," Eaglin said. 
"I'm not going to make any sud-
den changes. That's not my style," 
he added. 
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Corrections 
& clarifications 
'I'm not going to 
make any 
sudden 
changes. That's 
not my style.' 
Ronald G. Eaglin. chosen to 
be MSU's 12th president 
Eaglin said he is interested in 
learning more about Kentucky's 
education-reform law, and what the 
role of MSU's education school may 
be in its implementation. "Also, I'm 
very interested in what has been 
our past perfonnance in our School 
of Business in doing applied r~ 
search and being a helper to eco-
nomic development in the region." 
As for his contract, Eaglin said he 
envisioned nothing "insurmount-
able" to be negotiated. He said his 
salary and starting date at MSU re-
main to be worked out. 
The regents authorized Chairman 
William Seaton to negotiate a con-
tract with Eaglin. Winchester regent 
Wayne Martin, the board's vice 
chairman, said Eaglin's salary 
would be competitive with other 
Kentucky regional university presi-
dents'. Martin said he believed 
those salaries ranged from $98,000 
to $122,000. 
Because of a reporting error, a story yes-
terday said that Ronald Eaglin would be the 
third consecutive non-Kentuckian to be-
come Morehead State University's president 
since 1977. He will be the second non-Ken- -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
RONALD G. EAGLIN 
Date of birth: April 12, 1940 
Title: Chancellor, University of 
South Carolina's Coastal 
Carolina College. 
Education: Doctorate, 
educational psychology, 
University of Utah; master's 
degree in education, Southam 
Illinois University; bachelor of 
science degree, Southeast 
Missouri State University. 
Experience: Vice chancellor for 
academic affairs, University of 
South Carolina at Spartanburg; 
regional director, southeast 
office, American College Testing 
Program; assistant dean of 
students, University of 
Nebraska; assistant director of 
residence halls, University of 
Utah; coordinator for group 
housing, Southern Illinois 
University. Also, professor of 
psychology. 
Personal: Wife, Bonnie; four 
children, Ron, 28, Lori, 26, Mike, 
25, Jeff, 21 . 
Pikeville regent T. T. Colley 
called Alexander and Davis well-
qualified for the presidency but said 
he supported Eaglin because of his 
"outstanding ability as an adminis-
trator. He's had experience as a 
president of a college. These other 
two have not." 
He also called Eaglin "a dynamic 
person" who will "take the school 
forward and relate to the people of 
Eastern Kentucky." 
Martin said Eaglin was chosen 
because the board believed the 
budget situation will require an ex-
perienced president. The board, he 
added, believed that "his decision-
making experiences would be in-
valuable to us at this time." 
Although some faculty members 
supported Davis, faculty regent AJ. 
ban Wheeler said he believes pro-
fessors will rally behind Eaglin. 
Wheeler, who contacted many pro-
fessors and staff members at Coast-
al Carolina, said all of the feedback 
he received was positive. He said he 
was told the school "was a pleasant 
place to work and that faculty and 
administration got along well." 
Wheeler also said Eaglin was 
called an "effective administrator, a 
good listener (who is) willing to 
change his mind when he is pre-
sented with good arguments for 
changing it. They also said that he 
delegated authority and responsibil-
ity." 
Eaglin will be the third consecu-
tive non-Kentuckian to become 
Morehead's president since January 
1977. 
, M ·, ,>• ,) ··ct• d t· ·' Regent Charles Wheeler of , i:16$eiHs,f!ision as'f~\jiefy con- · can I a e~"; Ashland said- that Eaglin, : geiUal~>and- said Eagliri's,,. 
chancellor at Coastai Carolina. se:J,-e'cH.o.n w,en·t "very.:; 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD· - Facing a 
shrinking budget, Morehead 
State University's regents 
· chose a new president Friday 
they said was best equipped to 
deal with lean times. 
The board unanimously 
voted to hire Ronald G. Eag-
lin, the 51-year-old chancellor 
at the University of South 
Carolina Coastal Carolina 
College, to succeed C. Nelson 
Grote. 
Eaglin confirmed later Fri-
day that he has accepted the 
job, though some details of his 
contract remain unresolved. 
Regents said they· chose 
Eaglin over two other finalists 
because he has experience as 
a college president and the 
ability to make the painful 
choices they expect will be 
necessary. 
"I think he has the kind of 
character and ability to make 
those decisions even though 
he's going to make- some pea-' 
pie unhappy," said regenf 
Walter Carr of Morehead. "In 
·otlfof "wotds;·r, tliifi!Che's 
tougher, and we . n~d some-
body to come in here · at the 
present time that is willing to 
say what he thinks." 
The 10-member· board deli-
berated in closed session 90 
minutes before selecting Eag-
lin over Joseph W. Alexander, 
45-year-0ld dean of the College 
of Veterinary Medicine at Ok-
iahoma State University, and 
J. Ronnie Davis, 51, dean of 
the College of Business Ad-
ministration at the University 
of New Orleans. 
MSU has already had its $62 
million 1991-92 budget cut by 
$2.2 million and anticipates 
another $1.5, million less in 
state revenue during the· 1992-
93 school year:· 
The cuts, the· first of this 
magnitude>in at least 3o·years, 
come at an inopportune time. 
Enrollment at ·MSU' has lev-
eled off at about 8,300· after 
. fi_ve years of rec.ord growth :.; 
iliat"·saw th{F.shldeiiC popuia: 
tion incFease.bY','m<ire-than 40: 
percent.-;," ,rj ·' 
since 1985, appears to be :.sniOOt'h1~1,ff.;,JJS[> .. f;• ... :-- .-:--
primed for the challenge MSU :;;,:;~B~vice':e!iataiil"n:-Wayn~:: 
presents. . Martin···sal.a•!Jiii,expects Eag;J 
"He's a take-charge, tell-it, lili's ~\ll!u'Y,Jolf.@,m the rangij ;' 
like 0 it-is (kind of man)," of presideiltial:salaries ··at" 
Wheeler said. "He seems to be • Kent~qk'y{s',9ther regional"· 
a fellow who would make a-- universities:..:::. which Martin: 
great administrator, and he believed: to be·lietween $98 000'~ 
has the academic background. and--$i22,000'. :,,,- ... ,., iJ· • JJ 
"He has been a president. "I think there was a con-• 
He is a president. He doesn't sensus that this is going to be 
have to learn the wheel over a time that tough decisions 
again," Wheeler said. need to be made because of 
In a telephone interview budget redilctions and that his 
from Conway, S.C., Eaglin, the decision-making experience 
eldest of two children born to would be invaluable to us at 
a St. Louis, Mo., meatcutter, this time," Martin said. 
said he was "flattered and ex- During a three-day visit to 
cited and very much looking campus earlier this month, 
forward to getting started." Eaglin;·a career administz:afoi-, 
Asked what input he would bluntly concurred that times 
have in the preparation of will be tough at MSU over the 
MSU's pared down budget,, next few years. . 
which will be presented to the~ He·· said the school's enroll-
board in May, Eaglin said: . ment has• a "soft underbelly'!: 
"Obviously I will want to and will decline, and new;; 
know what's going on, but I money from the state will notl 
don't want to overstep my . be forthcoming .. (.· · · J, 
bounds." , ··,But he described the school' 
Grote doesn't officially re-:' ·;u;_:_havmg "tremendous poten-i 
tire until June 30. · ·· ' '>,µal'\ and·: urge4;:facfilty. and1 
The board approved a four- · ,!tt~ff-, 't9,., C.O!>Re'.rii;fe·;:fo;.: ge}( 
year contract for Eaglin, His, ' through the fougJi.:tiines:··•,. ". · ' 
salary and the date he will. During his visit, Eaglin said; 
report to work still have to be he hoped to finish his career 
worked out, he said. at MSU unless he was "ridden 
Eaglin is making $110,000 a out on a rail." 
year at Coastal Carolina. "I think he'll do a good- job 
Eag!in's selection was ap- at Morehead," said regent T,T. 
parently without rancor. Colley of Pikeville. "He's a 
Faculty regent Alban dynamic, person, I think, and 
Wheeler characterized the he'll go forward." 
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R.;;...;;c,,- .. <-~ J: n•-- -, ; - • -- _ ,
Rei•centst: voie~f; _g __ c,. -·-· '-~---·•··'--1·· 
unanimous--for--
.l.T~?~~ r::'.,~t-"'-\,C::'{:~•-~~';,'r,~•~ -:'•:, •-:::.•~~ :-_r:-~~" I 
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Herald•Leader staff writer ' 
MOREHEAD · _.. Morehead 
State University's next president 
said he was not too interested in the 
job at first. 
"But the more I learned about 
the institution, it became more fas-
cinating. I thought it was a good 
fit,''. said Ronald G. Eaglin, who will 
leave a job as chancellor of the 
University of South Carolina's 
Coastal-Carolina College to come to 
Kentucky. 
Morehead's Board of Regents 
yesterday voted unanimously to 
hire him. after meeting 90 minutes 
in closed session. He replaces C. 
Nelson Grote, who retires June 30. 
Eaglin, 51, was considered_ the 
leading candidate because neither 
of the other two finalists had expe-
rience running a- university. 
.. Before the board. went into 
closed· session to discuss the candi-
dates, Wayne Martin, the vice chair-
man, said the regents probably. 
would make a decision in "a few 
minutes." 
Martin said it took longer be-
cause they had "trouble reaching all 
three finalists to infonn' them of 
their decision.. 
The other-' candidates were 
Oklahoma State University veteri-
nary college dean Joseii11 ,W. Alex-
ander and University ·of New Or-
leans · business college dean J. 
Ronnie Davis. Nearly 175 people 
applied or were nominated. 
The final decision was easy, 
said Regent T.T. Colley, who made 
the motion in open session to hire 
Eaglin; · ' 
Colley, .of Pikeville, once said he 
had, enough SUJ?port to block the 
hiring because none of the finalists 
WIS- (r9m ~entu~. . 
Although it has a record enroll-
ment, Morehead, like the state's 
other public universities, fac~ . a 
possible 5 percent, budget' cut m 
1992-93. . 
"We're· in a budget crunch; artd 
we need someone who'll take con: 
trol and maybe ruffle some feath-
ers," said Regent Walter Carr of 
Morehead., · ,, ,- ,,--~., .. ,ic='"" 
Eaglin said, yesterday:he was 
ready- for the task. 
A tight- budget gives the school · 
the chance to decide what is impor-
tant- and· what is not; he said from. 
his office.in Conway, S.C .. - . 
..-11:~ut .... ,~..,.,t·~1:.1r""~:,.:~<;;i;-h~~.•-• :-,.~..i,~ ·,• ',·•· .,t )US ·=fS•sepsf, · -="-,, 
•~•,••-;.:-•• '. ,;-•,._,,;t,.w1 '"•J"f._")\~ •-•~•-•' K ~;:11" di 1,: ~ 
Y'{Peacliliigt:cuts :.aqos!i~cu ' .. SCic,J 
:-'1itiesHt's:iitthi,schocil's iiisibii.cal''j 
;6;1't;>=li:.·exa•· !.i:i;;.:m'· to;the·overal!, 
• .UJUi..:,,,, ll~- ~~1'- . . . . .. \ 
missionii>fthe m§tituiion;. . ' :. ' 
: ''Wl\;;6: 'pe9ple tliinK, of teachJ ' 
education-iri;Kenlqcky; they: should 
think..iif,Morelieai:IY·· ·, • : 
·;-_ "There are; <1tner,:-good quality. 
i'progr;uns," _Eaglif;sai!l, , ¥,ding 
-~~ttt6~~~1:~t~JniJ!?)~:AA a"\Qt; 
of pnon~ng •. · .. 2~;y __ rt . He: said. he . will .myoiv:e:.,the 
faculty and: administiafurs dii;that 
P~•A-n,:,·;;-1,,~-~~ ,.-..:..1~•~ .,:-~:'· • -
Eaglin said he hadrbeen• nomi-
nated for other jobs,:but:nonfhadi 
a'~··,-1ea'16'.'hfi'ii,a~#iu&~as;11:1oi:.e-
h~·;-~:.t! i";.t T!-,;;;i·_., •-~'...:.';, ,~~~~ :._ ·. 
He said Morehead'ireminds'him 
of the school he attended, Southeast 
Missouri State University. 
"Southeast Mls!/ouri >H,'..· not a 
haven,ot_ricii;people-b;, an;, stretch 
of the imagination," he said, , 
Morehead draws most of its 
students from a 22-county region 
that includes some of the poorest in 
Eastern Kentucky. Many of its stu-
dents are the first in their families 
to attend college. 
Morel\ead's regents offered Eag-
lin a four-year contract, but the 
terms of the deal have not- been 
worked out. 
Regents Chairman William Sea-
ton said the board would probably 
offer him more than the $102,600 a 
year they- pay Grote. Eaglin gets, 
$110,000. at. the ~ranch campus in. 
Conway_...,.-... __ :: 
: _ _'"But. yesteraay,;_he~ said, .. "Pr. 
Eaglin; .. was my choice right "from· 
the beginnipg. He's the kind of 
fellow,fd hire'to run a business, if!-, 
needed oii.ii: He's the only one of the 
finalisfs'.;who's had experience as 
p~idtiht;,No- one -from Kentucky 
had: ~ti;;,;,,y,.. , 
."? In.• South"'€arolina, Eaglin is 
cpilsiclered"; a- good· administrator, 
said'Morehead'Filculty Regent AJ. 
Eaglin.said-one·-of.· his• goals0is 
for Morehead to have the No.. 1- . 
teacher education program in. Ken' 
tucky. . . 
~ Wheeler.\: .,~ . . ·- 1° 
Coastal· Carolina College has 
4,000 students. Morehead has 8,300. 
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professor with tenure, m,11_dd1t10ll[_tot: The Sunday Independent; Ashland, Kentucky March 1, 1992' 
baclf'pay'arid·damliges.'· •· • - ~-·-·· ·•-·----· - -~·-·· ·· --
-c.-Bu't>.;l!.S.,-District Judge 1¥u'~i. • ' ~ M'' ·,:, 'd:d' 11>• ""'• '· · :ft''-'1'·•· .,., :.;, · 
F6rester,ruledAhis•week thatiLan;- _ : . · •e· , ' _:1nga_::_S. : · ·._, ·: · 
c!rum. wai not-the victim of;age. _ • 
clisi:rimina\ion ,and" granted- BlgJ a ' ... ,,: .. , , • .,, • · : : : '1;:i_ ~-- ,,\, ....._ ; , · 
sunuruiry judgm~nt dismissing that Legislature. has.·.:ho: bu_s:ines's deciding . 
part .of his.lawsuit. ,. ,._ ... , 
1y dk~~1.:n=•~:1t~itl!~:t athletic scholarsll,Jp§:,(gr:?µniversities 
.it does severely weaken it. This is · '"· ~:.; ·, ·:., 
the second lawsuit Landrum filed Some· members of the Kim; district. · 
against EKU. tucky General Assembly While Noe and his con-
The first suit came after he was can't seem to resist meddling stituents may have a· right to 
fired in 1976, As part ·of a settle- in the athletic affairs of the be upset by UK's decision, 
ment in that lawsuit, Lanc!rum and state's universities. . Noe's solution to the problem 
EKU eritered:a consent decree that In a move reminiscent of is sheer nonsense. Coaches 
called for Lanc!rum to receive previous legislative attempts should have the sole author-
$100,000 and.be reinstated as a full to fo_rce annual basketball ·ty t k h l h' d 
tenured professor- until age 65. )'he l · . o ma e sc o ars 1p eci-
decree also said that Lanc!rum games between the Univer- sions, and- those judgments 
would be given a one-year. leave sity of Kentucky and the should be based ·on their as-
with pay after turning 65. ·. . University of Louisville, Rep. sessment of each, player's 
Lanc!rum returned and contin, Roger Noe, D-Harlan, · has abilities. and how each fits · 
ued to teach until May 1988,. the filed a bill that would . force into the needs of the team, 
year in which he turned 65, He then,. state universities to offer "· · 
athletic scholarships to Ken- Many .an outstimdirig high 
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Some attitudes • 
about education·· · 
haven't changed 
Perhaps the next time Wallace Wilkin-
son is on the University of Kentucky 
· campus to attend the Board of :rrustees 
meeting, he should allocate 15 mml!tes to 
stop by special collections in the King 
Library to read Jesse Stuart's short story 
"The Split Cherry Tree." This story was 
first published in the January 1939 issue of 
Esquire. 
Luster Sexton's attitude toward· "lar-
nin' " and the value of seeking knowledge 
beyond what may be directly applied to 
one's own life seems to still be possessed . 
. by some Kentuckians more than 50. years· 
after Stuart wrote this wol)derful · short 
st0
iot flJt~h'Jo;A"ih'J ~dafllieme 
of the·story,,the·passages relating tq; '.'bug 
lamin';. frog lamin', lizard · and;-~nake, 
larnin! "• seem,particuliil'!Yc ap~opos,,.,. 
,. . · PHYEIJS ROHLF 
Lexington- . 
tu k ' Mr B k tball· M · . sc __h_ 091 _a. thl_ ete ·.-has failed to c y .. s . . as . e . ,,. -.. .1ss- · . .. . 
Basketball and Mt, footoal.L _. p_roduce m college, The sel~c-
The bill would give.the three·-. tion .of. Mr. Basketball;' Miss 
prep sports stars their.pic:k·of': · ~asketbay,and"-1\tr.i-,,F!lQ_!_ball, 
scholarships fro~~ any state ., -~.11:1nr~b1trary p~oc,~s~;_,,~any_ 
university, · of, ,ilie, voters: have· .. ·not'- even, 
The bill is the resulf of ·seen,,the·:nominees·play .. And 
UK's snub· of Scott -Russell, . winning. such. an award. does, 
Kentucky's Mr. Football, for ~ -npt:.-~ean the, recipient is 
1991: UK coaches decided that ~1ther the state s best player 
Russell who rushed for a m that sport or possesses the 
state re~ord 7,090 yards while ~kills to excel in college. 
at Evarts High School, was Who does and does not get 
too sm~ and too slow to athletic scholarships is not 
compete m the tough South- the business of the General 
eastern Conference. That up- · Assembly. Noe's bill does not 
set many residents of Noe's merit serious attention. 
The,Dailyclndepend_e!"lt;,~~hl<1nd;;~~!'l!\l~~y-5_aJ!!rdaylcFebruary-29._1992• 
-· -°": - . --:-_ - -~ r• - ·:.:~·v~. ,::-,,.,.~:-,,·;.-:·";.~-t~..;.-.~~-~l_1'"1 
§@{11}te.~Uit:atlOU{1 
I.~: : '. --:~s. ~~~ ,,__ < •; . _e:-. ·': :~- .. . J·.~t~ _· - - - :,.-~-.::ti a:~i~ea~rd1da1ie1~:tor1 :iP1YfOrtoP ]Obi 
h •~ • ,~•...-... ?t"••:: 
By ROGER ALFDRD'f'.'l· · ;';· 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT·. 
ASHLAND:•-:::-,· The former 
presidiirit of Kansas Newman 
Coll!lge, who· left under a-
clomhof. controversy last · 
year· .-said the reputation of 
Ashland Comniuriity College 
led him, to apply,• for the 
presidency here; 
Dr. Timothy J. Duszynski, 
40, was the third of six can-
didates to visit the two-year 
college's campus for inter-
views and meetings with 
students and faculty. 
Duszynski said he resigned 
the presidency at Kansas 
Newman, a Catholic school 
with about 1,500 students, 
when the board of directors 
decided to give the position 
to a nun last year. 
campus · and·, according to the 
Witchita Eagle, still exerts· 
much control over the school .. _ 
In a meeting with a small! 
group of students and faculty., 
at Ashland Community Col-; 
lege, Duszynski said he servecL 
"totally at· the pleasure of the, 
board" at Kansas Newman, 
and that the board un~er: 
Kansas law didn't have to give 
a reason to ask a p17si~en~ of 
a private, non-profit msitution, 
to resign. . 
Duszynski said his man-
agement style i~ so~ewhat 
hands off in dealmg with fac-
ulty and staff. 
"My tendency is to let peo-
ple do their jobs and do them 
well," he said. "I argue for 
less government and le~s 
management. We're all big. 
Let's do our jobs." 
Duszynski said he would 
like to take on the job of pr~s-
ident of Ashland Community 
College because of its reputa-
tion, both in Kentucky and 
outside the commonwealth, as. 
·-o_il!l of.'theJ)esf'inthe,syst~IIl:"'yj 
Ashland also'is a good.place,, 
to raise-a famU;:, he.said:: !l 
E. Duszynskir.saidfh~ would':l 
. bring 'to AsliJ'.and~ii'. zeal for.~ 
fund-raising, and was com-~ 
plimeritazy of the college's ef-'.; 
forts to set up a foundation.,to,l 
operate' as a fundraising arnr J 
"The pump is primed," he-', 
said. "We need to continue-· 
that." 
Kansas Newman College, 
which has an annual budget of 
about $7 million, has faced fi--
nancial strain in the past. 
Duszynski said when he left 
the presidency, Jne· ·college's 
financial condition;- had im-
proved: · 
Since leaving; Kansas New-
man, Dq§zynski· has been a 
visiting professor at the Uni-
versity of Iowa's college of 
education and an adjunct fac-
ulty member at Kirkwood 
Community College in Cendar 
Rapids. 
Duszynski has- a bachelor's 
degree in English from the 
University of lliinois at Chic-
ago and a master's and doc-
torate from lliinois State Uni-
versity, both in English. 
He moved to Kansas New-
man College from Charles 
Stewart Mott Community Col-
lege in F1int, Mich., where he 
was dean of the school of nat-
ural and social sciences. 
Duszynski has 18 years ex-
perience as a college teacher 
and administrator. Pat Woodward, vice 
chairman of the Kansas 
· Newman board, hung up on a 
reporter who called him,• 
Friday to ask why Duszynski- · 
left the presidency. 
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"I'm sorry I can't give you 
that," he said before hanging 
up the phone. . 
The Witchita Eagle news-
paper described Duszynski's 
departure as controversial, 
saying only that he was hav-
ing conflicts with the board 
and faculty. 
Neither Duszynski nor col-
lege representatives in Witch-
ita publicly acknowledged 
why he left the job, choosing 
instead not to "air the col-
· 1ege's dirty laundry" in the 
media, according to news re-
ports. 
George Livingston, chair-
man of ACC's search com-
mittee, said he had no infor-
mation to lead him to believe 
Duszynski's departure from 
·Kansas Newman was anything 
to be concerned about. 
"I'm not sure I'd say it was 
a cloud of controversy," he 
said. "It was a catholic school. 
According to their rules, nuns 
had first call on the pre-
sidency. That's all there was 
to it as far as we know." 
.Dusznyski was replaced at 
Kansas Newman by interim· 
president Sister Sylvia Gorges, 
who held the job until current 
,President Sister Tarcisia 
Roths was hired. 
Kansas Newman, founded in 
1933 as a teaching school for 
nuns, has strong ties to the 
Catholic Church. 
- The Adorers of the Blood ·or 
Christ, an order of 275 
Wichita-area nuns owns the 
land that makes nn thP l'nll,::i,up, 
WKU hiring of Nunn 
improper, j•udge rules 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWLING GREEN, 'Ky. - West-
ern Kentucky University's board of 
regents improperly hired former 
Gov. Louie B. Nunn all three times 
it hired him for an audit of universi-
ty spending; Warren Circuit Judge 
Thomas Lewis ruled yesterday. 
But Lewis also said his decision 
"in no way restrains the board from 
proceeding with any audit," and he 
encouraged the regents to do their 
proposed special audit "immediate-
ly." 
Lewis also declined to find the re-
gents in contempt of court for vio-. 
lating a temporaiy restraining order 
against using Louie Nunn as a spe-
cial counsel who would help gather 
information or give advice. 
· Nunn had already started work-· 
ing on campus, gathering informa-
tion for an audit 
Lewis 'said he was giving "the 
. benefit of the doubt" to Joseph Ira-
cane of Owensboro, the regents 
chairman, because the judge did not. 
believe that Iracane "intentionally 
disregarded" the restraining order. 
Lewis, however, also said he be-
lieved that the board "did not in-
tend for Nunn to act as an 'employ-
ee' " - the third time the board 
hired Nunn he was hired as an "em-
ployee" rather than as a special 
counsel. The minutes of a Jan. 30 
board meeting reflect "that the 
board was attempting to hire Nunn 
to perform in the same capacity that 
he did previously." 
By hiring Nunn as an employee, 
the. board did not have to follow 
state regulations governing the hir-
ing of attorneys or personal-service 
contracts 
At that meeting, Iracane com-
mented that he understood "as far 
as what Governor Nunn will do, it is 
my understanding he will perform 
in the same capacity that he did pre-
viously." 
Lewis also ordered the regents to 
comply with state laws requiring the 
board to have any special counsel 
be approved by the governor, and 
any personal service contracts be 
reviewed by a legislative subcom-
mittee. 
Western's regents first hired 
Nunn Jan. 17 as "special counsel" 
to assist in gathering information 
for an audit - for $150 a hour plus 
expenses. Dissenting regents Ste-
phen Catron of Bowling Green and 
Bobby Bartley of .. Glasgow chal-
lenged the hiring in a lawsuit Jan. 
23 ·and won the-temporary restrain-
ing order barring, the regents from 
using Nunn as special counsel. 
On_ Jan. 28, the regents voted to 
hire Nunn again, trying to correct 
some of the issues Catron and Bart-
ley complained about in their suit. 
The regents came back a third time, 
on Jan:30,-and· hired Nunn ai;"·••a 
salaried employee" of Western for 
$12,000 a month. 
SeeWKU 
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foUowta: regu'lati6ns 
hiring ~unn. The regents: .,•, . ; 
• Didn't get Gov. Brereton 
Jones' approval to hire Nuhn. ' 
\ ' ·• Didn't get approval from the ~ttomey general's office to hire him 
tinder a personal service contract. 
• Didn't get, a recommendation 
for the hiring from university Presi-
derit Thoinas C. Meredith. 
Lewis issued a permanent in-
junction directing the regents to 
follow personal service contract 
procedures when hiring . a special 
counsel or other employees. 
"I'm very pleased and I believe 
Judge Lewis has made the right 
ruling for the right reasons," said 
John David Cole, attorney for two 
r~gents who sued the rest of the 
board. 
The case in which Lewis ruled 
arose after the majority of West-
em's board hired Nunn on Jan. 17 
as special counsel to oversee an 
audit of some school accounts, in-
cluding spending by Meredith. 
Regents Stephen B. Catron of 
Bowling Green and Bobby Bartley 
of Glasgow voted no·1 to hire Nunn 
and later sued the board, claiming 
the board hired Nunn improperly. 
The judge then issued a temporary 
order barring the board from con-
sulting Nunn. 
The board hired Nunn two more 
times because of the challenges. It 
111 
hired him the last time as an 
employee to try to get around rules 
requiring state approval for a con-
tract with Nunn. 
Catron and Bartley then asked 
Lewis to consider holding board 
Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro 
in contempt of court for violating 
the earlier restraining order. 
The judge declined to penalize 
Iracane in yesterday's ruling, say-
' ing he did not think that lracane· 
intentionally violated a court order. 
lracane said yesterday that the 
board majority did not intend to 
violate any rules. The intent was to 
get an audit done with Nunn as 
mediator, he said. 
, ''.If there wasn't an attorney 
(Catron) on. the board; the majority 
of the board's position on the hiring 
of Nunn would have been OK," 
Iracane.said. "I don't think we did 
anything wrong." 
. Iracane said he did not know 
whether the regents would try to 
rehire Nunn .. Because of the re-
straining order; tHe university never 
paid Nunn for any work he did. 
Yesterday's ruling may not 
have a great impact on the ongoing 
controversy over an audit at West-
ern. The board last week hired a 
Louisville accounting firm :10 audit 
sevfil"31 university accounts. 
Lewis. in his ruling encouraged 
the board to do an audit immediate-
ly, 
Iracarte said it was too early to 
determine whe_ther the regents 
would appeal. Vice Chairwoman 
Patsy Judd of Burkesville declined 
comment. 
'!jwheii'Baffley felt Iracane'.was refus-
•"ingi.ib 'respond to. orie. of his ques-
l iions; at ·theif~b:- 20· meeting, he 
'1sriiai:Uecl his 1hatid"(iii'. tne ia61e and 
1:'d · "a;.;i '·•Aiisw&, lne!" · · :. [\~;·,~.--·, · .. ·.'''.~q ....... .,. '•"'· . .. r •• ,,11 1 • 
r?<"-;i;¼ ~,!;If.s'abs<i)utely h6mb\et Catron 
, srudtof;:i:lieifotaii,onshi --; .- , · 
> : ~},.i,}:~·~:?\~;~~-:-t:. ,-,.P 
,·•-' Damage to the Image 
.. j ~ . . ' . ., ,/. :., 
'. ·, '.,,t -111~- ~!1~ve~y also has hurt 
. the· 1II1age of Western, .whose cam-
. pus sprawls jotiiarid around a hill 
·· oveilookirigJ;'dowrifown Bowling 
Greeri. It is The Hill; from which the 
. uiil<iersify's spbits teams take their 
' iiicirnaine, the . Hilltoppers. 
Meredith said he is distressed 
' that the controversy has overshad-
1 
owed publicity about ,Westem's 
achievements, including record en-
rollment and private fund-raising. 
One key concern is that the 
public fight will erode confidence in 
. the school or cause donors to with-
hold money .'at. a · time when the 
university faces a $5 miilion budget 
cut from 'the state. 
, Meredith said some donors had 
told him they will.not give until the 
confi'oversy is settled. , 
~•it!i)ffiet'S. are coriceI'ned tb~t the 
. C?\lt;i:oveisfwifi hurt faculty morale 
and: student recruitment. , 
'. fo~But '.-.i;lei\pife concerns, several 
:,:!)e()~)f s¥_cj;;_t~ey don't t~ink the 
,~i:i.troyer,;y.w,ll cause lastmg dam-
age for the university. 
':' l ~ i. "TPete's always a recovery time 
: arid how long that recovery time is 
','depends on how good the institu-
tion is," Meredith said. 
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25°/o of· poor are rural, 
U of L researchers say 
the urban North to be members of By Barbara VobeJda the underclass, O'Hare said. · 
The Washington Poa
t 
, And other researchers have ar-
. WASHINGTON - American~ gued that, because they do not have 
living in poverty in rural areas are easy access to social services, 
more likely than their urban coun- health care or high-quality educa-
terparts to be long-term ~r, ~ys lion, the rural poor - whether 
a report written by two Umverstty short-tenrt or long-term - are at _a 
of Louisville researchers. greater disadvantage than th~tr 
And in rural areas, more than counterparts in cities. 
half of those who make up the SO- The research pointed to several 
called underclass are white, com- other distinctions between the rural 
pared with · 17 percent in central and urban underclass: 
cities. · • Females make up a smaller 
The study, issued today by t~e portion -of the rural underclass -
Population Reference Bureau m 47 percent compared with 60 per-
Washington, argues that . rural cent in cities, • 
America contains a substanttal un- • Young adults make up a 
derclass - from Appalachia to the smaller proportion of the rural un-
Mississippi Delta to farmin&: com-. derclass,.a result of the exodus of 
munities in the northern Plams -;--- these people from rural areas to the 
although there is a common be __hef •ty 
I 1 Cl • that the nation's underc ass ts . a · • The rural underclass is highly 
most exclusively in the central ctty. concentrated in the South, but the 
The rural underclass, which ac- urban underclass is . spread more 
counts for about a quarter of t)ie evenly nationwide, The Southern 
total underclass, goes largely, tg- concentration is explained both by 
nored by researchers and pohcy- "the lack of jobs in those rural areas 
makers, the authors say. , and. the history of racism there, 
The report said members of the O'Hare said . 
underclass '-- those in poyerty for Reynolds Farley, a sociologist at 
long periods of ti~e -: are adults the University of Michigan, said 
who receive public ass1stan.ce,1 did that in .examining poverty rates 
riot complete high school, .. and, fo~ , .. among minorities, he found !he 
females, are a never-mamed moth- •
1 
highest rates were not in states hke 
er, or, for males, are long-term , . Illinois or New York but in Missis-
unemplored. sippi and Louisiana, . 
"Northern inner-city minorities ' ' . ;••~inly there is a low-inco~e 
are not unique and by som~ meas- rural population .out there an.d t,\ 
ures the black underclass 1s more does not get very much attention, 
highly concentrated in the ~ . ,he said , : ·· , . , 
South than in the urban North, .. ·:-· At the same time, the largest 
wrote U of L researchers William P,_, :. ··share of the nation's underclass 
O'Hare and Brenda Curry-White, · ·'resiaes. in cities, Of the 3 million 
J e cases the problem~ of members_ of the 1-!nderclass i_n, 1990, 
th~ ~~mare mo;e acute in rural !ilfuost lia_lf livE:1 m central ctties; 23 
areas. Blacks living in the _rural peroent !ived. m suburbs and 28 
South are more likely than blacks in percent hved m rural areas. 
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Ex-Gov. 
Collins tries 
to di,spel 
WKUrumor 
By Bill Estep 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
Former Gov. Martha Layne Col-
lins tried yesterday to quell specula-
tion in Bowling Green that some 
regents at Western Kentucky Uni-
versity want to get rid of President 
Thomas C. Meredith and hire her. 
"No one has called me about 
that position. I have not talked to 
anyone about that position," said 
Collins, president of St Catharine 
College in Washington County. "If 
they called me tomorrow and said, 
'President Meredith has resigned 
and he's leaving, are you interest-
ed?' I would say 'no.' " 
Collins' contract at St Catharine 
runs until July 30, 1993. 
' "I am going to honor that con-
tract," she said. 
The Herald-Leader reported 
Sunday that supporters of Meredith 
fear some members of the board are 
looking for an excuse to fire Mer-
edith. The board has been split 
about commissioning an independ-
ent audit of school accounts. 
Some Meredith supporters have 
speculated that some regents favor 
replacing him with Collins,. wl!_o 
was a finalist when Meredith was 
hired in 1988. 
Collins- said she had not heard 
that rumor and was shocked to see 
her name mentioned in connection 
with the controversy; 
"I am not the issue.· And I. think 
to· drop 'my, name into it_ is _a 
disservice to anybody that's ipter-
ested in the truth,". she said 
Collins said she didn't lmow 
why supporters of Meredith were 
doing that and that she would call 
Meredith because she didn't want 
him to think she is after his job. 
· . Collins said Western is a great 
school and that she would be proud 
to be president there someday. 
However, she said, "I'm not 
looking at that right now." 
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Morehead's Roberts OVC Player of Year 
Herald.!.Leader staff report 
Brett Roberts of Morehead State 
was named the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence Player of-the Year yesterday, 
Roberts, the leading scorer in 
NCAA Division L was joined on the 
OVC first team by Murray State's 
Popeye Jones, a two-time Player of 
the Year. Also on the first team 
were Frank Allen of Murray and 
John lle!,t and Van Usher of Ten-
nessee Tech. 
"I'm ecstatic for Brett," More-
head Coach Dick Fick said. "I've 
watched how hard he has worked 
all year, in conditioning and with 
the weights. 
"His teammates think the world 
of him, and they worked hard to get 
him the ball. He's a very good 
player, and he's done an outstand-
ing job in the classroom. He has 
represented Morehead State tremen-
dously," . . 
Murray State's Scott Edgar was 
named OVC men's Coach of the 
Year. 
Priscilla Robinson of Middle 
Tennessee was named the women's 
Player of the Year and Bill Worrell 
of Tennessee Tech was named the 
women's Coach of the Year. 
AII-OVC '. 
1h11 AD-Ohio YaDey Qofftnnc:e rmn'e 
and women'• baka12:lall INms a5ong wtlh • 
11st of lndhidual honon a Yotld bf league 
coechN and apcxta 5nfanndlon dlNCIDn: 
MEN 
FnlTUffl 
Brett Aoberb .. . .. . . . . . . . Morehead St. 
Popeye Jones· ........ , ...... Murray St. 
Frank Allen ........... ,... Murray State 
John Best ............. Tennessee Tech 
Van Usher ............ Tennessee Tech 
, Becon:ITum , 
Warren Kidd. . • . . . . . . . . . . Middle Tenn. 
Robert Taylor . . · ... , , . . . . . Mlddle Tenn. 
Mike Smith . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . E. Kentucky 
Doug Bentz • • • • . • • . . . . . . Morellead St. 
Greg Franklin •......•.. ~-. Austin Peay. --.. Geoff Hannan ....... : . . . . . . Austin Peay 
Kelvin Hammonds. . . . . . . . Mlddle Tenn. 
Jamie Ross . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. Kentucky 
Quincy Vance • ••......•.•. Middle Tenn. 
Charles Edmonson . . . . Tennessee Tech. 
Playsofa.Y... . 
Brett Roberts . . . . . . . . . . . . Morehead St 
Coach el the y .. 
Scott ·Edgar .. ............... Murray Sl 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
FrnlwnandlhaY .. 
Rick Yudt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Austfn Peay 
WOMEN 
FnlT-
Priscllla Robinson . . . . . . • . Middle Tenn. 
Angle Cox. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • E. Kentucky 
Aoschelle Vaughn ....•. TeMessee Tech 
Renee Aogllardi ...•........ SE Missouri 
Julle Magrane . . . . . . • . . . . Morehead St -..r ... 
Jaree Goodin . . . . . . . . . • . . • e. Kentucky 
Bev Smith. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . Morehead St 
Julie Pinson ................ Murray St 
Sonya Campbell . . . . • • . • Tennessee SL 
Beth Ousley ... : ......•.. · Morehead St --Angle 'Waldon .......••••••• Muiray St Fondeolyn Gamer ........•.. Murray St 
Sherry Batten . .......... Tennessee Tech 
Dana Bilyeu ........... Tennessee Tech 
Amy Engle . . . . • . . . . . . Tennessee Tech. 
...,. .... y_ 
Prlscilla Robinson . . . . . . • . Middle Tenn. 
eo.:t'lol .. Y_. 
Bill Worrell •••••••••.•• Tannasaee Tech 
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protested that the committee had 
met only once, in December and 
that the panel had not decided as a 
G d . .. ry subpoenas 'whole that the local firm's cost ran JU. ' would be "excessive." 
The full board voted 6-4 to hire 
3 · WKU t Arthur Andersen & Co., with Travis more regen S and Hankins, as well as regents Ste-. phen Catron of Bowling Green and 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Three 
more Western Kentucky University 
regents - all of whom voted for a 
special audit and the hiring of for-
mer Gov. Louie Nunn to guide it -
have been ordered to appear before 
a Warren C:ounty grand jury tomor-
row. 
Robert Chambless of Munford-
ville, faculty regent Eugene Evans 
and student regent Heather Falmlen 
of Winchester have been subpoe-
naed to testify, special hoard attor-
ney Guthrie True of Frankfort con-
firmed yesterday. 
In addition, the grand jury has 
subpoenaed fonner regent Wendell 
Strode of Bowling Green; Ron 
Shrewsbury, a partner in the Bowl-
ing Green accounting firm of Baird 
Kurtz & Dobson, which does West-
em's annual audit; and university 
attorney Franklin Berry. · .. 
Strode was the regents' finance 
chairman when Western President 
Thomas Meredith was hired, and he 
has criticized regents Chainnan Jo-
seph Iracane and Vice Chairwoman 
Patsy Judd for "forgetting'' aspects 
of. the compensation package the 
board offered Meredith when he 
was hired in 1988. 
One part of that package, a $1,000 
monthly stipend (later increased to 
$2,000) for Meredith's wife, Susan, 
was questioned in an October inter-
nal audit the regents had requested. 
Strode has acknowledged that the 
stipend - to be used primarily for 
entertaining and building ties with 
the Bowling Green community -
was not publicly announced. 
Meredith ordered that the pay-
ments be stopped after the internal 
auditor issued his report. 
Shrewsbury said his subpoena or-
dered him to bring along records re-
lated to the special audit of 11 
spending areas that an audit com-
mittee requested on Dec. IO. Most 
of those areas are accounts con-
trolled by Meredith. . 
The subpoena did not ask for rec-
ords related to an investigation of a 
private catering service the firm did 
in 1989-90 at Meredith's request, 
Shrewsbury said.· 
Last week, Judd and Iracane ~ave 
the grand iury copies of a booklet 
that included materials related· to 
the catering-service investigation 
and the October internal audiL 
According to the booklet, Baird, Bobby Bartley of Glasgow, casting 
Kurtz & Dobson proposed in a Dec. the opposing votes. • 
27 letter to bring in auditors from a Bartley is scheduled to appear be-
Missouri office of the firm, because fore the grand jury tomorrow· Cat-
ron testifed last week; as did Ira-
. of the possibility that the local firm cane and Judd. 
had a conflict of interest The firm Th 
also told the regents it couldn't start · e grand jury began its investi-
on the audit until April 6. gation last week in response to a 
"It was later decided by the Audit Feb. IO opinion issued ·by Attorney 
Committee that the cost associated General Chris Gonnan that said the 
• di fro Miss regents might have been trying to 
with bringlllg au tors m ou- i:et around the state personal-serv-
ri was going to be excessive," the ice-contract law when . they hired 
booklet says. N " · · 
On Feb. 20, Judd, who was a unn as a uruvemty employee" on 
f d
. . Jan. 30. 
member o the au 1t • co1I111Uttee, Two days after the """'"d i·ury · 
which was headed by Chambless, t w c· c,-~• 
made a·motion to have another ac- me'· arren rrcuit Judge Thomas 
LeWIS ruled that the board had in-
counting firm, Arthur Andersen & deed hired Nunn illegally. 
Co., handle the special audit. . The grand jury's tenn ended last 
During discussion of her motion, week, but Warren Circuit Judge 
the other two members of the com- John D. Minton Jr. has allowed it to· 
mittee, Monnie Hankins of Louis- tin' • 
ville and Freddie Travis of Glasgow ~on .ue ~nto a special tenn for this 
• investigation. . 
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UK raised record $27.9 million in '91 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Bolstered by fund-raising efforts for a new 
library, the University of Kentucky raised a record amount of 
money in. private donations last year. · · 
Donations to the university from all spurces • during the 1991 
calendar year were $27,899,319, a 4.5 percent increase over the 
1990 total of $26.7. million, according to figures releasd yesterday. 
"Not only did we have a record amount of dollars given," said 
Terry Mobley, UK associate vice president for development, "but 
we had 22 percent more donors." 
In all, 33,IO0 individuals, corporations and foundations gave to 
UK in 1991. 
One of the primary appeals last year was the university's Com-
monwealth Library Campaign; which so far has resulted in more 
than $14 million in commitments to the university. · 
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Ex-librarian loses appeal of firing 
HUNTINGTON, W. Va. - A fonner Marshall University librar-
ian who published a journal that condemned minorities and wom-
en lost an appeal of his fifing, an attorney said yesterday. 
Dan Glavasic, a technical assistant in the Marshall library's spe-
cial collections department, maintained he was fired because his 
views caused a stir on cainpus. 
Glavasic published "The Reality Ascent," a journal in which he 
wrote that "white men have the. right to own, humiliate, violate 
and dominate white females" and that non-whites had no rightto 
exist. 
The university contended Glavasic was fired last July because 
of poor work perfonnance,• including abuse of sick leave and·fail-
ure to maintain a regular work schedule, said Robert O'Brien, 
president of the state chapter of the American Civil Liberties 
Union, which represented Glavasic. · · · 
''We responded to each of those claims. We drew attention that 
before his publications became known, his work performance was· 
considered outstanding," O'Brien said. "The so-called abuses.of 
sick leave policy were trivial." 
Administrative Law Judge Cathy 'Culhane rejected Glavasic's 
appeal Friday. . . 
Marshall spokesman C..T. Mitchell declined comment yester-
day, saying the incident was a personnel matter. 
.. 
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Faculty raises 
at UK unlikely, 
Wethington says 
Layoffs uncertain 
as state budget 
cutbacks take. toll 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leader education writer 
Faculty raises at the University 
of Kentucky are highly unlikely 
during 1992-93, President Charles 
Wethington said yesterday, but it is 
too early to tell whether there will 
be layoffs. 
Two budget cuts in less than 
five months - totaling $26.3 mil-~ 
lion - have UK officials searching 
for ways to save faculty positions 
while not affecting teaching. 
"But there is no way that this 
university can sustain a cut of that 
size without it really seriously im-
pacting this place," Wethington 
said. 
The Senate Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee held a hearing 
yesterday with the state's eight 
university presidents to gauge the 
effects of cuts. Wethington made 
his comments in an interview after 
the hearing. 
State revenue shortfalls forced 
the first cut in October. Higher 
education took the brunt by elimi-
nating $31.6 million. 
That prompted a hiring. freeze 
at UK and reductions in travel 
expenses. About 220 staff and fac-
ulty positions were cut through the 
freeze and attrition. but there were 
no layoffs. 
The next budget cut came unex-
pectedly last month. 
Because more than 70 percent of 
' UK's budget goes for personnel, 
Wethington said layoffs are possi-
ble and raises are unlikely. 
Layoffs will depend on the num-
ber of vacancies. But fewer people 
are leaving their jobs because of the 
recession, Wethington said. 1f that 
trend continues, ''undoubtedly there 
will be additional positions lost," he 
said. 
Raises - of any kind - are 
highly unlikely during 1992 and 
1993, he said. That is especially 
disappointing, he said, considering 
UK raised faculty and staff pay by 
an average of 10 percent the last 
two years. 
UK faculty trustee Carolyn 
Bratt said it was not surprising that 
there would be no raises. ''The 
faculty understands that academic 
programs and their protection has 
to be our first priority," she said ... 
Meanwhile, people on campus 
are concerned about where the lay-
offs will be made, Bratt said. . 
"You don'.t want to hurt pro-
grams by laying off faculty," she 
said, "but the answer to that is not 
laying off staff." 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030 
"What staff does is make· it 
possible for faculty to teach. You 
have to be sensitive to that Cutting 
staff ultimately impacts on our 
ability to teach." 
Faculty members want adminis-
trators to look long and hard at 
cutting or combining high-paying 
administrative positions, she said. 
Wethington has asked his ad-
ministrators to look for more cuts. 
That could mean combined "classes, 
shorter work weeks and a less 
aggressive effort at recruiting col-
lege students. 
He plans to give a report to the 
Board of Trustees in April. 
"This will be tough," he said. 
"But it is also an opportunity to 
really consider all the functions that 
we perform, all the services we 
provide, then decide what's most 
important for us." 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Group urges dorm fee increase 
to aid UK recycling program 
By Jared Peck 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
A proposal that would sup-
port a University of Kentucky_ 
recycling program by raising the 
student 'housing. fee $2 a person 
was announced yesterday. 
UK's:Residence Hall Associa-
tion, spCinSor of the proposal, is 
polling students living in dormi-
tories until March 23 to see 
whether they support·the plan. 
"We realize that this is sort of 
controversial, because so many 
student groups have tried recy-
cling and failed," said Alan Cor· 
bett, association president. 
Aluminum cans, newspapers, 
white paper and plastic beverage 
containers will be recycled during 
· a trial run of the program in the 
summer. It will be paid for with 
association funds. 
The university stopped its 
voluntary recycling program last 
spring because passers-by 
dumped garbage into the recy-
cling bins. · 
"The person picking up the 
bins had to sort through the 
trash. That became so expensive 
for us the program didn't work," 
said Jack Blanton, vice chancellor 
of administration. 
The program will urge stu• 
dents to use trash cans already in 
the dorms, and the housing office 
will have its custodians take the 
materials to locked bins. 
"! think it is something we all 
need to be actively involved in. If 
the students will support it then 
we will be more than happy to 
cooperate with the effort," said 
Allen Rieman, acting director of 
housing. · 
The association will take the 
proposal to Robert Hemenway, 
chancellor of the Lexington cam-
pus; the housing office; and then 
to the board of trustees meeting 
in May. 
. "We a have talked to housing, 
parking, food and dining and 
some people in administration 
and presented them with this 
proposal. They think it is a great 
idea," Corbett said. "Now we are 
looking for student support." 
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Paducah college's owner says 
yearlong probe left no scars 
Associated Press as it did." 
Robertson said the investigation 
PADUCAH, Ky. -The owner of a was long because of the number of 
private two-year college said he be- people interviewed. They included 
lieves the institution emerged un- past and present Franklin College 
harmed from a yearlong state police students, Mullis, and representa-
investigation that found no criminal tives of the Kentucky Department of 
wrongdoing. Education and U.S. Department of 
The investigation focused on Education. 
whether Paducah's Franklin College Robertson said a private auditor 
received financial aid money and assigned to the state police special 
performed no service or received investigations division joined detec-
money after service to students was lives in reviewing part of the 
terminated. school's documents. 
Trooper Chuck Robertson, a Ken- State police said their investiga-
. tucky State Police spokesman, said lion began in February 1991, after 
the investigation was complete and complaints were brought to their at-
turned · up no wrongdoing, The tendon by Mandy Murphey, a for-
Paducah Sun reported yesterday. mer reporter for WPSD-'IV in Padu-
"AI this point in time, I can't real• 
ly say that this has really hurt us," c~e investigation became public 
said owner Wayne Mullis. "Howev-
er, I can't say that it's helped us ei- when state police subpoenaed the 
ther." school's student financial aid rec-
Capt. John Witt, commander of ords on Aug. 26, with officers ac-
the state police post in Mayfield, companied by a WPSD news crew. 
which conducted the investigation, Mullis said he hopes people will 
wouldn't comment. realize that Franklin College is "a 
Mullis told the newspaper in a viable part of the community, that 
telephone interview Monday from we try to do our job right, and we 
Union City Tenn that he was glad want to do our job right." 
the matter' has b~n put to rest. . Two lawsuits . are p~nding in 
''We've tried to do our job cor- McCracken Circuit Court m connec-
rectly and I didn't think they'd find tion with the college's former car-
anythlng to start wit!t," Mullis, said diovascular•t~cian program. ~ 
He said he only WJShed the mves• ~y June trial date bas been set m 
ligation "hadn't dragged out as long • one of the suits. 
f .• ,.. 
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Morehead's 
new president 
PHOTO BY SIU. SCROGGINS 
Dr. Ronald Eaglin has been called 
"outspoken, but not to the point of 
offending people." , 
Picture drawn 
of personable, 
capable leader 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
CONWAY, S. C. -With his move north to 
assume the presidency of Morehead State 
University only four months away, Dr. Ron-
ald Eaglin is a man of divided attention. 
"Sure I'm thinking of Morehead. I feel 
like I'm wasting time" in Conway, Eaglin 
said yesterday. 
But the chancellor of the University of 
South Carolina's Coastal Carolina College 
also said he's not yet ready to turn his back 
on an unfinished agenda at the school he 
has head~ since 1985. . . 
"I look at what's going on here and two 
things come to my mind," he said. "Not only 
do I want to bring closure to a lot of things 
that I've started, but I wanf to leave this 
place in good shape." F.ag1in gets gtJOd 
marks for his tenure at South C1aro-
-- ·nna•s fastest-BEiie conege. 
and many.ol.lhe · . · 'Ii wpporters· 
interviewed this wee say they hate 
to see him leave. 'llley..woteod !Jrat. 
the personable, energetic, 51-year-
old Missouri native has put the col-
lege on solid footing and given it a 
direction it didn't have when he be-
came chancellor. · · 
"He's made a difference in the 
long-term future of this campus. 
He"s fought hard to make it a good 
institution," said Jonathan Shanks,. 
a Myrtle Beach junior and the stu• 
dent body president . ./ 
Coastal: Carolina, a camp\111 of 
mostly Georgian-styl.e briclt:)iuild-
ings nine miles nortl)west <jf~yrtle 
Beach, is one of the University of 
South Carollna's eight branch cam-
puses. It was started •QY a group of 
local residents in 1954 as a junior 
college, and its iajiAl 53 students 
met after hours at/the local high 
school After a fplir-year affiliation 
with the Colleg~ of Charleston, it 
briefly · became;., an· independent 
school and then · ted with the 
state university · : 60. It moved to 
its present C!IIDP.. in 1963 and be-
came a four,y school in 1974. 
To~ windlf; o independence are 
blowing over, e. school again: Its 
local .a · · · ard voted last year 
to break a. y from the university 
system. university's board of 
trustees o oses the move, which 
local bo members contend is 
necessmy .
1 
to win the resources 
needed to ,support the school's en-
rollment growth - about 27 percent 
since Eaglin took over seven years 
ago, in ~ite of an enrollment-man-
agement program begun two years 
ago. 
Eaglin has taken no public posi-
tion on the secession issue, which 
will be decided by the legislature, 
but he acknowledges it is one rea-
son for his departure. 
He also acknowledges that the is-
sue has strained relations between 
him and his boss, university Presi-
dent John Palms. 
E. M. Singleton, Coastal's chan-
cellor from 1960-83, agrees. Single-
ton and others support Eaglin's neu-
trality and say it has protected the 
college and shows his political dex-
terity. "Anybody that can straddle 
that fence is either a genius or a 
rocket scientist," Singleton said, 
Eaglin, who was vice chancellor 
of academic affairs at USC's Spar-
tanburg branch from 1974-85, took 
over the Coastal ~ins after Single-
ton's successor alienated many fac-
ulty members and local supportenr. 
"It was a time when we were stand-
ing still and nothing was happen-
ingt said Jim Branham, who re-
tired as a Coastal history professor 
last year •. 
"He (Eaglin) has been responsi-
ble for really kicking the college in 
the butt and getting it moving. 
Buildiilg has boomed, his relation-
ship with the community lias been 
excellent, and I don't .know anyone 
who wouldn't say the same ·about 
the academic co1111111111icy'," Bran-
. liam said. · 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Coastal had 2,923 students when 
Eaglin arrived. It now has about 
4,000 full- and part-time students. 
Its enrollment jumped nearly 90 
percent during the 1980s. Singleton 
says the growth was expected be-
cause of continued development of 
the state's Grand Strand area. But 
_"getting the space was harder," he 
added. 
During his tenure, Eaglin has 
overseen expenditures of nearly $40 
million in construction and renova-
tion projects, That included a diffi-
cult 1986 fight to win state approval 
and money for the school's first dor-
mitories. Toe college's space short-
age continues, however, and it still 
uses 17 of 43' temporary buildings it 
leased in 1988 to handle mushroom-
ing enrollment and needed office 
space for faculty. 
Toe dormitory issue is only.one of 
several battles' Eaglin has _ fought 
here. He and others lost one a few 
years ago to prevent state technical 
colleges - including one across the 
road from his campus - from offer-
ing college-credit courses. But Fred 
Sheheen, head of the South Caroli-
na Commission on Higher Educa-
tion, notes that once the battle was 
over, Eaglin threw Coastal's re-
sources behind the nearby technical 
college to help it develop two-year 
college programs, 
"That required an awful lot of 
statesm~hi, ' Sheheen said. 
Eaglin . · caused some· faculty 
disenc ent when he backed an 
aca~emic reorganization without 
initial faculty involvement, and 
59me say his stand against starting 
. : an expensive football program has 
upset some local boosters. 
He has also fought for limited 
graduate programs at Coastal, and 
three proposed master's degrees iri 
education are awaiting action by'the 
state's higher education commis-
sion. · 
Eaglin is considered a proven 
fund-raiser and an administrator 
with outstanding community-rela--
tions skills. He has been instrumen-
tal in raising several hundred thou-
sand dollars in private money each 
year for the school, and a five-year, 
$5 million fund drive begun in 1985 
reached its goal nearly a year early 
and ultimately reached $5.3 million 
in 1990. - . 
Eaglin was instrumental in devel-
oping four applied-research centers 
at Coastal through which faculty ex-
perts and students- work on such 
area problems as economic and ru-
ral development and wetland, cul-
tural and historical studies. · 
Shebeen also· credits Eaglin and · 
Coastal w_ith . developing . South 
Carolina's best: public college long- . 
_,-range plan. ''I 'wish the · f!fiiie plan 
were as good,~~ 'i&ict.:. _. .... ''. . . ~ ......... ... 
MoRt:-7 
EagJin call~d 
able, per.sonable 
Continued from Page One 
Ron Ingle, Coastal's vice chancel-
lor for academic affairs, says one of 
Eaglin's strengths is "trying to 
grasp where an institution is going, 
where it should be, and then devel-
oping those institutional plans to 
meet those goals as defined by your 
community, your faculty and the 
students." 
Ingle and others say Eaglin is also 
a strong-willed administrator. 
"He's quite outspoken, but not to 
the point of offending people. He's 
determined, but he will listen and 
he's not bound to something just 
because it's his idea," Ingle said. 
Eaglin will succeed C. Nelson 
Grote as Morehead's president July 
1 and be paid an annual salary of 
$115,000. He confirmed yesterday 
that the · school's budget problems 
led him to reject a tentative initial 
offer of $125,000. 
With Morehead's graduate and 
undergraduate catalogs lying near-
by on his living room sofa, Eaglin 
acknowledged that he has much yet 
to learn about his new school, but 
he's already working on a plan to 
help him hit the ground running. 
"I'm trying to formulate in my 
mind key people inside the institu-
tion that I need," he said. "And be-. 
lieve me, they aren't just adminis-
trators. They're faculty members, 
staff people, people that I can truly 
(use to) get a true fix on where 
(Morehead) is and what it will be." 
Eaglin's wife, Bonnie, said yester-
day that she also is looking forward 
to the Morehead move. Bonnie Eag-
lin, who like her husband has her 
undergraduate degree from South- . 
east Missouri State University, has 
been very active in international 
student activities at Coastal. The 
Eaglins have four grown children. 
Eaglin said he is tentatively com-
mitted to a July 15-Aug. 5 trip to 
Cyprus as a consultant. But once he 
fully assumes the Morehead presi-
dency, he added, he will probably 
spend about 50 percent of his time 
off-campus meeting the school's 
supporters. 
"I would hope by January -
probably before then, knowing my 
energy level - that I will be like an 
old glove somebody found." 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Wednest:lay, March 4, 1992 
New president 
Eaglin knows challenges facing MSU 
Ronald G. Eaglin is fully 
aware of the challenges fac-
ing Morehead State Univer-
sity, and he has accepted the 
university's presidency 
knowing that some tough, 
unpopular decisions are 
ahead. 
Morehead's board of re-
gents unanimously voted last 
week to hire Eaglin as the 
university's next president, 
ending a more than year-
long, nationwide search for a 
successor to C. Nelson Grote, 
who will retire June 30. Eag-
lin had one major advantage 
over the other two finalists 
for the post: experience as a 
college administrator. He 
currently is chancellor of the 
University of South Car-
olina's Coastal Carolina Col-
lege. 
That experience likely will 
serve Eaglin well as he as-
sumes the presidency of a 
campus facing budget cuts 
and stagnant enrollment. 
Because of the state budget 
crunch, Morehead already 
has had its 1991-92 budget cut 
by $2.2 million, and it antic-
ipates another $1:s million 
less in state funds during the 
1992-93 school year. 
At the same time, enroll-
ment has leveled off. During 
the 1980s, the university re-
versed several years of de-
clining enrollment and en-
joyed a 40 percent increase in 
student population. However, 
enrollment has now topped 
out at about 8,300, with little 
or no growth expected in the 
next few years. Enrollment is 
important because its growth 
can help offset a loss of state 
funds because of the in- · 
creased tuition.· 
During his visit to the 
campus, Eaglin did not try to 
sugarcoat the university's 
budget woes. He recognizes 
that some difficult cuts will 
have to be made - the kind 
that are likely to make the 
new president unpopular 
with some factions. We do 
not envy his uisk. 
The selection of Eaglin has 
been a long process in which 
the search committee ac-
tively sought the input of 
students, faculty, alumni and 
area residents. Politics 
played no part in the process, 
and Eaglin's choice seems to 
be a popular one. We wish 
him well in his challenging 
new job. 
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Grand jury foreman's 
objectivity in WKU 
controversy questioned 
By CYNTiilA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - The foreman 
of a grand jury investigating elements of the 
Western Kentucky University controversy 
wrote a letter to WKU's regents chairman 
last month in which he called recent actions 
by the board "appalling." 
The letter, dated Feb. 4 - one day after 
Frank St. Charles UI was seated on the 
grand jury - has raised questions about St. 
Charles' objectivity in the investigation. 
However, Warren Circuit Judge John D. 
Minton Jr., who empaneled the grand jury, 
said yesterday he believed St. Charles is ob-
ligated as a grand juror to investigate the 
situation at Western. 
" If there's a serious concern about the 
management of a public institution here, it's 
their duty to investigate it," Minton said in 
an interview. "Whatever knowledge any of 
them have is fair game for a grand jury in-
vestigation." . 
And St. Charles told reporters yesterday 
that while he has been critical of the re-
gents for the past several months, the grand 
jury investigation "has given me the oppor-
tunity to hear the other side." 
But William Johnson, an attorney who ac-
companied Western regents Robert Chamb-
less, Heather Falmlen and Eugene Evans 
yesterday before they testified, said: "It is a 
fundamental principle of law that the inves-
tigation be conducted by citizens who do 
not have some preconceived prejudice in 
the matter being investigated." 
In the letter, which was first reported on 
Tuesday in the College Heights Herald, 
Western's student newspaper, St Charles 
told Chairman Joseph lracane, "You contin• 
ue to embarrass Western, this community, 
and the entire Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky" with actions St. Charles said many 
people find "distasteful. irresponsible and 
demeaning." 
"Thank goodness there are people of stat-
ure, like Steve Catron and Bobby Bartley, 
who will not sit idly by and accept what is 
offered," the letter says. 
Regents Catron, of Bowling Green, and 
Bartley, of Glasgow, brought suit over the 
regents' hiring of former Gov. Louie Nunn 
to guide a special audit of university spend-
ing accounts and accused lracane and other 
regents of trying to get rid of Western Presi-
dent Thomas Meredith. Catron and Bartley 
were among the first people subpoenaed by 
the grand jury. 
St. Charles' letter also says: "Your atti-
tude of being beyond reproach is ill-found-
ed. You are accountable for your actions 
and those actions are demeaning to the uni-
versity's administration. to this community, 
and to the future of Western. . . . If you 
would let Tom Meredith run the university, 
as he was hired to do, all of the controversy 
would cease and Western would continue to 
move forward." 
The Courier.Journal also received a copy 
of an Oct. 22 letter St. Charles wrote to the 
regents. It says in part: "Tom Meredith, in 
my opinion. is a visionary leader, who rep-
resents not only Western Kentucky Univer• 
sity but this entire community with dignity 
and he deserves your support. . .. He was 
hired as the chief executive officer .. . and 
must be allowed to function in that role 
(Neither) Joe lracane nor anyone else: 
should attempt to operate Western Ken-
tucky University. That is the president's job. 
Please allow him to do it and support him in 
his efforts." 
Both St. Charles and Commonwealth's 
Attorney Steve Alan Wilson said yesterday 
that St. Charles holds just one vote in the 
!~•member grand jury. Under state law, 
rune of them must vote to indict. 
Also, Wll.son said. the grand jury "is 
~en:ly here for a fact-finding inves-
11gat1on. They aren't like the people 
who sit on a petit jury (for a crimi-
nal trial) and must decide some-
one's guilt or innocence." 
Wllson also stressed that a ran-
~om system is used to select grand 
Jurors. 
Warren Circuit Clerk Pat Howell 
Goad said the secretary of state's of-
fice sends her a list 30 days in ad-
vance for the next month's jury 
pool. After the court weeds out peo-
ple with obvious conflicts numbers 
are assigned to those .:emaining. 
The numbers are then drawn from a 
\1/heel or box to make up the grand 
JUry. 
. St. Charles said that when he was 
picked for the grand jury, and the 
next day when he wrote the letter to 
lrac~e, "The grand jury had no in-
t~ntJon of investigating (the situa-
tion at Western) at that time. It was 
no~ . until the attorney general's 
~puuon . came out that the grand 
Jury decided to investigate." . 
St. Charles was referring to the 
Feb. 10 opinion issued by Attorney 
General Chris Gorman that said the 
regents might have been trying to 
get around a_ state law governing 
~rsonaJ sernce contracts when it 
hired Nunn as a university employ-
ee. Last week, another Warren Cir-
cuit Judge, Tom Lewis, ruled that 
~estern's regents had improperly 
~eel ~unn all three times they 
hired him - first as a "special 
counsel" and later as a " university 
employee." 
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Grand jury 
to release 
findings on 
Nunn hiring 
More testify; fairness 
of panel is defended 
By BIii Estep 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
BOWLING GREEN - A grand 
jury investigating the decision by 
the Western Kentucky University 
regents to hire former Gov. Louie B. 
Nunn will release its findings Mon-
day. 
The jury heard from five more 
wimesses yesterday, including 
banker Wendell Strode of Bowling 
Green. a former regent who was no 
longer on Western's board when it 
hired Nunn to supervise an audit 
this year. 
Before testifying, Strode said he 
thought one reason he was called 
was that while he was on the board, 
he app~oved increasing the monthly 
entertainment allowance for univer-
sity President Thomas C. Mer-
edith's wife, Susan. from $1.000 a 
month to $2,000. 
Strode would not discuss his 
testimony after he met with the 
grand jury. 
Also yesterday, , Common-
wealth's Attorney Steve Alan Wil-
son defended the fairness of the 
grand jury after a report that jury 
foreman Frank St Charles had been 
critical of the board and Chairman 
Joe lracane of Owensboro. 
The College Heights Herald. 
Western's campus newspaper, re-
ported Tuesday that in a Feb. ➔ 
letter to Iracane. St. Charles ex-
pressed his "total displeasure" with 
the way the board has handled the 
audit controversy; criticized the hir-
ing of Nunn; and said Meredith 
should be allowed to run the school 
without interference from regents. 
"The actions of the Western 
Kentucky University Board of Re-
gents, under your direction. are 
appalling," said St Charles a Mer-
edith supporter. · 
The grand jury could indict 
re~ents o~ criminal charges, but 
Wilson sa.td it did not create a 
conflict of interest to have St. 
Charles on the jury. Grand jurors 
are chosen randomly and report on 
Please see WKU 
WKU: Jury to 
release findings 
on Monday 
findings of fact, not guilt or inno-
cence, he said. 
"I don·t think there's any ques-
tion it's a fair grand jury," Wilson 
said. 
St. Charles wrote the letter after 
he was chosen as a juror, but before 
the grand jury began investigating 
Nunn·s hiring. 
"I do not feel a conflict of 
interest. If anything, I feel I'm 
getting two sides of an issue," said 
St. Charles, a banker. 
Circuit Judge John D. Minton Jr. 
said he did not think it was a 
conflict of interest for St. Charles to 
be on the jury. 
Some regents began pushing for 
an outside audit last year after an 
internal review raised questions 
about accounting for the monthly 
entertainment allowance and other 
spending by and for the Merediths, 
including $41,000 to improve the 
president's home. . 
The internal audit did not find 
any wrongdoing related to the 
spending and noted that such p~c-
tices were in place before Meredith 
was hired in 1988. 
Strode, a supporter of Meredith, 
said he approved the increase in the 
monthly allowance. Other regents 
approved it, too, he said. 
Wilson and County Attorney 
Mike Caudill have declined com-
ment on whether the grand jury is 
investigating anything besides the 
hiring of Nunn. 
Bill Johnson, attorney for the 
board, said the list of people sum-
moned to testify suggested that the 
grand jury was not focused solely 
on Nunn's hiring. ' 
Caudill said last night the grand 
jury will make its report Monday. 
Witnesses have declined to dis-
cuss their testimony. . 
Strode is the only person called 
to testify so far who was not 
associated with Western during the 
debate over conducting an audit 
and hiring Nunn. 
The other people subpoened 
this week were Ron Shrewsbury, 
managing partner of the Bowling 
Green accounting firm of Baird, 
Kurtz and Dobson, Western's regu-
lar auditor; regent Robert Chamb-
less Jr. of Munfordville; faculty 
regent Eugene Evans; and student 
regent Heather Falmlen of Winches-
ter. 
The grand jury earlier sub-
poened Iracane; Vice Chainvoman 
Patsy Judd of Burkesville; regents 
Stephen B. Catron of Bowling Green 
and Bobby Bartley of Glasgow; and 
university attorney Franklin Berry. 
lracane, Judd, Chambless, Ev-
ans and Falmlen voted to hire 
Nunn, while Catron and Bartley 
voted against and sued the board, 
saying the hiring was illegal. · 
The grand jury sought an inves-
tiga_tion after Attorney General 
Chris Gonnan's office said the uni-
versity's regents may have violated 
state law by hiring Nunn. 
St. Charles said the grand jury 
decided to investigate because the 
opinion raised questions about 
whether laws were broken in hiring 
Nunn. 
The case may be the first in 
which university regents in Ken-
tucky have been summoned to a 
grand jury to explain actions they 
took as board members. 
Warren Circuit Judge Tom Lew-
is ruled Friday that the board hired 
Nunn illegally. 
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Plan to·curb race-based 
_ scholarships stirs uproar 
• 
By TAMARA HENRY 
Associated Press 
WASIDNGTON - Groups repre-
senting virtually every college and 
university in America yesterday de-
nounced a Bush administration pro-
posal to place limits on race-specific 
scholarships. .• 
"The proposed l!Olicy .•. has the 
potential of doing significant harm" 
to minority recruifment and fund-
raising, said Robert ·Atwell, presi-
dent of the American· · Council on 
Education. u ,,, 
"We are urging the def)artment to 
withdraw its proposed policy guid· 
ance," said Atwell, whose council is 
the umbrella group for the nation's 
colleges and universities. 
The organization was joined by 
associations for private colleges and 
universities, community and junior 
colleges, Jesuit and historically 
black institutions, land-grant col-
leges, dental schools and the United 
Negro College Fund. 
The Education Department set a 
March 9 .deadline for comment on 
its plan to bar scholarships awarded 
solely to members of a particular 
race. It ,set three conditions under 
which colleges and universities re-
ceiving federal funds may make 
race a consideration in awarding fi. 
nancial aid: financial need, a need 
to create campus diversity and to 
remedy discriminatioIL 
Education Secretary Lamar Alex-
ander said yesterday: "Our goal is 
clear -:- to help clarify how colleges 
and "universities can make special 
efforts in creating diversity on cam-
pus, and in increasing opportunities 
for disadvantaged students without 
_ violating federal anti-discrimination 
·~aw." 
. Atwell said the proposal would 
reverse "established policy holding 
most _ minority-targeted aid pro-
grams: \awful." He said statistics 
show "liitolerably high" disparities 
in access to higher education be-
tween minoiilies and non-minor-
. ities. ·-•v 
· If the department does not with-
draw the policy, said William Bla-
key of the United Negro College 
' Fund, educators will lobby Con-
,:gress for legislative remedies. 
-, The moderate gains in minority 
enrollment at · private colleges and 
universities may be rolled back _by 
the proposal, said Richard Rosser, 
president of the National Associ• 
ation of Independent Colleges and ' · 
Universities, which includes more 
than 820 schools. ._ - ,. .. _ 4_ ,. 
··--- ---
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By Todd_Pack. 
Herald•Leader statt writer 
CONWAY, S.C. - In a state rife_ 
with politics, Ron Eaglin is caught_ in 
the cross-fire of two factions fightmg 
for control of _his small school. 
He isn't taking sides .. He says he is 
interested in education, not politics. 
. That's one reason he is leaving ·after 
seven years to become president -of 
Morehead State University in Ken-
tucky, 
L-1 South Carolina, he said recently, 
"I've been the calm, reassuring voice, 
and if nothing else, I think I'm respect-
ed for it." 
Indeed, both factions give him high 
marks as chancellor of the University of 
South Carolina's Coastal Carolina Col-
lege.' 
It has grown faster than any public 
college in the state. 
Eaglin has guided that growth wise-
ly and given the school a much-needed 
sense of direction, supporters say. 
-His critics argue that he doesn't 
listen to faculty members and thanhe 
school- is top-heavy with administra-
tors, , 
Eaglin said the politics here is one. 
of the reasons he is ready to, mo~e _to 
Kentucky. 
"I deal with principles," he said. 
''Morehead fits rne to a T :•· 
_Ronald Georg~ Eaglin, 51, an affa: 
· hie, energetic Missouri native, has 
done a solid job, especially-in light 
of the budget cuts and the recent 
squabbles over control of the 
school, his supporters said. 
"Realistically, he did about all 
he could do," said Dr, R Cathcart 
Smith of Murrells Poin~ a past 
member of the state higher educa-
tion commission. 
"You just have to look around 
and see the growth here," USC 
President John Palms said. 
Coastal, a pine-covered campus 
10 miles west of Myrtle Beach, is 
one of USC's nine branch campuses. 
It was founded· as a two-year 
college in 1954. After a stint as an 
independent college, it joined use· 
in 1960 and became a four-year 
campus in 197 4. · 
People here are talking agajn of 
t11ming it into an independent col-
lege, and that has Eaglin in . the 
cross-fire. ~ 
The fight began last summer 
when Coastal's local advisory board, 
- which has no real authority -
recommended breaking away frqm 
the state university. 
lature. Board members contend Finding room for all those stu-
Coastal now takes- a back seat to dents was a problem. 
USC's main campus in Columbia Eaglin bas overseen nearly $40 
USC's board of trustees- - million in construction and renova-
which has power over all of the tion projects, including a 1986 fight 
branch campuses - vigorously op- to win approval and funding for the 
poses the move. school's first dormitories. 
"The problem is the university 
wants these branch campuses for 
political purposes," said J. Wade 
Gilley, a past consultant to Coas-
tal's advisory panel who is now 
president of Marshall University in 
West Virginia. 
He said Coastal is a political 
plum because it gives USC access to 
legislators from the influential Myr-
tle Beach area. 
Eaglin has taken no public 
stand on the issue, which will be 
decided by the legislature. 
That has strained his relation-
ship with President Palms. 
"He's been walking a tightrope," 
said Eaglin's friend, Northern Ken-
tucky University President Leon E. 
Boothe. 
When USC's president came to 
Conway last summer, Eaglin's. sup--
porters thought he was ready to 
sack Eaglin. 
Palms declined to discuss their 
differences.' 
Eaglin said, "We have an estab-
lished truce .... lf I'd sided with the 
president, I'd lose the respect of the 
people here, and if I took the local's 
side, the president would have had 
to fire me." 
Growing pains 
Eaglin became Coastal's chan-
cellor at a critical time, said Sally 
Hare, the school's graduate dean. 
He replaced a chancellor whose 
aggressive style had alienated some 
faculty members and supporters: 
"They needed somebody who 
could heal all the wounds," said the 
previous chancellor, Fred Hicks, 
now a history professor at Coastal. 
"Ron came in and did a really 
good job," Hicks said. 
Eaglin also has done a gooa· job;., 
managing the school's growth, his·1 
supporters said. , 
The college had 2,923' students-.1 
when Eaglin was appointed in 1985, '. 
It now has 3,983, down about1 
200 from last year's record high, a0 : 
drop blamed on the recession and: 
plans to close the nearby Air Force· 
base. Morehead has 8,300 students. 
· Like many of the students at 
Morehead, Coastal students are the 
sons and daughters of tobacco 
But space remains tight. The 
school still has about 20 temporary 
buildings it leased in 1988. 
Eaglin gave the college a sense 
of direction, keeping it focused on 
education during tough times,· said 
state Rep. Tom Keengan, a Republi-
can whose district includes Coastal. 
"If good management is moti-
vating people and having hannony 
and not losing sight of your goals. 
then he was a dam good manager " 
Keegan said. ' 
Criticism from the faculty 
Eaglin, however, is not without 
his critics. 
''He's been pretty dis ma 1, I'm 
afraid," said Gerald Groves, a pro-
fessor of English and Latin. 
"The joke around campus was, 
'We'll recommend him.' We're very 
happy, most of us, that he's going 
to Kentucky." 
The most common complaint is 
that Coastal has too many adminis-
~t?rs, ".I thi!11c we've got an ad-
mm1stration m place that could 
govern a school of 10,000," said 
former chancellor Hicks. 
. Eaglin said he has done a poor 
Job of explaining the job each 
administrator does. 
Some teachers are upset be-
ca:1se he failed to deliver the pay 
raises he promised older iacu It y 
members. 
Eaglin said he didn't ha\'e the 
money. 
Eaglin was also criticized for 
making academic decisions without 
consulting the faculty. 
"There are some people who 
aren't happy no matter what you 
do," Eaglin said. 
Fund-raising success 
J?espite such criticism, Eaglin is 
considered a top-notch chancellor. 
Fred Sheheen; the head of the 
5?uth Carolina Commission on 
Higher Education, said Eaglin "has 
the best long-range plan in the 
state." 
Eaglin also is known as a good 
fund-raiser. 
, "lf th_ere's money to be gotten, 
he 11 get 1t for you," Hicks said. 
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ii Push for student health insurance: Senate Republicans have· banded together to push a highly unusual parliamentary maneuver to force a vote on a controversial measure that forces college 
H Ith students to obtain health insurance. A bill that 
ea. would repeal the requirement has passed the 
House, but been bottled up in the Senate Health and Welfare 
Co~ttee. Chairman Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, was 
the ongmal sponsor of the idea and does not plan to call a vote on 
House Bill 244 to repeal his own plan. A rally by college 
stud~nts is planned at the Capitol today to protest the 
requirement. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., 
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Panel rejects 
WKU-contract to 
hire attorneys 
Associated Pres~ 
Eaglin mis helped raise hun~ 
. dreds. off.thousands oL dollars inl 
private money each: year: A five, 
year, $5 rilillion drive started ini 
1985 reached. its goal a year early. 
He also fought for four applied-
research centers where faculty and• 
students work together on regional 
issues such as economic develop-, 
ment-and,wetland studies,_. . 
in addition, he has pushed for, 
more graduate programs at Coastal.; 
· Kentucky b~ui:id--
Eaglin _ will succeed C. Nelson 
Grote as Morehead•s·president July· 
1. He will get an annual salary of 
$115,000. 
Morehead is twice the size of 
Coastal, and unlike the South Caro-. 
lina school, has its own board of 
regents. 
The town of Morehead is small-
er than Conway. Morehead has 
about 7,800 people; Conway, 10,200. -
Morehead is also more remote, nes-
tled in the hills of Eastern Ken-
tucky. Conway is a few miles west 
of one of the most popular vacation 
spots on the East Coast. 
Eaglin said he wants to work at 
Morehead because its regents have 
promised him that politics will not 
!)lay a role in decision making. 
Eaglin said he already has some 
ideas about improving Morehead, 
including bolstering the universi-
ty's teacher education program. 
"But the first six months I'm 
there, I'll be talking to . people and 
learning," he said. _ 
"Then I'm:. looking forward- to , 
getting started." , / · · . 
FRANKFORT ,..,_ A legis,. 
lative _ panel yesterday disap-
proved a contract by W estem, 
Kentucky University_ to hire, 
attorneys• 
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The board hired .former 
Gov. Louie B. Nunn to audit 
some accounts in a dispute 
with President Thomas Mer-
edith. When questions about 
Nunn's • contract were raised, 
the board voted to·make him a 
temporary employee. 
Two members objected 
and sued. 
The board then voted to 
hire the firm of Stoll, Keenan 
and Park to defend that suit. 
· The Personal Service Con-
tract Review Subcommittee ob-
jected because the contract had 
not been approved. 
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WKQ!auci.({ir~Y start· ~his week : . , 
soww1a a~'{~:..,, The accounting firm_ that_ will audit 
· some!~41ng·aCC011J11!':~ Western Kentucky_ Umvers1ty expects 
to begjgi~;.Vo'.ei))r;l~•-~ger of the firm saJd yeste~y. _ 
· Th~:<eltentilt:tli~;"auili\, and the accounts to ~ reviewed, ~ 
"still'~ ~Woij";'.'.;said the manager, DaVJd ~ •. who W!,ll 
sisti'Ai:tbu.r:A'iiaer!!e,P--~Co- partner John Roeder m the audit. as .~.,.,- ..... -,.- .,,.., .... - .. , ,. 
Doing research for the profs 
Wallace Wilkinson may nave· used 
poor judgment in appointing himself to 
the University of Kentucky . Board of 
Trustees, but this does not mean that his 
criticism of teaching time by professors is 
not legitimate. It is about time someone 
spoke out on this important issue. Having 
been to college and graduate school, I can 
attest to the fact that Wilkinson has hit 
the nail on the head. I had professors who 
took up to six weeds to grade tests, who 
were not available to answer questions or 
advise, all because they were too busy 
with their own projects. I've even had 
professors admit they would not care if 
they. ever taught another class. 
From my experience, and from talking 
to others who have gone to graduate 
school,_the majority 9f time was spent in 
doing research and lab work for some 
professor's project, not learning.· 
It's no wonder that" professors are so 
touchy. A raw nerve· nas· been -touched: 
The dictionary. defines professor' as "a 
teacher; specifically, a college· teacher of 
the highest rank." The definition_ does no! 
even mention research;. · ,. · -· 
JOE-LAWSON 
Lexington 
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By ,rlc Gregory.- ·" : , students~i , . . . . ·:~- ··" 
end ·Jack Brammer. The bill, sponsored by Rep. 
/-ieraid;Leader staff writer~ ·• '· Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington, . , . 
would repeal the mandatory: health- abuse of power here today. You see 
insurance requirement for'students:"· these :young_ peop)e7-:-.;~sbest·we 
It· was part of a· wide-ranging have:,-;and tliey cofue.µp.here and 
health-care package sponsored,. by .hav~ tj> see,tliis·.happen: It's really a 
Bailey in the 1990 GeneraJ'.A,ssem!_. qowiier.:'1': ·;:c.;· .. N • 
·w,FR,ANiq<()I.U:.,_.,Withabout 50 
wuyeijity,s~d~tii loolruJg' mi; the 
state Senate yesterday decided not · 
to act on a bill that would repeal 
mandatory health insurance for col-
lege students. bly. · · · ;The· ~11m1lttee c:l!alciJanship 
But students said they were and the committee system is how 
being singled out and that the they keep everybody in tow." 
insurance was an unnecessary fi. 
Se.n. David Williams, R-Burkes-
ville, unsuccessfully tried to move 
House Bill 244 from the Senate 
Health and Welfare Committee to 
the floor for a vote. 
nancial burden. A lawsuit they filed Senate Majority Leader Joe 
is pending. · Wright, D-Hamed, defended the 
The bi!( has languished in com-
mittee since Feb. 11. Sen. Benny 
Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, the com-
mittee's chainnan, opposes the bill 
and has promised to let it die. 
committee system and accused Wil-
Bailey said yesterday that Wil- Iiams of using the students. 
Iiams' actions were a "demagogu-
'ery" on the Republican Party. 
Williams, who is running for 
the U.S. Senate, said his efforts for 
the. students were not related to his 
campaign. But he said, ''I don't 
think this will hurt me any." 
Not one Republican senator has 
asked him to consider the.bill in his 
committee, Bailey said. "Had not 
the students been here and tlie TV 
cameras; they'd never said anything 
about this:" I .. . • .. 
Williams said, "We saw, an--
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0 Po lcs."\''""""" vote, 25°11. ·kn,,..;c.;ili! .... , ''l!."'~i . .'W·;•, r"I -; , It could be argued ffiaf 'fiotlr si~ 
• · • • :. .J · "/.'._\•.I~;'· were acting politicall}\. ~ .;-:-i 
By FRAN ELLERS0 ,~-.r.m,!'';•li½>•< · who Is running for~theJJ.S, Senate; 
Staff Writer ... ,~>;;:-;,,:q.:;1,· •. :: ., on a platform that targets llieyouth-
. ,.. - vote - introduced as bis guest, 11J1i-i FRANKFORT, Ky::.:. it wam,'po,,; versity students whowant the leg!,s-J 
lltical hardball, but senators divl~ . !alive mandate lifted. . WillllUIIS 
along party lines yesterday to go Id. waxed Indignant a!)out thejlartlsaii.~ 
bat for procedures that could he!?. ship the young people witnessed: 
or hurt their causes. , .: .,'.:.., _ ,: ,.. when Democrats went• along:,wi!Jlc, 
In an unusual move that u:riwed Floor Leader Joe Wright's~ 
Democrats and united Republicans[ that:,they,~pport,.the,.colllllll.tuie(; 
Republican Sen. David Williams 01. system. ,:,,-..:.,,. · .. •,t.,;f.,:!!:iO<,tfl\MtJ~ 
Burlresville and· bls 10 GOP q:,1-. , But there were real Issues on~ 
leagues in the Senate made a mo-· sides: Bailey argues that : Republj.,j 
tion to consider a bill that bu riot cans misrepresented the . bill. 1:1.e,; 
been heard ln committee. : ;: · · said it. actually protects poor stu-i; 
House Bill 224 would repeal a law . · dents from huge medical costs ~ 
passed in 1990 requiring student!;at- could,forca=pat.ci(~~. •. 
state universities to have health ID-· 0cause· of-fl' .a! . .u lllw:' 
surance when they enroll. The orig!- ' 'requirlng-'$JDSUiillce'~- '~&e,a; 
nal bill was sponsored by Sen. Ben-'' ,blocked leinJ>Orlltjly,).. , !!4\t;'JU .;t> j 
ny Ray Bailey, D-Hlndman, d1afi,.· On the other,.~RepubIICQS1 
man of the Health and. ,Welfare• were legitlmately,.,cballenglng ~.: 
Committee - where the repeal ef. entrenched r commlttee~system 1..:,.,; 
fort now languishes.·· " · ·. · ·• . which Democrab.say generally)~ 
In the legislature· thii' 0 maforily' lows experienced lawmakers to'ldttl 
party names committee ch~,· througll the measures and deal w1t1r 
and the chairmen decide what biili the most Important oites. ,,;,,.J:- ~~,! 
their committees will consider. Un-: It's likely that yesterday's motio.'. 
-·less most of the committee ~: primed the pump for more Repubji-i 
hers disagree-which almost newr . can cballenges. The co~ ~ · 
happens - the chairman p~ · tem "was. not designed apd wai 
"If that is not blatant politics 
and seizing upon a situation and 
the emotions of ·,these youngsters 
that are here today, I don't know 
what is:11 i:.. 
The Senate vote was 25 to 11, 
along straight party lines, to keep 
the bill in committee. Two Demo-
cratic senators were absent 
never intended to be an opportunllv 
for the·exerc:ise of ubltnry pi,we?• · 
said freshman Sen., Dan Kelly, ~: 
Springfield. ''We have absolute llftd. 
arbitrary .ln 1h11 co~ 
system -~~~~:!).~ 
George lo bluah..'. .. ~"'·'' 
)Talk back, prof 
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Faculty members do a tremendous amount of work; they should defend themselves 
By Robert Hemenway 
T he American research university suffers from its poorest public image in 50 years, with the faculty bearing the brunt of the 
criticism. 
While it may pain the university to be 
the target of attacks, it cannot remain 
silent. I! must be more aggressive than 
ever in explaining the faculty commitment 
to the business of the university - teach-
ing and learning. 
In one sense, the faculty role is simple. 
The faculty creates and shares ideas that 
lead to knowledge. The faculty recreates 
the university every time members enter 
the literature classroom or the chemistry 
lab, every time they share with the public 
their knowledge of asphalt or grass seed. 
The faculty members and their ideas are 
the university. 
A society that lacks respect for such 
faculty labor imperils the future. One need 
look no further than China's "cultural 
revolution" to see the results of a society 
repudiating its intellectuals. 
Ideas grow in the classroom, as the 
faculty brings its research to the act of 
teaching. To focus that effort, the Univer-
sity of Kentucky has established incentive 
awards for good teaching, created a dean 
of undergraduate studies, and madi!'im-
proved instruction a major part of the 
"Lexington Campus Agenda." Eighty per-
cent of the tenured· faculty's teaching ef-
fort is at the undergraduate level., 
" The faculty also trains 5,000 graduate 
students, helps Kentucky with problems 
from solid waste disposal to increased 
soybean production, explores the secrets 
of the atom, cancer cells and DNA, writes 
sonnets and symphonies, and assists East-
ern Europe to move to a market economy. 
Because universities have not been 
effective in explaining the synergy of 
teaching and research, the public has 
come to ask a single question: "How much 
does the faculty work?" The answer, from 
the federal government's National Center 
for Education Statistics, is 50 to 60 hours 
a week. 
A faculty member teaching six hour-
long classes a week spends 18 hours in 
preparing lectures. Thus, a teaching as-
signment of six hours a week is really 24 
hours of preparation and actual classroom 
teaching. Add to it the 10 hours a week a 
faculty member spends grading papers 
and counseling students. 
Yet, the faculty member at a major 
research university has done only half the 
job at this point. Add another 20 hours, 
because 40 percent of the assignment is 
also to conduct research. 
How many hours faculty memhers 
work is fundamentally the wrong ques-
tion. What should be asked is: "What is 
the quality of education students receive?" 
Calculating faculty labor by counting 
hours is like judging your minister on 
time spent preaching. Ministers, like facul-
ty members, are trained to organize their 
work week around their public perform-
ance. There is a public ministry on Sun-
day, and preachers spend hours preparing 
for their parishioners, just as faculty do 
for their students. 
University faculty members are like 
ministers. Teaching is a calling, and the 
faculty endows and inspires each new 
generation with knowledge, challenging 
them to make a better world. In exchange 
for this function, society thinks of faculty 
members in special ways. 
The historian E.K. Kantorowicz said: 
"There are three professions which are 
entitled to wear the gown: the judge, the 
priest and the scholar. This garment 
stands for its bearer's maturity of mind, 
his judgment and his direct responsibilicy 
to his conscience arid his god." Today, w, 
would only add, "her'' conscience and 
"her'' god as well. 
Before we restructure our universities 
according to an industrial model of effi-
ciency, with a time clock in the classroom 
let us ask whether we want universities tc 
forfeit the responsibility for the life of 
ideas that they have become since the 
Middle Ages. . 
Before we rush to repudiate our facul-
ties, let us recognize the responsibility for 
teaching that the faculty accepts automati 
cally with the wearing of the gown. 
And while we are at it, let us· judge 
faculties and universities on the world of 
ideas that pervades the campus, on how 
well those ideas prepare people - young 
and old - for an uncertain.future, and on 
how the institution contributes to a better 
world. Any good-quality university shouk 
welcome such assessment. 
Robert Hemenway is· chancellor of the 
University of Kentucky's Lexington cam-
pus. 
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Bursting at seams 
The community colleges are bursting 
at the seruns, and relief is sorely needed. 
It's only a matter of time before 
industry discovers the fact that a large, 
work-ethic oriented, well-educated popu-
. lace·exists in.Eastern Kentucky. The 
industries attracted by this well-educated 
population will be the non-polluting ones 
thatilot only prosper in highly educated 
sections of the nation, but contribute to 
that prosperity without destroying life 
and nature. 
If the present trend toward communi-
ty college education continues to grow 
here as it has in the past, and it shows 
every indication of.doing so, Eastern·· 
Kentucky will soon_ be. more prosperous 
than the Bluegrass: .. : .... ; . 
'. "' '. ,-:, 't, 
Tli:at is; of.course;ifwe can avoid our 
usual propensity for shooting ourselves 
in the foot 
It would be a sad mistake for the 
Kentucky legislature to cut funding for 
the one bright spot in Eastern Ken-
tucky's future. Indeed, it would be almost 
a criminal offense not to expand greatly 
the funding for the community colleges 
in Eastern Kentucky. · 
. There is an old proverb that if you · 
give a starving man. a fish, he will eat 
today. Teach him to fish, and he will eat 
well all his life. There are people with 
college degrees working as fast-food 
waiters in Appalachia today, but our 
educated populace will soon be recog-. 
nized and appreciated by the floundering 
industries in the corrupt and crime-
plagued cities of our nation. 
Now that we finally have a real 
chance for prospering in Eastern Ken-
tucky, it would be a terrible error to cut 
the ground out from under us. Even in 
this period of difficult economic times, 
the best investment in Eastern Kentucky 
is the community colleges. 
They have proved they can do the 
job, even without the tools that most 
higher education institutions possess. 
Given the right tools, there's no limit to 
what they can do. 
Most important ingredients 
The community colleges already 
have the most important ingredients -
highly dedicated and proficient teachers 
and administrative staffs. 
Given the elbow room in which to · 
flex and grow, the results will be mind-
boggling. Not only Eastern Kentucky, 
but the entire state and region will bene-
fit . 
Let's not destroy our best asset for ·· 
shortsighted, false economies, but put 
our money on a real winner for change 
- the community college system in 
Kentucky. 
Bill Clemons lives at Hardshe0 in 
Breathitt County. 
Appalachian Voices is a weekly fea-
ture about life in Eastern Kentucky. Read-
ers interested in contributing to this fea-
ture should write to Art Jester, Lexington 
Herald-Leader, 100 Midland Avenue, 
Lexington, Ky. 40508. Articles should not 
exceed 600 words. 
PEARCE: Main drawback to Wilkinson 
education reform proposal is Wilkinson 
9/;"i o.,.;.c;. ::•.. · · ' 
Fronypage a, · 
journals." That.is. not,. of course,. the only 
reason for research, without which knowl-
edge would ~l;!gnate. ' 
But these ·are very sensitive, very, .. 
basic matters which each administration, 
in league with its faculty, must settle to.fit 
its own needs. It is surely not a matter for 
politicat solution, or for political exploita-
tion. It is one of those delicate areas where 
the educator and politician need to exer- • 
cise the. tolerance that comes with mutual 
trust. Reformer, reform thyself! 
Incidentally, one strange aspect of the, 
Wilkinson plan is that when it was offered 
to the UK trustees,_and later_giv_en_to this 
-newspaper for publication, it contained, of 
all things, footnotes, indicating that Wil-
kinson, or whoever wrote the original 
draft, had engaged in - shudder, gasp! 
- research! Perhaps the author was ho!)' 
ing that the plan would be regarded as 
revolutionary, or at least worthy of publi-
cation in one of the despised "itty-bitty" 
journals in which professionals exchange 
ideas and to which Wilkinson made such 
scornful reference. 
lJnions· cJose 
' '<,,;,; '1 ' . 
ranks to lobby'. 
for collectiv~ 
bargaining -
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Four unions 
normally competing for members 
will be working together to secure 
passage of a public employees col-
lective bargaining bill for Kentucky. 
The coalition will consist of the 
United Auto Workers, United Mine 
Workers, American Federation of 
State, County· and Municipal Em-
ployees and the American Feder-
ation. of Teachers-Kentucky Associ-
ation of State Employees. 
It marks the first tiine a formal 
labor alliance has been created for 
lobbying for collective bargaining, 
said Lee Jackson, president of the 
Kentucky Association of State Em-
ployees. Jackson said details of the 
alliance are being finalized. 
The pact will contain an agree-
ment outlining how Kentucky's pub-
lic employees, including state em-
ployees, would be distributed 
among the four unions if the bill is 
passed, according to a source who 
was present at an association board 
briefing. 
The State Journal of Frankfort re-
ported yesterday that the unidenti-
fied source said the proposed agree-
ment is based on percentages of 
employees. 
Officials with several of the un-
ions in the campaign would not 
comment on whether the alliance 
includes such a plan. 
Rep. Ronald Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, 
sponsor of the bargaining bill, said 
the unions. "may have some kind of 
agreement but the bill does not ad-
dress that." Cyrus is executive sec-
retar,l_'.0treasurer of the Kentucky 
AFI;CJO. 
The bill, which covers state and 
local governments, school. districts 
and universities,. would establish 
procedures for determining which 
unions would appear on union or-
ganization ballots. It was not clear 
how an agreement among the four 
unions would affect that process. 
The bill would create a Public 
Employee Relations Board, an arm 
of the Labor Cabinet, to oversee 
elections and write regulations. 
At any rate, it has been superficially 
(and erroneously) said that those who can, 
do, and those cannot, teach. Let us be glad 
that Wilkinson can. And let us hope that 
~e returns to doing, and leaves the teach-
mg to those of sufficient knowledge of 
that subtle and vital craft. 
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~!f!.d.,~ -_ . .. . the_ boaril. subD11~ ~1!!!!1~n-· to;t!la.~h~!'.~!=lltion ·pfi>granis-Jil• 
.• ,->~f~-,-""t,l'1!- ·':,,. . datio!15 ~bout the declinirig;pool Kentuckyr,during th~i;d98~:99ii 
fRi\NKF()RT;.'Ky.::: The'.num• of nunonty teachers,to:·the,1992 school year;were black,:>~ .. ,,,,.,;~ 
ber·of· minority teachers- in Ken- Ge!!eral-Assembly. The proposals, The Education Department did, 
tucky's· public. schools has de- ,yhich would c?st aboµt $1.75 mil- pot include·nioitey for ariy of thei 
cline_<I•. over, the>Iast three years, hon per year, mclude: programs in its proposed budgeq 
and,,~ou!l? ·the .. 199(! ·. Kentucky . ■ Establishing a position within , . During a recent appearance be-~ 
Eli1!<:&!i~9fl~~f(/1Jll Act <:a!ls ~or the Departm~nt of Educati~n ''to:c fore the Senat~ budget committee, f 
pro~. tg:,fincl mo~ nunonty.. ~evel~p and unplement ; •.• a pliin state Eaucation Commissioner, 
!eac.li_e_i:sr!fijl _stll:fe's tight·budget 1~volvmg community, ·organjza~-- Thom_as. Boysen said· the tightl 
·IS'~~?,!;~g\!/11!1· effort. hons, business,. publi_c schools,/ budget made it almost impossible, 
Of42;845si:hool staff members colleges and uruversities" to re,·· .to work on the issue during thei 
last;schoo[year. only I,770 ·were cruit minority tea~ers. . . , , , ~- . coming ,1\\10-year budget cycle. j 
minoiitie'.(' accor<ling to the state ■ Creating altemativ~ cehifica,.:· "We·, determined that it is not' 
Ed\ii:ilii9n,Professional Standards lion programs to attract people:in· re~~c· to seek money'~ to recruit 
Bo~ .whic~- issues and revokes other professions into teaching. · nunon_ty teachers, Boysen said. 
teaching certificates. ■ Identifying and supporting· Nevertheless, a Louisville Iaw-
Seventy-eij:ht of Kentucky's 177 minority students with college po- maker, Democrat Gerald Neal, !he 
school districts had only white tenlial despite average grades. ~ale's only black senator, saYl! it's 
teachers an(! · administrators, The students should be placed in. time the state turned thmgs 
wliile minority teachers made up honors programs and given fii. around;_ Eyen th~ugh ~e st~te 
less than 1 percent of the faculty tors. budget ts tight, hes workinj: with. 
in 22 districts, according to the ■ Reviewing teacher certifica- the Department of Ed?ca(!on _to. 
board. lion test data for any potential int- start an effort to recruit mmonty. 
The percentage of minority pact on minority groups. teachers. . : . . : 
h 'di . Neal said the situation m Ken-. teac ers and administrators in ■ ProVI ng sc~ol~rsh1p money tucky represents "a legacy of rac- · 
Kentucky dipped from 4.3 percent to local school distncts. ism and how we don't really seem. 
to 4.1 percent, the board reported. Th b d' 'd h 
e oar s report sat t at to encourage the development of 
As required by the· refonn act, only 2 percent of those applying black professional involvement." 
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Jones budget nicked, 
· clears House panel 
with. ·p-rog·, rams intact-" 
. :· · _+,- • · . , !The money for the fund would· 
By Chad Carlt;,n .. ! ; ~ raised by regional off-track bet: 
Herald;Le_ ader .. Franktciit bureau, ; ting parlors. But ththe govemorwwanoultd 
_ ,, , · :-~1,•t~-s..:·. :_ i ed to make sure e money . ! 
. )i'RANKff>RI- c:;av. Breret?n be. there if P:ll'lors d!d 1)\J~ ~~ ajh 
Jones'- buaget(clear',(l its fir:!t legis- the needed money,c ~ he,iµ~h1d_eiil, 
!alive· !iurdle, yesterday wt~\ f~w the full $3.75 'millio!1 m·_~_,fi?d&e~i; 
scratch~,~~d ·• ~~'." d!l).~Oversial · proposal. . 
new progt;llllSJstill·mtact.~ The committee yesterday cut' 
' ·A $3.7;-~llion-~~~s program out the General Fund a~propria~n,; 
for 'horse breeders and a $100 for the program, ~ut 11 gavd_e, Ad~" 
·11· · bo d I £ ·tar · secretary of the Fmance an ·,· 
ffi1 10n n pan or reVI IZlng . . . Cab' t the power to 
state parks remained in the two- mm1stration me 
1 
. 
year, $21.7 billion budget approved transfer mane:,: from ~urp ~:r.:ll 
by the House Appropriations and other accounts ~ there 1~ a s 
Revenue Committee. in off-track bettmg receipts. 
• • "We just want to make sure tl)e 
"I don't agi:ee_ with every smgle . t grity of the program is guaran• 
action," said Ca~met Secre!317" Ke- \~," Hable said. "We got that" 
vin Hable, Jones bu~get c~1ef. But And they got more. An amend-
!'111 ~ery pl~sed "with th1~ set of ment approved by the. committee 
recommendatioru,. ,, • · would give all money 1111sed.by off-
. The Jones administrago1f will track betting to the prog_t'8;1J1, even . 
seek-to-patcli cuts made iii.student if it exceeds the $3.75 lJ\ilhon:: .:~ 
testing and·a.d\§cr.etionary-fund for 
road• building 'ai°"the··~tldget. ad-
vanceii. to'- the, .Ho~ ·and Senate,, 
. Hab_~~dt:t ·:. r --~ t!trr,8 ·· - · = 
-· A tight budget, brought on. by~ 
the national recession-and,in~!,ed· 
'speiioing iii"1990;'°gave'*~'t?i°5! 
little-fat· to-fight-over,-'-.,.,.._.-.,.. 
''You,· really don't make', aity" 
changes when,. you dgµ't hl!v•L<!OY 
money,'.'· said,,Rep._J~ Ciar~,D-
Danvill!!i the comnu~•s chairman. 
. Hi;r~ are some' highlights of the 
committee's actions: 
Bre~ders awards: Jones 'gilt 
the financing guarantee he wanted 
to back his proposed awards pro-
Parks project: .Joi:i8!!'· plan ~i 
· · Iize 'state· • lis'"ana · 'create revtta . -~ ... Iii-..... oJ-!'~ ..... ,.,,·~ 
construction- jo!is · iii e process · 
survived an attempted cut by Rep. 
Marshall ·Long; D-Shelbyville. · ": 
Long failed to get committee 
approval for an amendin~~ . ~\ 
would cut in half the $100 lllllhon m 
bonds to pay for the park intprove,:_ · 
ments. _ _ -, 
Added debt threatens· to· cost_ 
Kentucky its strong credit rating,· 
he said. Clarke had also spoken out 
about the risks of added debt and 
other budget problems in a speech 
on the House floor earlier. 
"[ really believe that it would be 
we didn't build any buildings, we 
didn't borrow any money and we 
tried to reduce our payroll,'' Clarke 
said. 
"What I'm saying won't make a 
damn bit of difference, but I just felt 
like I ought to tell you so that I 
could ·come back' in-:-two: y~ and 
I ld . "" -say, 'Guys, to ya._0 .,,,,__, · -· _ 
. New -prlsoh: ·A 300-bed, pri-
vately' run pnson:.~W!~ed 19 f!ie 
budget••to'' deal. witll "expectec! m• 
creases ,in -Kentuq<_Y's P,~~ popu-
lation..i -- l'li/.. ,. , ,~t .. :. · ~;;:_:::Vl, l; ' 
A budget subcommittee 'had• 
suggested ·. the,c ~llJ!l-sectll1~ 
prison as- ah alternative'"~ •Jones 
double-bunking',plan, :putting, two' 
prisoners in cells built- for one; 
The:new prison is a· reasonable 
alternative. to double-bunking; Ha-
ble said. · 
However, the budget does not 
address how to pay for more than 
$6 million in prison fences that 
would have to be added. 
Pay cuts: The committee 
tossed out Jones' plan to cut salaries 
of employees who make more_ than 
$50,000 but kept the cost saVIngs. 
Jones had called for a 2 percent 
cut. next year for hig~et::Pi!id wo~k-
ers. and, a -3 • percent, raJ,Se the year 
after. The.coniiniitee~chang1(would 
~,;siiJai-ies '"of--those· workersi 
--. nd.raise tli~"" cent1 pext .Y'3I':\~ . ··~· :a,~, ,~5~~per ~~t 
the year a:ncr. _{·-: ·-·~~;;:;,; -ri' ~ 
. Education: . The ~:<romniittee1 
wentt.;along,,with,11'.{'sulictjmn\ittee' 
prqp1>1,af· ;to·-~ ,nion~ii_!fi'.qlll, s!U~ 
dent' res~g:· and regional• 5ef'.'.lce 
centers. andspend n:ore on tutonng
1 programs and'buildmipchools.-1 -' 
· Education Commissioner Thom• 
as Boysen's warning ·tJiat cuts in 
testing would· jeop;u-µize. education 
refoml were "empt}r -r_het?ric," sai~; 
Rep. Harry Moberly,_D-Richmond.-
~UK ·utirary:TJiiiversity of Ken· 
tucky can spend up to $~2.5 million 
in private money to begin work on 
a new library. However, lawmakers 
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By MIC~f~NNINGt;;;J{i-- - - . . -,.; Jo~es denied r,laying politics with 
Staff Wnter,,a,-. "~-"" ! . , appointments. The truth of the · 
_ _ -""i"---, _____ -~"'', ,_, ____ . ___ - -- - matter Is if I wanted to play politics 
FRANKFORT, Ky . .:C"Gov":'Breretonfil"rli~· with it, l never would have pro-· 
announced his''nominees"J,'esterday for a posed this policy to start with." · '.' 
panei-thatwill:'screerFuniversity board·c_an,;,, The governor could- use the old" 
didates, but.:,lie reaffjpne:dJ1i§ plan t((con', - process to reappoint or replace 
tinue. using the old. method of boa!'(i. ap-_ eight university board rnernbers-
pointments_ until the screening procesfgets· w~ose terms exp!re at the end of'. 
in gear. ·· •· · this month. They include two rnern-
The seven nominees, one, from each Su- hers each of the Eastern Kentucky, 
prerne Court district; are Sara Page of Morehead State, Murray State• and· 
Paducah, Morton J. Holbrook Jr. of Owens- Western Kentucky boards . 
. boro, Norma B. Adams of Somerset, Wilson At least 11 more vacancies will oc-
W. Wyatf Sr. of Louisville, Louis Prichard of - cur before July I, including four 
Danville, Heniy Mann of Lakeside Park and next month on the Council for 
Marc E. Washington of Ashland. Higher Education. 
"I'm extremely excited about this list of Jones and his aide for appoint-
people," Jones said at a press conference rnents, Mike Hammons, said nomi-
yesterday. "The key to taking politics out of nations for the screening panel 
higher education to the extent possible were solicited from some 45 
rests, 1 believe,_ wi~h the quality_ an1, integri- soui:es, . including eight groups 
ty of this norninating comm1ss1on. specified in the law. Jones said leg-
He said the job will be a tough one, sub- islative leaders had a chance to 
jecti~g the panel m~mb_ers to intense pr_es- make nominations but were given 
sure in making nominations and demanding no special consideration. 
thousands of hours of work. "I \~ink al[ of Beyond the balance provided by 
these people are up to (he task, he s_aid. its two female members and one 
Jones said the s,~reerung-panel nornmees black member, Washington, the 
were assured that there v.;ould_be,,n? inter- screening panel will "have the· big 
ference f~orn the gove~or s o~c~ in their picture" of higher education in 
deliberations. Jones said any citizen could mind rather tha tin th · 
recommend candidates to the panel but that . n promo g e in-
he would be reluctant to do so as governor, tei:ests of p~rticular schools, Jones 
since the panel might "feel an unusual obli- s~id. He . said the . nominees. were 
gation" to include that candidate on its ap- picked without review of their po-
proved list. lil\~al affiliations or contributions. . 
If confirmed by the House and Senate, . These people were ~one for. the 
Adams, Prichard and Washington will re- nght reasons and, I believe, will be 
main on the screening panel for six years, able to withstand the scrutiny of the 
Page and Holbrook for four years and Wy- House and Senate," he said. 
att and Mann for two years. Senate President Pro Tern John 
Kno_wn formally as the Governor's Higher "Eck" Rose said yesterday the· Sen•· 
Education Nominating Committee, the pan- ate will hold confirmation hearirigs 
el was created by a new law that restruc- for the seven "as expeditiously as· 
tur_es tl_ie process of n_arning rnernbe!-'8 to possible." He said it will probably 
u~vers1ty_ boa~ds and to the C?uncil 0!1 be decided early next week whether · 
Higher Education. The panel will recrwt a committee or the full Senate will 
candidates and recomrne~d three names for conduct the hearings. 
each v_acancy, from which the governor Robert Sexton, executive director 
must P1~k one. of the Prichard Committee for Aca-
Descnbed by Jones and o~h_er proponent_s dernic Excellence _ ed f 
as a means of sweeping politics out of um- . . , narn or 
versity-board appointments, the law also - I:ouis Pnchard s lat~ father, educa-
as a-one-time measure - will sweep lion advocate Ed Pf!chard ;;- called 
out the entire current membership the sla(e of nominees a g?od 
of the council and eight university strong hst - a group that certainly 
boards on June 30. ~hould have the e~rience and 
Jones will fill those seats begin- Ju~grnent to get the Job d?ne." He 
ning July 1, but he must reappoint Satd he kn_ew all the nominees ex-
at least half of the incumbent board cept Washington. 
members. The Senate insisted on 
.that requirement as a means of en-
suring continuity in higher-educa-
tion policies. 
, The governor said yesterday that 
he will start relying on the screen-
ing· panel as soon as possible but 
won't leave seats vacant while the 
panel is getting confirmed and 
drawing up an initial list of candi-
dates. 
"I think the vacancies should be 
filled when they exist," he said. 
"I'm not going to shirk that respon-
sibility." He added that some cam-
puses are having "some difficulty 
and· some conflict" and need new 
board members promptly. 
I , 
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-'2l,:,J1"'.'l'.'.',:lf1if1f',','F' · · offers a charice•;to remain part of a the elderly, whose well-being, Bortz At the Meadowood Retirement 
y, aro yn ""II : ., . . I . . 'd d d . eel ·Co 'ty I d" 'Knlght'Ridde'r~ew'~ seM~jT y ';:.] stimu atmg environment. sa, , epen s on contmu growth. . mmum i:iear n . rana Universi-
tr;, . v,,,r'ai}fiNrotili't ib,fif·_,_ ''.'.:::::'' , \.: Fo~ uni~ersities, it's a profitable ~t Green Hills Retirem~t Co!"- ',_ty at Bloom11:1gt~n, ·sfud~!5 'from 
! •.... i{Wlien'Stimffud Ut\i;mi -1 • way~;t!?:J~. <l;f,selt_surplµ~ land. !Ilumty near Iowa State Um".ers1ty , ;Iii~ schCJO! of music ~old reall/1s for 
t_. .. , :ffi\vei!ei:I · 'Jiiris''tliis mon~j , . ~~el) better!: it's also .a way to stay m Am~, 85 percent of t_he res1de11,t,s ,';i~~~-9rea~er retil;~.- ~~t1en~ 
\. · · . , , -~lcormnuni'•I ·1¥,-tq11<;h ,'\"1th _people 'Yho ~ave a are r~l!red faculty membe~, 1,,qr ;',\~~:,,~~1-,\\',~re. at ;:~!~\:iJQ,}~es. 
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ii'.',<:ruli~\.'it;oecame on!' tite" 1vesl~mte~t m ~e umvers1ty an~ alumm or the parents of current · attend .conti?u.mg ~J:\~!ip!Jl:~~ 
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;-it"''""' '~,c.;:,·' '''IM i ·;¾, ,,.:,~,, .. -~rd 1s-'"!;;oney ''.:1 said• Dr. Walter health center, part-time students ,.y{aculty · melll~f,;~'i_Origmally, 
f_-~;_s_\i!?O_· -~~f,;\;'J.lll_, ~)f_)
1
cl,_~_, -~~-:yny-_a!elyi Botti,.·: \an ilit~ist at -the Palo Alt? , 'Yor~ as h~usekee_pers and recep- ._:~_Meadowood was ~-·ill.ts_' ·_t_,.~_-... _J11.cu_ · } 
,run<>retire'iiietit,,•,centers.nliave,,oeeti~ Medical Foundation clinic who has' tiomsts whtle residents volunteer 't·-!Y and staff membei;s, But;underuse 
lo\,1il!i2~\~V~ify'.ila,ftils _a~• the· . s\lJ_died @llptlS re~emen't commu- for geriatric ~tudi_es. ,tan,d 9\'?munity_ ~mim!'.~~. the 
f<:',l~lryf.ll.l~the;~:!Qo•r,~, Th~ ,. 111ties: /i~~ord_ .i:hdn;t do this for "The ~~1ve~1ty ben~ts tre- i1(r<;51;ichons led its 9~\9£!J~i0Jle!I 
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1
satd 'Mt' 
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care·,,,,.,... , ,,,.,;,;,_\ .. 
•~~.•t:"f i • ·,~,;:'f.{,- ,h 
. Mote'-' than 50 percei'W'''f ili' 
residents·_·_ '1_'-'--- 1· -'--' f ·1"'~" • e , iUc re h= acu ,y ,.mem-
bers. Th!!: ~cell or keeps ii guest 
home ~ere,: dubbing it his "Camp 
]}avid" :L :, • ,-' 
Wlth MMd~wood next door the' 
campus has an easier time retai~ing 
faculty members, who have older 
relatives. The lat/w community is 
well supplied with '·highly 'skilled 
volunteers, and the, ~niversity has 
been the lucky beneficiary tjf;six-
figure '.contributions,, to . iililnini 
funds, said, l)orothy;;. Coliins:,i a 
Meadowood resident. ari'd. a uni~Jr.1 
sity research and editorial associate. 
Collins. 80, became a resident of 
Meadowood in 1983 because she 
didn't want to be a burden to her 
son, who lives in California. 
''Here, I can live the same life I 
used to," she said. "But I have the 
convenience of someone cleaning 
my home, taking care of my yard 
and preparing my meals. And I 
have a health center if I ever, need 
it. This place is just a ·marvelous 
idea with so many benefitsi' ''7,-)j' · 
' '-; .,..~. 
Stanford has high hopes, of'sl/c-
cess for the $160 million retirement 
center and townhouse development 
it has proposed. The Age \&!ritexi 
Alliance, an advocacy group' fo1'1jne elderly that is a consultant orhhe 
Stanford woiect, estimates that at 
least 31,250 people over the age of 
60 live in the area of Stanford, Palo 
Alto, East Palo Alto and Menlo 
Park. .., , .. :: 
In addition, a large number_ of 
Stanford alumni from around', !lie 
world already have expressed inter-
est in returning to retire, said Andy 
Doty, director of community rela-
tions for Stanford. 
The Stanford development is ·on 
a grand scale - 1,150 apartments 
and condominiums. 
"Other retirement homes not• 
connected with universities often 
are a dropout experience," Boru 
said. "Stanford's will be a drop-in• 
experience. This will be a place, to , 
reinvest people with the meaning',of · 
life." 
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By,JAY.;BLANT9N;_. ·~•-'•'"' . ·,;t;;i,-': 
Staff Writer/f.·s · · ·'.I. · . 
. ;~. t·~,:~--:~~;i ~~:z·_. -~::- - .. f - ,. . -;:.;.~~· 
, :LEXINGT0N,i,Ky;,;;:'.,)'esterdBY, mo~· 
S@te Ule;' Georgetown,lfoYi( fan;:-met. ttie, 
University of Kentucky basketball team, tlie · 
sµbject ; of worship across, the, coj'nmon° . 
wealth.,· · . . · : ·· · ·· 
. ~ short: time later, Lee; the country's 
most prominent African-American filin. 
maker, criticized whatbe called the bypoc· 
rlsy of big-time college athletics and call8'1 
for an overhaul of the system. • 
Universities make millions of dollars off. 
athletes, Lee told reporters yesterday mom• 
ing. "I feel they should be paid. I mean, 
they're paid now, but they should paid over 
the table" and share in the income that they 
bring to these schools. "I think (all of) col-
lege athletics bas to be revamped." 
For Lee, whose statements are often as· 
controversial as bis films, yesterday's news 
conference provided · a chance to echo 
themes be touched on in bis UK speech Fri-
day night, ranging from the difficulty black 
filmmakers have in succeeding in Holly-
wpod to the racism be sees in American 
pq)itics.· • 
-.He told- reporters that be used to think 
tliilt racism bad only_ gotten/'slicker," but 
after years of Ronald Reagan and. George 
Bush, iri:, the. White -House, Lee:.-said,"c "It's 
~een out in ~nt and bl~"J!!th_ . 
t~- . ·:. pie ·now. ''wearing their fl!~ },; !It° their sleeve." · · ":;,·,. 
:.;, li.ee · referred to the inflllrt9us1 
:i: •iv'illie Horton'' . commercl. al the: 
$wt· ·campaign used against Mi• 
· el Qukakis in the 1988 presiden-
--campaign as· an example of 
' I · • • upon, the fears of white 
rica. The commercials focused 
Pforton, a black· murderer who 
jfmitted rape aflerlie fled while 
weekend furlough from. a Mas-
,~~-~~ i~;_ (Bush) ~o~ elect.~ commercial alone;!': Lee S111d, 
w, be said,. people are turning 
~ Bush because of the econo-
~"A whole lot of people are out l~rk. not just ~laclt people." 
-~~t because of the -racial climate 
ii!.Y-merica, , Lee !said, candidates 
- Pat Buchanan, a conservative 
@'Rpblican, an_ d David Dllke, a f_or: 
tger-Ku Klux Kiah .member running 
a Republican, can try to blame 
cks, Latinos and foreigners for 
erica's problems. 
:"A' guy like David. Duke and Bu-, anan can· openly, campaign and 
· :a·.large .. sbare._, •... They-have.a, 
llowiilg; a• larg\i;'following,:' be: 
--~?~};.~ .. --. ·.: ::::f::.;,.,.'ri . -~ ~:~.:.-~ 
Lee's latest project_ is :a. film: aj)out 
e·life of:Malcolm x; :a ·militant· 
'ck activist wbo:was assassinated 
1965. The film is due out in De-
mber/ ; :• · 
Lee ·sal~ 'a, recent- resurgenc;e in, 
terest in Malcolm X reflects the 
portance and, relevance of bis . 
. ~ to black All_!,tlrica today. 
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N
E:ARLY~'wlleg1nma pUing"u-· ----mrca1 mn " · ·iii 
~: ~~1ty· m:th~)i~!i,dn i: ,wlfite_ vof~:~wli~ fear th:fNtilive 
~- • o~p?s811 _Y,,e .. _:5-ush ads-! · ~encans; African · ~ericans 
. . , ·nnn.i~tto~:s. proposal~' a~d,_9~her people of color are un-
to limit ~ce-spe¥iir scholarsllips' fairly gettmg something, in this 
at schrn:ils . that i receive- federal'J case scholarships, w_bicb whites 
funds. · · ! '"''i:t,io,":,~ . do not or haven't always bad ac-
A study' recently cited hi' The1 cess to?' · 
Washington· Post' estimate<I'' tliat 1' · . In fact, not' eveiyone who wishes 
abO\it 45,000 race/-specific''scliolar- , ·· lto g9 to college g!,lts admitted. And 
ships worth:more tJilln;-$138'.'inlr- !· they_:llfll rejected for a variety of 
lion are awarded! ,,,_.,, ,,,0 ;.,.;, , / ~ons, most 9.f which have noth-
Sµch scholarslµpl?,, .~Y,S; P.resi: 1 mg,_to,do ~t,h race. .· · . · 
dent Bush's Edticatlon;; Depari- fl . ~' opJ>osmg the Bush adminis-
ment, are-discriminatory.:~.·,•.•--,,: , trati~!l'i;: ... efforts,.colleges and uni• 
· Nonetheless, tb'e Educatlon,De•, yers1ties . apparently recognize 
partment also says colleges ·may~ what the.~ush_ administrati~n tries 
factor. in race when. considering ; hard to ignore: that desp1t_e the 
(I) financial aid;,: (2) campus di-· best efforts ot many,_ ours IS not 
versity; or (3) to remedy'discrimi- yet a color-~liild soetety. Ours is 
. nation. : not yet a society where the field is 
· Ironically, many race-specific level for all the pote_ntial players. 
scholarships exist for precisely A:nd! as long as that 1s. true, reme-
tbose three reasons. · · di~s such as race-s~ecific scbolar-
So, one might 'wonder, wh is ships; are not o!11y I~ o~er. They 
the Bush administration even a;ak. areU~toalrtutonaateclby1eve JUSbtice, 
· g • · f - . ,u, , sue concepts 
m ~n 15sue o race-specific scbol- inay be difficult for President Bush 
arspips, an u~own number of to grasp. All his life he has prob-
whic_h are designated for white ably taken for granted the many 
ethmcs? ' -• · dvan H b I . • • . .u,ullll' a tages that come to 
. as t . e Bus~ adnumstration him simply because he is white 
seized this non-1sfue in hopes of wealthy, and male. ' 
' LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON; KY., SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1992 
~~;·~·l>rbtection 
',' """. - ·• . ,.:-i ··-\/ ·- .,,,.,,, ·,· 
.. '.,/ ·~·. '' ·. - ,, .,.,, ·'c'! :.. . . 
Handing out{w~tles',:}Yo,n't p~ven(rape at UK 
0 
ver at ilii:Jni;~ity of"'•'ofthe dang~ of being raped. It 
. Kentucky, campus po,,, '"·, "'ould be_ a rare woman who eve 
Ii~ hav~: ~- distrih- ··' , · attends a night meeting, works I. 
uting fr~ whistles to or has her car stall after dark 
female students this week. without immediately becoming 
The idea is that the whistles · "aware" of the possibility of rapt 
will help prevent ra~, although no Money is tight ov~r at UK, an 
one believes that blowing a whistle perhaps there aren't enough furn: 
at an assailant actually-prevents a . for improving lighting, offering 
rape or summons help; free self-defense courses or beefir 
Campus police said the purpose up patrols. But if ther_e's too Iittlt 
:6 th hi ti • " , • money for such effective rape pn 
n~/ w s es IS ~pe aware- · vention measures, let's not preter 
• ; . . . . . fu?.t a little money spent on boxe 
Tfiat's a nice idea1_but women. ·. of whistles offers an}'.thing excep 
don t really need to be.made:aware,-,.,, a false sense of secunty. 
- ·1 •,"'":,:;:- ....... -• .. -~ •• -- . 
' '' 
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*ccr~~~t11!jt;,,n •team-is '1~~~ing; Lees 
while·faculty,.'adntt11i~tt.ators·.reud · .. :; 
fy IVONNE ROVIRA 'According to a· list compiled by int;~ew fa~lty about their all~, 
Associated Press · facuJty,_at least 120 faculty and staff lions, was ejected from the campus;, 
•
1 
meml!ers had left the college before apparently at Bradshaw's direction,; 
~ regional accreditation team's. the end of Bradshaw's third aca- ''We've just talked to faculty·and: 
toµr this week may 6e crucial to the demic year at Lees, a school of' 70 former staff so far, but If only, a,, 
future of Lees College, which has faculty and staff positions. third of what they say is true, then r 
been rocked by a faculty-adminis- Don Brashear, a 26-year Lees vet- they have very serious problems,l's 
!ration feud. eran who once was tenured chair- DeMarcus said. 
Faculty and staff·members blame man of the division of science and Bradshaw · complained · at the·, 
President William B. B;idshaw for mathematics, contends Bradshaw March 3 meeting that DeMarcus; 
high employee turnover at the two- summarily fired him last spring. He had not met with him. He also 1 
year college in Jackson, about 85 said Bradshaw shepherded him blamed faculty members for "all"' 
miles southeast of Lexington. In- through two steps of his appeals. in palling publicity" about the-college;,, 
structors allege that, Bradshaw'·l)as · a· matter' of hours<· · · ''."·' ·: ·:·' : .. ;, :.:~ li80,keswom,an:Susan Herald 
intimidated and harassed employees• "¥'Pen years'SgO;•there was no ,bet,, said-,Jast 'Jlii:le'•of ,-tees\:-27. faculty: 
atjd.dliolated.Jhe,pruu:iples,Df,,aca. t~,plll08-lllijOllll.m,workiJ!,sald, lll\lJ!li!l!l'll~a!l,Jll!lln~.l!le~Jive years'< 
· demic freedom, llild·,t1!11Uie., in: his: Brashear, :DilW it:mathematicsc.pM-<; or,·111.Ql'.ltll S.11!: ;(:Ontended ,that turn,, 
four years at the school. ·· · · · fessor· at Prestonsburg Community-· over is· greater, at. junior colleges: 
, !A five-member team from the At- College's Pikeville campus. "It's a than at four-year institutions. · ":1• 
lanta-based Southern Association of miserable place to work now." · J. Phil Smith, chairman of Lees/a 
Colleges and Schools began a four- Bradshaw has not returned nu- trustees, said: "The board doesn't; 
day visit to the 425-student college • merous calls seeking comment. have any problems. We have a lot of 
yesterday. James Rogers, executive But at a March 3 faculty meeting, faith in Dr. Bradshaw," · .J.-'c · .: , •• ,_, 
director of the association's com- which was taped, Bradshaw said he Indeed, the board voted to give 
mission on colleges, said yesterday welcomed the accreditation team's Bradshaw, 59, an unprecedented 10: · 
that the team would examine the visit. "I'm very glad to have this fac- year contract in November. That: 
proposed extension of some college ulty complaint ••• settled because if vote came six months after the'• 
programs into prisons in the area. Lees College is doing anything board rejected the faculty's request: · 
,i'lf there are other concerns that wrong, I want to know," he said for an independent investigation of,. 
· tlley detect, ·they·have the responsi- then. ' complaints, 
bility to look into those as well," The visit follows an incident last Smith, who. joined the board• :inl 
Rogers said. . ,, ... • ... ,. .· .. . . · month.in which John DeMarcus, a 1956, said the lengthy contract was 
Interviews. with. 12. current and· member of the state chapter of the needed.to provide continuity during 
former faculty members indicate·· American Association of University· a· planned transition to a four-YJ!ar! 
the team. will.get an earful. . . . Professors.who was .visiting:Lees,to college.· ··,. , , .. ·. . . · .. :< ,s 1 . 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Monday, March 9, 1992 
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Words· of praise 
. Player of the year ' in the powerful Big J!!ight 
. I · conference. Su~h ~•1val , THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TIJESDAY, MARCH 10, 1992 
At one time, there was coaches as the Umvers1ty of No cha d · · WKU b 
some question whether Brett Kentucky's Rick Pitino and rges urge lft . pro e 
Roberts would return. for his 'the University of Louisville's !3(!WUNG GREEN, Ky. -Two prosecutors sli!d yeste00!1y th~· 
· · ' b k · ball , · · · all cmmnal charges aren't warranted from a grand Jury that mvestl 
fu:~a~ ~~ason of . as et ~enny · Crum were .. equ . Y gated Western Kentucky University's board of regents. 
ellg1b1hty. A~ter 3:11, t~e, impressed._ Some even:pred1ct. Warren County Attorney Mike Caudill and Commonwealth's At· 
Morehead State Un1vers1ty: .Roberts will .be drafted by ~ torney Steve WIison made the comments as the grand jury wiu 
senior already had a success- National Basketball· Assoc1- preparing a final report on a probe of the board's'decision to hirE 
ful season as minor league ation ,team .. despite his .com- former Gov. Louie-~unn to oversee an ~udit of a~counts con-
baseball pitcher in the Min- ,mitmenC.:to'pr6fessional trolled~y"'.1{UP~s1~entThomasMeredith._ ... 
t . Twin_s organization · ·:baseball'" ... --~,.""""·'", .. ,.., ......... ,1 Caudill srud he d1dn t recommend charges m the case because 
neso a . . · I • · .... ·· • · . :· ·•• · · ·•1 the regents acted on the advice of their lawyers when they hired 
But· both. ~oberts and I .. Morehead_r:m1shed_ ,th!1. sea. Nunn. .··. . . ,. , 
Morehead are elated that he 'son · with a subpar· 14°15 re, 1 "I think they ll!ay well have violated some of. those statutes 
did decide to return. Not only,, cord; .however, because· of -the I dealing with the hiring, but there is some ambiguity involving 
did Roberts fmish h_is coll~g!l_(play: of· Roberts .. , a_ 1td · ·hi~·1 those statutes,'.' Caudill said. "More important, they we!'8 a~g 
career as the Ieadmg D1v1-{.teammates .. an·d the .. ,ena u~?erthead_vice?fcounseloneachofth~threeoccas10ns. 
sion I · scorer, lie was rtamed'':, tertaining · .antics and ,Promo-;! 1 agree with ¥iJce that bas~ on the.test;m,~ny we he~ they 
Oh . V 11 Conference 1tii:m '"efforts of'"Iiew coach'J (the regents) relied 0'! the advice of.counsel,;.Wllson smd._ lO a ey .. , { 1 ,, • . ··.,. · . AlthoughthegrandJurydoesnothavetoab1debytheprosecu-Player of the Year. ·· · ,.,:1D1ck F1c,k, aUe11,_p,ap.ce at · tors' recommendations, Caudill said he believed members agreed Roberts impre_s~~d ·every-'. 01,El,lgles,,::i~ome,::gamei; ,Jum.:p~dJ with him that criminal charges were not warranted. .1 ·:· 
one with his abilltles. After ian.amazmg 54 percent. ·· · · . · 
Morehead's loss to,,Oklaho~;i .. , 1 Congratulations· to Roqerts. 
eal'lY;\ i.n.~,t:1J,_~.'ieij~l1Ji$~Qf!~1'f for ;an' O_ll~tanding year._._1(1\l; 
co11~h. I!i!-Y.,,'f.HRP,S~ ,!i~d1}l?.R:' ~ )la~ . e!lrned· thEl ,•.~l!:n,r. ,!!C.:s:; . 
e~'.C!?_¥,.ld~R~f;R$;!,q,£y;;~JIRr colader!~v~~s 0~1~t~b~1ri1: or'ti~dia Relations-
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n~g· .. , .. _.e~~li*s".,... }_'-"' ;" ,;,;-~dersen auditors ~re ·oo;',:Vli!lt•t three university boards. JM; gone; .ft~ . · · .t ·••~•" , ern:s-_campus yesterday,.,l!Sking;tO:ii through upset communities, dis,; 
,. • , • ... , .. _ ·;; -· miJ. · · ,: -~-some records to.start.ii, ,.,.,.-, turbed f cul · 
1 t''"B'' . I,'.''."'"':."' -'Im'"'':~.\ :: 'au_dit,· 'said Paul,· Coojt;( ex~i\~1' . .. . ... a ties- and· pertui'tied stu-
a ;,1- . .' ~- ; 1"""' : .vice president for aamiriistiation'., dents;:at .. Morehead and Kentucky ":, •• • 0 • • ; and technology at Westem. Biiti.•i:U;;'J state. Ali~;_! mlist-say:,tlieyJvere all . ,!rn,.i \~"~;•.~.:::;~ -.~,".'. , haven't provided. any ·y'irt"becii"~: ·= ~t;.to:,what Jfoundf;~. West-
blals· ~e·"-~·. ~V : we are seeking clarification on 'the, ~~cane!~d Judci Jeiwhile, ·2v, ' • -~~ -Uc< IJ., : :~ ~:~~:~5&a:: ~~~Y1 said thafpanel memliers;had mis-· : d • . · Also, Meredith was not' oll"cam-·• construE!d' some information tliey-
gran Jury; pus yesterday to approve the release , presenfed. . "'. · · . • ·. of the records, Cook said; he: was'. "I take ~ome of the things person-[ . .. : attending a special regents' meeting ally,"-Iracane· said:- .. : · ·· -
·• 
1 
• • • ' in Frankfort and declined to com- · . ~-~ · botha,r,egerits objected to 
R 
' rt · ' d · t ment on the grand jury report. j }';1~Y_[cO!.,~e·ogpmd jury's conclu-. ep_0
1
1 • says _au } The regents met for more than an stons, they specifically contested the. • h dl d' hour in Frankfort, but, lacking a finding that they had misrepresent-WaS :mII, s an e . . quorum, took no action on whether ed reasons that Baird, Kurtz and 
to appeal a Feb. 28 Warren Circuit · Dobson couldn't conduct the audit. 
Court ruling that Nunn's hiring was Inicane also said he resented the ' By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
and RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writers 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -A War-
ren County grand· jury yesterday 
blasted a"majority of Western Ken-
tucky University's regents and de-
manded that they give President 
Thomas Meredith either a vote of 
confidence or a list of. questions 
about his performance. · 
The grand jury in particular be-
lieved that the regents mishandled a 
special internal audit completed last 
October, which "could have proper-
ly been. ,handled . internally,':, and 
that"they' made fhings·worseby hir• 
irig former. Gov. Louie· Nunn, the 
Frankfort law firm of Stoll,'.Keenon 
& Park. and the Louisville account• 
ing.ffrm of'Arthur Andersen,& Co:, 
all the .~hile denyjng. th~. had ".ii 
~J!~n a'.~e!l~''.Jo g~ rid! of, Mer-
. '.'.~t is tiot, lost on the. Gr.ind Jury 
that (NUl]D and the two firl!ls) have 
been a team at another-University at 
which the President resigned or was 
fired,'.' the grand jury wrote, refer-
ring to the resignation of President 
John Wolfe at Kentucky State Uni-
versity while. Nunn served as chair-
man of t,lle board of regel\ts. 
_ As the: grand jury saw it, the re-
gents, including Chairman• Joe Ira-
cane an~ Vice Chairwoman Patsy 
Judd, have contradicted their state-
menlli of!public harmony with Mer-· 
edith by taking steps that appear to 
question his management Some- of-
those steps "do not seem to· be pru, 
dent nor responsible," the grand., 
jury said.- ' 
··western's regents should hold·"a 
-v9te,ofc~n{idel\ce•~ (n ~~tll,,!h~ 
tel)orrsmd, and· any questions about 
, hiscperformancirshoulcfo''beririade i. 
:PU,!>li.£ and thosec,issuesca~dressed-9 
Jitsillllations do, not:need to-be hid•~ 
den,in: the thin veil of a public;iludit, 
: q_f-acc§unt;s.'~· :- ·: .::r;·:err.pj, IH ~".'"~cl: 
. · Ho~evert "due to, !]ey/8> media, 
coverage and controversy surrotiild,,, 
ing tjtis· issue, an outside_ audit is-in, 
fact necessary," the grand jury,said, · 
illegal. The ruling was prompted by--· paners insinuation t_hat the majority 
a suit brought by two of the regents of the regents were undermining 
- Stephen Catron and Bobby Bart- Meredith. 
ley. 1 . ''We only want an audit. There 
Board attorney William E. John- was no hidden agenda as far as I am 
son told the five regents who' at- concerned rela~ to Meredith. I 
tended the special meeting that they- don't understand why an audit is 
had "a strong case" and outlined causing- all of this controversy," he 
several. grounds for appealing 'the said. "That's my. statement and I'm 
decision either to the state Court of. going to--stick· with that statement 
Appeals or directly to the Kentucky · ~d ~- of t~e other things that they/ 
Supreme- Court. Iracane· saidl he, 1D1ply·m·fhis grand .jury report, as 
would call another special meeting: far as-I'm-concerned; are,not-true."-
soon to resolve.the issue. · ; . '. 
The grand jury report character:,; 
ized a booklet released to the media" 
by lracane and, Judd as-containingi 
"broad, and dangerous, allegatipl)S;' , 
that l\fer_edith,, ~a<! __ faile!i. to, iitfori!b_ 
them of a special mvestigation into 
a private catering service run from 
Western's food service department. 
After Meredith's attorney,. Charles~ 
English Sr" countered with. min•· 
utes, memos, a videotape of a board 
meeting, and letters from· foriner 
state auditor Bob Babbage that'dis· 
puted"their claim, Judd and Irac:ane 
apparently gave the grand jury affi. 
davits saying "they had no such :rec• 
ollection" of receiving such infor-
mation from Meredith. 1 
The report called "this excuse 
(of) mere forgetfulness" unaccept-
able. , 
The grand jury also said claims 
made by Iracane, Judd, and fellow 
regents Bob Chambless land 
Heather Falmlen. that- Western's 
long-time auditing, firm; Baird,~ 
Kurtz & Dobson, had' a conflict of,i, 
interest, '.'misrepresented.'againl'.-,the1, 
firm's. position • .1 .,:.~.,.~ t>· ::;::-:Kt · •1~; :1;:f. 
· The. panel- called;-Nunn's hiring, 
'-'unnecessary,\~•hisi~ated,role as a 
mediator,,i;absurdllf:tanJ:l,~hiswfeestJ 
II. • , H ~ . ' 
excess1~~:; 0 ,;:::.=·•.i ~i:ft ::sb . }'Jrroa 
-· When,,-.reached ... fqr,,;"ommentln 
Nunn l'epijed1i '.'If >it h/ldn!t-beenrfopr, 
two of the. regent§; !he matter probal, 
ably would hav:e ~n-resolved with• 
in a few days ahd·ata,11iinin1al'cost·. 
.• ; . rve seIVed'as thecchliirman::of,· 
By Chris Poore 
and Todd Peck 
Herald-~eader staff writers 
BOWLING GREEN - A War-
ren County grand jury yesterday 
called Western Kentucky Universi-
ty's hiring of· former Gov. Louie B. 
Nunn· illegai•_and-unnecessary but 
stoppe4 :short'o._f indicting regents. 
The-grand jury's report appears 
to sugges~,that Gov. Brereton Jones 
·should-replace' sbme'of the regents. 
Jury.i;f~• Frank- St. Charles 
asked'.a'cifruifiu!lge;to send the 12-
:~-ieyo~1tcj Jmif!i;•{, . C 
, • 1)(f:lie~or.:shoilld "seriously, . 
reyleyi; tbe~pieseribnem!iers on the 
board\~:re@!fi~f1Jiir report says;. 
"The·cifotroveisWstirtounding,this~ 
'board>is"'c:i!~iiig"~i)tullllge." 
The fury. .criticizecl-'the regents 
foi: voting to pay1Nunn $12,000 a 
month . .to supervise · an audit of 
accounts' controllech'Iiy }'.resident 
Plea,se see WKU:' 
-A service of the Office of Media ~elations-
-~:7,;;.,·:·"·, ·.• .•,$~. • ·-i-... :· ..... ,;;,,,-. ..~;;•~'iudi.°trm.•tff'butfeven(\as1";f~ · ·, ~"~rnane ... ,,,_ !:~tli-"'""'0 ·-,-,tli''···"·"·- , ___ .... f.;".'.&,~· , . .. a.,,, F:[- · - . :,J\' ' , , ·mac:ul , auuUt, e ><Ome: unpr,0Ve-'1 
. ~-1<~·}-:r:t;~,;fit~}i=;:.f ::-;,:¼:?.ts!0it-t;,t'"•·, f-£:;.li'} -~ '·c.rriiai~~~~lt1Wij~--~ _'; ... 4,n.1,~~)tr~l;:t 
S·•i711P:g··g• ... ~ . .,, .. •.ts·1J> .. ·u· ·'s·te··ri:v"'.:k,,,_Th_ ;~ .• ,:.,,'., .. ,, •. 1J.'i'~~··f1tli~•,.,,!,,""-,:; u -· ; · . j_, . l'i.i,-:\:':.l\'i', · ermr.v·,sa1 .;<U • o • e::pay,. • -. . ''--.•.··.·"· .. , ,. .. , ..•.. ,.,e.• .. ··"':,, .,,,:,,-•·t.-.,,-,"~. "'''.''6 · ~. '··.'b·1-l• 
,:;~ .: ..-:: .. _,'":"'·~.··s.-, ... l~.'f-~;7.-. ,•~..:s,- ~-''--:--:.,:.~ .. ,.!c.,f i.,.·:~:"-:;.,men·."'· ,~a~. eu;~~1:o.~~ne·· reasona :fri 
nl/5' mr;Jl;. ·e' ,:,<J,,. -e· ·g·e·. ·,n&;..,itan. d F:¼,. eri, ·.clear!" ~.neficia!''iJiti \-11),., \:I: · · !P;1. t.i:11.i),-.. -· - --1'~--- - , .,<" .. ~! '_l · - e;:. ~ 1 
\',• . .:t· -,, ·ti\ .·:.yl~{., :_,,.,-~~ .. "> ~''.tsµunn., '.'_ )airtifi .. ' . g;t.·h e.· presiaent;s hoipe:jr, i, .. . '°,. ' -.: -i';l,tJ
0
·,11.· ;, < ,_,· - -,. :t:;:~,i',("' •·Iracaneianc!:r Vice Chairworiian,l 
from Page: ne · · · :i: ,., · 'Patsy Judd were· wrong in• saying·; 
,...,. .. c· Mereditl\,.' -, -,"." ,, «•iliey had not received information, 
,,_ uomas · ' " · · ·· bo t d't' f Food· Servi , N ·, ,.,, • .. :th. --.a, u.an au 1-.0, . ces. 
;_.,cl~s,i,eisex~;ve, flP1);,eMinutes from: board ;meetings· 
~ "'•,i • '· hi-;, . ,,
0
i.-; ¾-d'.'. .. sh9wed thareach of the regents-had, 
l · .~e setf- hs 0~-d""""t' -~t:11'1,i'ece.' ived the· information., 1 
!lll!JO~tyta·' !lt: ~ d6'11~,.,,,_-0· ?,2;_,'r,~..n·.'!1~,/i.t'!f,~,lracane_ and Ju~d said yesterilll:Y µsmg_, s e. o.="t,..•. 'l!!UJY:-. a~ that· the·:·grand Jury's report 1s· 
. ..Al'" · · - ~-?>!:i~';.;f.i; 'f/(" • -~ provc;u..;..:...-_.. __ ,.-:-r-_~~.\!'£«..,,..-..J;<,.r.: ,i.: unfaii and inaccurate-· ·· · .... 
1 The' report, signed, by, ·an· 12 "Look, · t · t t ha • ··-'----~·-·-··-ts•'t;~tim~'·---!h''t---- we Jus .wan o ve.an, 
tli
Jurop,h,:,~~N~g~ -~--e/l!:X-~--~udit, .. period," Iracane said. 
" ey rr:;u un~ as a m ,ator IS ' "I resent the fact that ·our want--
absurd:i,li' ,,i;\ i--i -,~· . ing an audit implies we had a 
, The: umvers1trs acco~ting hidden agenda against Dr. Mer-
?= sh_ould.:con?ud the audit, the edith, because that's not the truth." 
Jury~said. , .. · _ . , - Iracane and Judd talked to re-
1 he report also recommends · porters from Frankfort, where the 
that , the r~gents ~e a vote of board's attorneys are. 
confidence, m.Mered1th. 
· Regents chairman Joe Iracane The board was to meet at the 
responded that "we don't want to Stoll, Keenan and Park offices; but 
put the cart before the horse. . . . only five ?f the 10 regents showed 
What does a vote of confidence up. That 1s not enough to have a 
have to do with an audit?'' meeting, so there was no decision 
But he said that "when all of whether to appeal a Warren circuit 
this is said and done, a vote of judg_e's ruling that the board illegal-
confidence is justified." ly hrred Nunn. 
Much of the grand jury's inves- The board hired Stoll, Keenan 
tigation focused on Iracane's testi- and Park to defend it against a 
mony, foreman St. Charles said. lawsuit filed by two regents who 
lracane presented a time line, opposed Nunn's hiring. 
prepared by the law firm Stoll, The grand jury's . report 
Keenan and Park, that raised con- wrapped up three weeks of investi-
cerns ·about a $2,000 monthly sti- gation in which nine witnesses 
pend for entertainment at the presi- testified. 
dent's home, $41,000 in "Whether this ends the contro-
improvements at the home and an versy is anyone's guess," said St 
audit of Western's Food Services. Charles, the foreman. 
The jury suggested· · the con- _ · Commonwealth's Attorney, 
cems are unwarranted. According Steve Wilson said the grand jury's" 
to its report: · report points otit t_he danger of too 
• The , entertainment stipend · much politics on university govern-
was questionable but other· presi- ing boards. .. 
dents had received it and there was "There was as much politics iii 
no evidence of impropriety. Western's board room as in Frank-
• Board members·: called• for:'a;, fort," he said. -
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Suit against UK could be dismissed 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A federal magistrate has recommended 
dismissal of Wolfgang Buchholtz's 3-year-old lawsuit alleging that 
he was wrongly fired from his job in the University of Kentucky 
College of Engineering. . 
U.S. Magistrate Judge James Cook said that UK is an arm of the 
state and therefore entitled to sovereign immunity which bars the 
state from being sued. ' 
· Cook's recommendation, dated March 5, now goes to federal 
Judge Karl Forester. . 
Buc'!Jlol~ had been director of the machine shop in the College-. 
of Engmeenng for 20 years when he was fired· in November 1988;1 
School officials said Buchholtz maintained a private machining• 
and•. cc,in_sul~ business in ":'hich he did small jobs for. outside, 
Cll_mpap~ '!5111~ YK's,.l!!achin~ shop. -Bucbholtz,wou(d'bilf:,th~ 
outs1ife.co!]!pames and keep. the money, they said{He'liller. wasi 
acq1'i~,of ?I thClft-charges,• ' .. . • .. ,,_ ✓,-r .,. ... 
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Simms.being realis_tic· 
about trade chances , . 
By GREG LOGAN .. round draft picks. Gel!e'ral·manager 
<> Newsday · George·'.Young,•deilied·' earlier- re-
. . · i· _ ports'.tlie Giants Would-be•-satisfied• 
NEW YORK:- Phil Simms im1f~r':· ' with: lli second• or-tlilid-round'· pick 
stands age· ·and'Nationl!l~Fi>Otball . for,·,Sltnms/N0c·:flrtn asking: price, 
League restrictioJili' p1_1, free:ag~nt'{ was.establlshed,when,,he<inet with 
movement .wil! make __ iUl@~.lt for:·, Yourtgsmore·•!han;f_Week-'~go; but, 
him to escape the ~ew.Yo~ Gl~!s'. Sinlmsc-g<1t,,tlfe·rimpressioll •the Gi-
bench to start for another team; btit ·. ants afleast would-listen1to reason-
the 13-year veteran , quarterback able offers; , . 
said tMs week he is-"encourag~•L.. .Simms .. declined...tcl:-say.,which or. 
by the initial, r_esponse,to•hi!! .. ~ff<;,rts how ... mlll,}y. teaJlll! __ . l;!,ave .%),nt11C\edi 
to work out a,P9ssible.tro!I~- :,_ ·. him:for'fear'of-hlildenng ariy.nego-.-
Although he s!lic;i.: he)tjl\,co_¢d be tiatioruu "Let's:jusf s'ay !'th'.encour: 
~appy wi!h the 9iants,c.ijJ!lJ!llJJ!!ll.\!e _ . aged ~y-_the initi~_ 1ter;st, shown.:' 
1t clear he would_pr_!lfer-to,playcf9,r. he.,Said, .. -., ... :·:·, . .il-.· .•··· ··::•;: ... , . 
another . te~ ra!her thll!l, s~c;li _a :l Because, h,~, Will, .:C)/rn<37,: Ill No--: 
~~~s=~t-~e~~~l~:~~.j~,:1 :;~;f4i;~~~~r~: ~~~~~ 
Commenting;_f~r the,~,:ti~on;1. th~~ b@,,vl!r.'l!l;:!!l.ey:,1;1/;~!io: !';a~,, 
recent reports that he:1s·.seeking a. the.$uoef.J,l9wn°,a,vet~@n,quaner-. 
trade, the fQt'il,ier uj1Jibvl11€1!3.{lilUI:J b~t:t• W~-.1,;, ... s,.ai\fiilitely 
em High and' Morehei<!'state·-s_tar·· w<!\Jiilik~Jj!).ili,vfu,i}'' ;alayJor._ 
said, "The chan~s of me leavmg ... them;'"lie sa,id. ~But,thelrfney lo.ok 
the Giants are slim and n?ne·:..::.. that and sa,,_'He?s:gojt'ig;to.lia.,?1,_ What 
old story- but I am looking around can we. expect~ one' or two years2' 
to see what teams are interested in That ptits'them in the same position 
me, if they're willing io give. up next year (of looking for a quarter-
compensation and, if so, whether back). I understand that's what I'm 
they will be able to work it out with up against." 
the Giants .. The big drawback, of Simms proved at the end of last 
course, is what somebody has to season he still can play. When Hos-
give up to get me. That's an avenue tetler suffered a back injury at Tam-
that has to be explored." .. . · pa Bay in, t_he 12th game, Simms 
As a restricted free,agent; Simms_,_ came. oftth~ _ben~hJ!J. pull out a 
has, thc,-ri@~ tq~~1,r tq ajij!,l!1Mt'tj l~~,!!Ji.nut~,?il'.t9ry,:,'!'Jte :Gi11nt~ lost. 
durlllg !lie ~agency penod,_~S) !hftiJRMl':thmi!,;gan)!l~,b9llt Slll\Jllj\,. 
ex.wf1''l,:Mnl, ~l>i __ .. ii·. ~,- pl!~ ~1111-~~;tlu!;m· !!;;/t~~.lltv 
urre anvl'efili{fnal: :a1 -0~:1, ;ce ·,O , -a\! m ;, 4. $lfiYmilli. al .. _,_,.~_~111,,. .. ~_-. flP~.,,;.,--_,_-P9!l_, hllt __ .... _ .l! .. ill§1,. his. . - on.s acy,.,eve ,w com,· wtui;-e16"t, touc doym passes ... .and, 
Pensate the Giants. witli. nuo <t"-+!" on,;;,tour inierceptions. . -. - . "' r·, 'f-;- a' s..; 1•·"0 ,; ';l~t.l',i(t,.L~-!I, ~ l~':4 ,7,i 7 ;,. , ::i, J; ~ ~,<r• .!# <" ~ 
e-h 3 
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Claim of emergency at WKU 
unjustified, attorney general says 
By CYNTIIlA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
, BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - The Western 
Kentucky. University board of regents' dec-
laration of an emergency in order to hire an 
au_diting firm without seeking bids didn't 
meet the terms of an emergency as defined 
in state law, the attorney general's office 
said yesterday, 
However, Assistant Attorney General 
Ross_ T. Carter, who signed yesterday's 
opinion - the second issued on the ongoing 
controversy at Western - said he didn't 
have enough facts to determine if the 
board's contract with Louisville firm Arthur 
Andersen & Co. was illegal - or, if it was, 
what action should be taken to remedy it. 
Meanwhile, an Arthur Andersen man-
ager, David Calzi, said bis company's audi-
tors would stop coming to Western's cam-
pus, after trying for three days. to interview 
employees and review campus 'records. He 
said he hadn't seen the opinion. 
The opinion says Carter was given three 
questions to consider: Does a state of emer-
gency as µescribed by state law· exist at 
Western? If not, is the Arthur Andersen 
contract illegal? And if the contract is il-
legal, "what action should be taken to rem-
edy the situation?" 
The opinion said the attorney general's 
office had received a copy of ·a declaration 
of emergency signed by regents Chairman 
Joseph Iracane, which says in part: "This 
Declaration of Emergency is necessary be-
. cause the Board of Regents has determined. 
that an audit is necessary to clarify serious 
· allegations regarding the financial affairs of 
Western Kentucky University." 
The opinion then cited two sections of 
state law; One states that contracts may be 
made withoufg<iing through bids when a 
university board wishes to buy something 
sold by only one source or when "competi-
tion is not feasible,. as determined by the 
purchasing officer in writing prior to 
award." 
The other section defines emergencies 
under. which the competitive bidding -pro-
cess may be suspended. That definition re-
fers to natural and man-made disasters 
such as floods, fires, epidemics and riots. it 
is the same section regent Stephen Catron 
cite~ whe11 he objected to · regents Vice 
Chauwoman• Patsy Judd's declaring an 
emergen~ to hire Arthur Andersen for a 
special audit sought by a majority of the 
regents. _ 
While the opinion said Carter could not 
answer specifically if a. state of emergency 
exists at Western, "we can state without 
hesitation that the grounds set forth in the 
(board's). 'Declaration of Emergency' do not 
describe an 'emergency condition' as de-
fined in the statute." 
Iracane's statement of "serious allega-
lions" gives "no indication :of immi-
nent harm to government, property 
or lives. We do not believe that the 
emergency exception to the com-
petitive bidding law may be invoked 
by a simple incantation,'1 Carter 
wrote. I 
lracane was traveling yesterday 
and unavailable for comment. Judd 
said that "the declaration of an 
emergency was prepared by our at-
torneys and it was their recommen-
dation .... I still believe this situa-
tion is so detrimental, it's created an 
emergency situation. There are just 
roadblocks. Every step we'. take to-
wards completing this audit there is 
a roadblock." 1 
Western President Thomas Mer-
edith and Paul Cook, Wesiern's ex-
ecutive vice president for: adminis-
tration and technology, .did not re-
turn messages left at their offices 
yesterday. : 
As with a Feb. 10 attorney gener-
al's opinion on the regents', hiring of 
former Gov. Louie Nunn to guide 
the aµdit, yesterday"s opinion was 
produced at the request of Legisla-
tive Research Commission Director 
Vic Hellard on behalf of an un-
named legislator. 
Ed Lynch, a spokesman for Attor- · 
ney General Certs Gorman, said he 
didn't know who the legislator was. 
State Rep. Billy Ray Smith, D'Bowl-
ing Green, one of the legislators 
who sought the February opinion, 
could not be reached for comment 
yesterday afternoon. · 
Nor could State Rep. Jody Rich-
ards, D-Bowling Green, another 
member of the Warren County leg-
islative delegation. 
A third member, state Sen. Nick 
Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green, said he 
didn't know about the latest opinion 
until told by a reporter and didn't 
know who requested it. 
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Public r~cords, meeting bills 
get sma!I alterations in Senate 
Associated Press I 
FRANKFORT -'--' Bills passed 
by the House to expand state laws 
on the opening of' public records 
and meetings remained intact after 
little changes by a ~nate commit-
tee yesterday. , 
The amendments included long-
er periods for appealing or investi-
gating a denial of access to records 
or meetings. They · received the 
support of the Kentucky Press As-
sociation. I 
The attorney general, whose 
opinions are binding in open-re-
cords appeals, could also· rule in 
open-meetings cases under House 
Bill 16. However, an amendment by 
the Judiciary Committee would bar 
the attorney general from ruling on 
legality of actions in a meeting that 
was improperly closed. 
Jon Fleischaker, !attorney for the 
press association, told the commit-
tee the open-records bill, HB106, 
' i 
would make few changes in the 
law. 
He said ii would extend the law 
to agencies, such as private prisons 
and day-care centers, that receive 
government funding and that are 
not covered under the current stat-
utes .. 
Changes in the open-meetings 
bill would be more signific-ant. 
Fleischaker said. 
For the first time, agencies and 
governing bodies would be required 
to- provide and stick to an agenda 
after they call a special meeting. It 
also would be illegal for members 
. of a public body to conduct busi-
ness in small groups to avoid a 
quorum, which would require an 
open meeting. · 
Fleischaker and Sen. Joe Meyer, 
D-Covington, said that was a com-
mon abuse by the Jefferson County 
Board of Education and the Ken-
tucky Lottery Corp. board. 
-A service of the Office of Media ~elations-
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Injured athlete·,-
Berea College 
settle lawsuit 
By Thomas Tolliver 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
A University of Tennessee ath-
lete severely injured in 1987 at a 
track meet in Lexington has settled 
his lawsuit against Berea College 
and its track coach. . . 
Scott Graham Hartman settled 
his suit last week, according to 
documents · filed in U.S. District 
Court in Lexington. Last fall, Hart-
man reached an out-of-court settle-
ment with the University of Ken-
tucky, the UK Athletics Association 
and track coach Don Weber. 
Terms of the settlements were 
not made public. 
Hartman, then 19, was in Lex-
ington participating in the Ken-
tucky Relays when he was hit m 
the head with a 16-pound hammer 
thrown by a Berea College athlete. 
Hartman suffered massive head in-
juries and is unable t? walk,. talk or 
use his arms. He lives with his 
mother Kay Hartman, in Brent-
wood, 
0
Tenn. He requires around-
the-clock care and is fed through a 
tube in his stomach. 
Hartman had been Tennessee's 
all-time high school decathlon 
champion. He had just completed a 
practice throw and was retrieving 
his hammer when he was hit with a 
hammer thrown by the Berea Col-
lege athlete. · 
Louisville attorney Richard 
Trautwein, who represented the 
Hartmans, declined to disclose the 
amount of the settlements except to 
say "they were substantial." 
Still, the settlements alone will 
In 1987, Scott Graham 
Hartman was hit in the 
head with a 16-pound 
hammer thrown by a Berea: 
College athlete. Hartman 
suffered massive head 
injuries and is unable to 
. walk, talk or use his arms. 
not cover the cost of caring for 
Hartman the rest of his life. 
"The costs of maintaining Scott 
are astronomical," Trautwein said, 
"and there are other sources that 
together with the sums of these 
settlements will be coupled and 
used to provide the support for 
Scott." 
Lexington attorney Tom Coop-
er, who represented Berea College 
and track coach Mike Johnson, said 
yesterday he was not at liberty to 
disclose the terms of the settlement 
Attorneys in the case did share 
terms of the settlement with Judge 
Karr Forester during a hearing last 
week. Forester, in his order dismiss-
ing the suit, said he found each of 
the settlements ·"reasonable and in 
the best interest of Scott- Graham 
Hartman." 
Forester added that all money 
received in the settlements, after 
payment of costs and attorneys' 
fees ''will be expended solely for the 
nurture, me(iical attention and wel-
fare of Scott Graham Hartman." 
The case was set to go to trial in 
June. · 
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I . ---,Y,en· s1· on· 1· S h1·gh . the. N~tional Collegia.· 1e ~h!etic As-.I. I soclation system, D1vis10n ill 
. schools cannot give scholarships. • ·M St t The faculty says the football team Ill . urray a e is too expensive and \ts gam~ p<_>0r-
ly attended. They claim the elimina-
b d t. · • • lion ofthe team would save about u ge cns1s $800,000 a year. . But Don Kassing, the vice presi-
By MARK SCHAVER, Staff Writer 
dent for university relations and ad-
ministrative services, said further 
cuts in the athl_etic department 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University is facing would jeopardize the university's 
one of its worst budget crises in its 70-year history as it membership in the NCAA and the 
struggles to find ways to cope with an expected Ohio Valley Conference. That would 
$4.5 million shortfall, faculty and administrators say. affect the Racers' popular basket-
Although the univ~rsio/ is still dee/ding ho".I' it will ball team, which recently won the 
deal with the reduelion m state funding, offiCJals fear conference for the fourth year in a 
some programs could lose accreditation or be eliminat- row and will play· Arkansas, a na-
ed as faculty members are laid .off and departments , -tional power, in a first-round game 
scaled ~ack, today in Milwaukee in lbe NCAA 
On Tuesday the board of regents· voted to cut faculty Tournament ' 
and staff salaries 2 percent and more than double st_u- Kurth said athletics should be 
dent a~vity fees from $55 .t? ~130 per seme~er, 1:"ill:" supported in part ,because the uni-
ing howls of protest and cnliCJsm that the umvers1ty s versity is trying to: build a new are-
admWstration is showing ~ore commitment to its na for the basketball team that will 
football I team than to education. The board also voted also benefit the economy in West-
to ask t~e .~ate _Council on Higher Education for a 3.1 em Kentucky. The '$20 million "re-
percent1tuilion increase. · . . gional special events center" is ex-
President Ronald J. Kurth said yesterday that he ex- pected to host concerts trade shows 
pects to1 know in a week what further cuts the universi- and other attractions that now by-
ty will recommend to t~e _regents, ~ho hope to ~dopt a pass far Western !{entucky. · 
bu,~g~t of about $70 mfi!ion a~ their May meeting. · ''When you're . hurting _ and 
. It s _a t~gedy for t!ti5 11:gion, and beca1;1se ~~ery we're hurting now _ you look for a 
umvers1ty m the stati: _I,S facing th~ ~ame thing, 11 s ! . goat, and you're seizing on the ath-
. . ~gedy for the entire state as we~, letic department as a goat," Kurth 
. s111d James W. Hammack Jr., a his- told more than 200 people who at-
! tory professor and the faculty repre- tended Tuesday's :five-hour regents 
sentative on the board of regents. meeting, 
The. cutbacks - which also have Kassing said the athletic depart-
~n ~posed on the other state ment budget has been cut by 
~ersities - are_ t~e result of ~n $300,000, or about 10 percent. The 
estimated $400 million shortfall m faculty says the reduction is illusory 
the 1992-93 state budget. because the department budget had 
"This is a situation that was not been raised earlier to cover the 
created in Murray. It was created in overspending of recent years. · 
Frankfort," said Kerry Harvey, the 
chairman of the board of regents, 
who called on people upset by the 
cutbacks to call on legislators to 
The board of regents rejected a 
proposal by Hammack, the faculty 
representative, to cut the athletic 
department budget by another 
$300,000. 
"There has to be some element of 
, fair play and some element of jus-
tice here," said Ray Conklin, a mu-
sic professor and the president of 
the faculty senate, in calling for cuts 
in athletic programs. Conklin said 
yesterday that he expects at least 24 
: faculty layoffs, in addition to the 
loss of 36 faculty positions that have 
not been filled. 
Faculty members say that during · 
the last decade more and more of 
the university's budget has been 
spent on administration rather than 
instruction, with the percentage of 
money devoted to teaching falling 
from 45.9 percent in 1980 to 38.1 
percent in 1990. The faculty, which 
wants 50 percent of the budget de-
voted to teaching, says administra-
tive costs in some offices have 
soared as much as 78.1 percent 
since,1989. 
Kurth, in a telephone interview 
said it's possible that the share of 
the university budget spent on 
teaching has declined, but he said 
that could reflect the fact that more 
administrators are needed to com-
ply with state and federal require-
ments. 
Some professors see the budget 
crisis .. as the first major test for 
Kurth, 11 retired Navy admiral and 
former president of the Naval War 
College who is now in his second 
year as president of Murray State'. 
"It's a very difficult position to 
put any administrator in, especially 
one who has not been in the state of 
Kentu~ky for any length of time," 
Conklin said. 
change the budget, which is set for 
a vote in the state Senate tomorrow, 
The budget bill has already cleared 
the House. 
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Last fall, Gov, Wallace Wtlkinson 
asked Murray to scale back its 
budget 3.3 percent, and Gov. Brere-
ton Jones asked the university to 
cut back another 5 percent for the 
fiscal year that starts July 1. If man-
datory cost increases are included, 
Kurth said the university now must 
find a way to make•up for a loss of 
11 percent of its state funding. 
Much of the anger aroused by the 
cutbacks has been .focused on the 
athletic department, which fa.culty 
members say has overspent its 
budget by about $1 million over the 
last three years. 
The faculty senate unanimously 
passed a resolution Monday calling 
on the university to abolish the foot-
ball team or demote it from Division · 
I-AA to Division ill status. Under 
Names ,sought for new university b_oard 
FRANKFORT- People have until April 17 to make no!cinations 
to the state's Higher Education Nominating Committee for appoint-
ment to Kentucky's eight public university boards and the Council on 
Higher Educationi Gov. Brereton Jones' office said yesterday, · . · 
· Forms for making nominations may be picked up and returned to 
the governor's office in Frankfort 
That address is: Michael J. Hammons, Director of Boards and 
Commissions, Governor's Office, The Capitol, Frankfort, :Ky. 40601-. 
All applications to the committee will be considered. and will be 
kept on file for future consideration: ·, ,. 
A nominee may not be a full-time employee of a state university. 
Anyone who has a relative hired by a university may not setve'.on 
th board f that . 'ty ,. :· ., " e o. · uruvers1 . _ · · .. 'fi;-.;i::-1 -· · 
Also, people. may not serve on a university board or Council .. if 
they do business with a state university or the council ,. , ' 
Under a 'new state law, all university trustees and regents must 
vacate their;seats by June 30. · , ;'\\:/ s,.',·~~J,s;.:i 
• ''' "····: ·;-• •,:.:"•l\::.i 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Budget cuts cited as NKU · 
cancels tuitiQn agreement 
!iy BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
had gone ahead with the plan, Ingle 
said. And Kentucky community col-
leges at Owensboro and Henderson 
The latest victim of Kentucky's fl- have accepted more than 100 Indi-
nanciai crisis in higher education is ana residents at in-state rates. 
an agreement for Indiana and Ken- The students will be able to com-
tucky students at some colleges to plete the school'year at those rates, 
pay in-state tuition even if they Ingle said. He believes some con-
cross the Ohio River to go to school. tinuing arrangement may be 
_Northern ~entucky Unive~ity at worked out between the Western 
Highland Hei~hts announced in :Pe- Kentucky schools but discussions 
cember that 1t_ co~dn't afford ·tJ:ie haven't begun. ' . 
agreement, which 1t had reached in • lndi u · · ·ty s theast · d 
.October to take effect next fall.' ~ _mversi . o~ an, 
NKU president Leon Boothe the Uruvers1ty of Lowsville ~ven t 
couldn't be reached for comment come to an agreement on rec1proc-. 
yesterday because he was away !ty despite several discussions dur-
from school during spring break. mg the last year. !he breakdown ~f 
Clyde Ingle, Indiana CQmmission- the agree~ent with NKU makes 1t 
er for Higher Education, said he ~ven l_ess likely that an agreement 
and other commission members met involving !US and U of L can be 
in late February with Boothe to dis- worked out in the foreseeable fu-
cuss the decision. · · ture, Ingle. said. 
Boothe told them state budget Pat Hoehn, a member of the Indi-
cuts made it impossible to partici- ana Commission for Higher Educa-
pate. The formula used in Kentucky !ion, said he was disappointed the 
to calculate how m!-'ch state. money agreement had fallen through. 
goes to a college IS based· on the Reciprocity could make universi-
average enrollment at a school dur- ties more effident since they 
_ing the ~ee previous_years. wouldn't have to off~r as many du-
So the influx of Indian!1 5hl:der_its plicate courses if students could go 
wouldn't have boosted ~ersity In• to different schoo~ in the region at 
come from the state ,immediately. about the same cost, said Hoehn, 
Boo!he felt he couldn t accept t!te who is president of Jeffersonville's 
additional cost of the reaprocity Falls Cities Warehous 
agreement for, the next year or two . e. . 
on top of state-ordered budget re- Under a pilot program, 174 I~di-
ductions this fall. ana students are. no:,v attendin~ 
The agreement would have let NKU and a~ payir_ig in-stat~ Indi-
students from Southeastern Indiana ana ~ates, with Indiana making• up 
attend NKU at in-state rates this the difference. The students now at-
fall. It already was allowing . 237 te~ding NKU un~er tl?at contract 
Kentucky students from the Owens- wi.ll be cov~red hr 1runtil June 1993. 
bore area to attend the University of Ingle said he 1s c9ncerned about 
Southern Indiana and the Indiana · students who have enrolled at uni-
Vocational-Technical College at Ev- versities across the' river and now 
ansville and at Tell City at in-state may have tci chljllge plans. Out-of-
rates. Because the states' budget cy- state tuition can cost $2,000 to 
cles are different, Indiana schools $3,000 more a year. , 
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Bill targets college-savings fund 
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A bill aimed at securing tax-exempt status for 
a state trust that helps parents save for college won the endorsement 
of the Se~te Edu~ation Committee yesterday, , 
H_ouse Bill 610 would authorize creating a separate board for the 
Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust, It also would enable the 
trust to accept grants and endowments to promote savings by speci-
fied groups. . 
P~ul Borden, ex~tive _director of the Kentucky Higher Education 
Assistance Authonty, said !lie Internal Revenue Service recently 
turned down the_ trust's application for tax-exempt status. He said the 
grou!lds for derual 'Yere that the trust was a government entity and 
restricted to a specific group of investors. The bill is intended to 
correct those problems, he said. 
T_he trust w~ lau':'ched in 1989. It was intended to pooi' parents' 
sa~gs for therr children's college tuition with contributions from 
businesses and foundations. 
' 
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KSU board 
votes to raise 
fees for room 
and board 
Herald-Leader staff report . 
FRANKFORT - The Ken-
tucky State University board of 
regents yesterday voted to raise 
room· and board fees next year to 
help make µp a $L6 million budget 
cut. 
"This is what we need to do to 
be a~le to function next year," said 
President Mary L. Smith. 
Paul Glaser, the school's vice 
president for business affairs, said 
room and board fees were not 
increased last year. "So this should 
bring us in line," he said. 
Single dorm rooms will cost 
$884, up $80 from last year. Double 
rooms will rise to $613 from $557. 
Food will cost. $728, up from 
$677 last year. Student activity fees 
will go from $33 to $40. · 
In other action, the board: · 
• Elected Barbara Curry chair-
woman. Curry, of Lexington, was 
vice chairman under former Gov. 
Louie B. Nunn, whose term expired 
earlier this year. Anthony. T. Rem-
son, a KSU graduate, was named 
vice chairman. · , · 
• Voted to continue using a 
committee system. Until last year, 
the board operated as a "committee 
of one," but it formed a personnel 
committee to review then-President 
John Wolfe's suggested list of ad-
ministrators. Curry recommended 
setting up an executive committee 
and possibly a finance committee. 
• Tabled an appeal concerning 
the break-in of Hume Hall, the 
school's administration building. 
Students occupied the building for 
two days last year to protest the 
board's treatment of Wolfe. During 
that time, they caused about $4 000 
in damages. · ' 
President Smith said she was 
not pleased with a school investiga-
tion of the break-in because it left 
too many unanswered questions. 
Four students pleaded guilty to 
the break-in, but 12 others ·who 
were charged have apparently been 
acquitted by a school court. Smith 
wants to appeal that verdict, but 
she recommended yesterday to ta, 
hie the appeal while attorneys "ne-
gotiate and discuss" the situation'. · 
Meanwhile, administrators said 
the KSU Alumni Association has 
paid for the damages to Ilume Ha!L 
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JK, IU listed among . top schools 
WASlfil,IGTON--; U;S. News & World Report released a survey 
esterday in-which it-listed the top U.S. university programs ln·a 
arlety of fields. The University of Kentucky and Indiana Universi-
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1992 
r at Bloomington made three of the lists. · . 
The magazine's report covered 11 fields: law, engineering, hlsto-
y, economics, political science, English, sociology, business, psy-
hol~gy, research-ori~nted medical schools, and comprehensive 
nedical schools, . . . ,. . . · . · . . 
The magazine said in its March 23 Issue, which is available on 
1ewsstands tomorrow, that Stanford ranked_ first for its business 
chool and its psychojogy p~gram. ·.. ·_:; . . 
UK was ranked seventh among comprehensive medical schools, 
:: ::~~~;~~,:~~!~ 13~:In_~~ol:. 
AAUP investigating Lindsey Wilson 
. COL:UMBIA - A spokesman for the American Association of 
Uruvers1ty Professors says his organization is concerned about 
employment, practices at Lindsey Wilson College in Columbia. 
S~ fr~ his Washington office, AAUP Associate Secretary 
Robert Kreiser said the college has failed to renew the contracts of 
several faculty members without telling them why. 
One of· the faculty members who will not be returning' Dennis 
Kearney, said the college is riot in compliance with policies that are in 
place elsewhere in higher education. He says the AAUP's interest in 
the matter is. ~er evidence that the coUege needs to review its 
I)!!l"SOnnel.po\lCles. ·"'''~'-' . ·" ···- ·- · . · • ·• •.. , ..... . 
· · 1 ·Gollege ii!>kesmiin:Diiane13onifer sa ··-.;;;tisk ' · · ·· . 
a:fipoirited · tg stuiiy• .~ ·~ under w~ch)"a~ulty~ ~~=j 
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Legislators to sort out budget differences 
t Key-differences between versions · · · 
;·: .,. ', . .,,- "·.· . . . 
- • , Issuer-: . · . . . - . House , , · -. , 1 - , Senate • • • • • ~ .. .. ' • " ~ • r, : " • " 
"Q Stu«:fent 
~u testing 
Cuts $8.6 million for testing program that 
would help the state gauge how well 
students and schools are doing. Means 
one-year delay in program. 
Vocational Cuts in half the operating budget for 14 
centers regional centers. Money saved, about 
$2.8 annually, would go to vocational 
teacher salaries. 
Provides $13. 7 million that Gov. 
Brereton Jones and Education 
Commissioner Thomas Boysen say is 
needed to keep.program on schedule. 
Cuts number of centers from ·14 to six. 
Savings: $2.3 million over two years .. 
.' '.. Air-quality Cuts by·hall the gov~m-or's Restores governor's plan, raising $5.2 
/ . fees · · recommended fees for companies that . million more to pay for.state's-Air . 
emit air pollutants.. · · Quality Division,,., ,-." ... .. _ ... 
~urism 
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Fu d • D ACC resolved in a closed confer-n Ing Or e:1-ce committee of represen~-tlves and senators who will 
b ild. . ncluded meet beginning by the middle U 1ng 1 of next week. Gov. Brereton Jones' pro-
ily MARK R. CHELLGREN 
fHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - The actual 
ilfferences among the House, 
Senate and Gov. Brereton 
Jones on how to spend some 
sn billion in state funds in 
the next two years probably 
unount to no more than $50 
million. 
r w 1~E~~%~E 
'House moved that program 
House found merit in leaving back a year to howls of protest 
it in. from Education Commissioner 
Though small in budgetary Thomas Boysen. 
terms the ACC allocation was 
one of only a handful of capi- The Senate returned to the 
ta! construction initiatives. schedule Jones suggested. 
$22 million hole 
makes school 
money priority 
By Chad Carlton 
, ~erald~Leader Frankfort bureau 
,FRANKFORT - In , 
closed bar!f<lining session nex 
week, a handful of legislator: 
.will sort out differences be 
''tween House and Senate ver 
sions of the state budget 
The Senate passed its ver 
sion yesterday with little de 
bate. 
The biggest question fac 
ing legislators is. how to ad 
dress a $22 million hole in the 
plan caused by a last-minu!t 
increase in estimated schoo 
enrollments. 
The state would have to 
, spend $7 million more this 
year and $15 million during 
the next two years to pay to 
educate 4,000 students that 
. were not included in earlier 
estimates from the Education 
, Department 
Education is where the 
House and Senate budget ver-
sions are the most divergent 
The Senate · generally 
backs the recommendations of 
Gov. Brereton Jones and Edu-
cation Commissioner Thomas 
Boysen. 
"We feel very strongly abou, 
the lower fees," Blandford 
said. 
One issue left out of bofr. 
versions of the budget is th, 
Department of Education's 
contention that there are 
thousands more students ir. 
Kentucky than an official 
headcount indicated. 
Lawmakers are quite skep• 
tical of new figures, especially 
1 because they were offered 
many months after the origi-
nal count and because the de-
partment cannot specifically 
identify where the additional 
students attend school. 
Education funding and fees 
'or air-pollution emissions are 
:he contentions with the Sen-
1te siding with Jones on those 
:wo against the House. 
Hazard Community College The House had taken the 
also received design money. assessment money, and also But the department insists it 
In most areas, the two plans the elimination of regional will take millions more in Jo-
are identical. And they have school service centers, and cal school funding or a reduc-
drawn scant comment from moved most of it into ex- tion elsewhere to make up tlie 
lawmakers except complaints tended school services, such difference. 
The Senate passed its spen-
iing plan Friday with vii-tu-
illy no debate. The House of-
'ered its budget the week be-
'ore. 
Ashland's special chunk Clf 
the budget - $310,000 for de-
sign of a third building at 
Ashland Community College 
- cleared its final hurdle with 
passage of the two-year spen-
ding plan in the Senate. . 
Jones included- the money m 
his ~oniniendations, aJ_l~ -J.111! 
about how little money there as summer school. Senate President Pro Tern 
is for. any new projects or However, the Senate version J O h n • • E ck , • R O s e D-
programs. calls for testing under the Winchester, is still skeptical. 
That was the mood in the schedule Jones proposed. I "Even if you had the money to 
1 Senate Friday morning as Sen. The House also had cu! _ _itl-. fund it, where would you send 
Mike Moloney, the veteran most in half an administration it?" he asked. 
chairman of the Appropria- proposal to increase the fees , The budget measure House 
tions and Revenue Committee,' businesses pay for air emis- Bill 468 passed 35-1 w'ith one 
explained differences between I sion permits. The Senate I abstention. 
the House and Senate spend- budget returned to the Jones 
1 ing plans for General Fund. fee schedule. -, ,. _. ,; .. , 
and Road Fund dollars in the But House Speaker Don. 
I next two years. , . ,.,, 1 , 'Blandford .said representative![: 
I Those differences v;il,L.be .. are not incl~¢,·.!Q~g()_ alorig,t 
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Agreemenf---
reached on 
\JVKU audit 
Associated Press 
BOWLING GREEN - Attor-
neys for two factions on Western 
Kentucky University's board of re-
gents have reached an agreement to 
hire a firm to conduct a controver-
sial audit 
The regents are expected to 
vote Monday to hire Arthur Ander-
sen & Co. for the special audit, 
which could begin by March 30, 
The regents are expected to 
decide whether to accept a revised 
"letter of engagement'' that the 
attorneys negotiated to hire the 
Louisville accounting finn. 
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd 
said the audit proposed in the letter 
would cover most of the same 
accounts previously proposed: 
Wes tern's food services and physi-
cal plant and spending accounts 
controlled by Western President 
Thomas Meredith. · 
However, those spending ac-
counts now also include expense 
money paid to the regents. 
Bill Johnson - the Frankfort 
attorney representing Judd, regents 
Chairman Joe Iracane and the rest 
of the board majority - described 
the new Andersen letter as ''modi-
fied somewhat but not materially 
different." 
··Johnson and John David Cole, 
the Bowling Green attorney repre-
senting the other faction, Regents 
Stephen Catron and Bobby Bartley, 
met Wednesday with representa-
tives from Andersen to develop the 
new letter of engagement 
The new audit proposal is 
aimed at resolving a 5-month-old 
controversy - and legal wrangling 
- over the proposed special audit. 
Although they were unsure how 
long the audit might take, Johnson 
and Cole said they thought a fin-
ished report could be handed to the 
regents in a matter of weeks. 
The proposed arrangement with 
Andersen again bypasses the usual 
bidding process Western would go 
through to hire an auditing finn. In 
February, the first time the regents 
voted to hire Arthur Andersen, they 
declared an emergency to bypass 
the bidding process. 
Catron, the state attorney gener-
al's office and Rep. Mark Farrow, 
D-Stamping Ground, chairman of a 
legislative subcommittee that re-
views auditing and other ''personal 
service" contracts said the regents' 
"emergency" did not match up with 
the section of law that describes 
what· an emergency can be. 
Associated Press 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. -
Four Northern Kentucky University 
staff members have volunteered for 
two NASA projects tied to the space 
shuttle Atlantis. 
Mike McPherson, chairman of the 
university's physics and geology de-_ 
partment, said the projects will try 
to detect how radio signals are af. 
fected by sunspots and other inter- · 
ference from outer space. 
One project, wliich involve.- moni-
toring the radio signals, was de-
signed by NASA to spark young 
people's interest in science and en-
gineering careers, McPherson said. 
In the second project, amateur ra-
dio operators from every state ex-
cept Alaska, plus Japan and New 
Zealand," will help collect and ana-
lyze data from an experiment per-
formed by the shuttle's crew. Instrµ-
ments on the shuttle will create arti-
ficial radio signals· similar to those 
caused by lightning. Radio opera-
tors on the·ground will try to detect 
the signals. · . . 
Information from the experiments· 
,would be used-p_rimarily'by the_air-
'travel ·and''commuriications''"indus-
NKU became involved with NASA 
in December when Dan Spence, 
manager of the physics and geology 
lab, read about the programs. An-
tennae have been installed atop the 
NKU Natural Science Building and 
at Spence's home in Boone County. 
Spence and his son Paul, an NKU 
freshman, built two receivers from 
kits NASA made available for $50 
each, 
''We're jumping· into a big proj-
ect," Spence said. 
Working with Spence and 
McPherson are William Wagner, a 
physics professor, and Dave 
Schneider, a physics instructor. 
Project leaders and students will 
monitor the receiver at NKU. The 
best times for contact will be when 
the shuttle pas~es over the area, but 
NKU operators will have to compete 
with other amateur radio operators 
to be heard by the shuttle crew. 
But ''we have an inside contact," 
McPherson said. 
Richard Co<ik, an NKU assistant 
physics professor and retired_. Air 
Force lieutenant colonel,. wrote. to 
. shuttle,pilot Brian-Duffy0 and.asked, 
·him.I? ljst~n. ~Qr-~- ~hep.. he. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Monday, March 16, 1992 
Final 
finalist 
visits 
ACC 
By RoGER ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - A New York 
college administrator with 
three black belts in karate is 
the final candidate inter-
viewed for the . Ashland Com-
munity College presidency. 
Donald W. Green, vice pres-
ident for academic affairs at 
Genessee Community College 
in Batavia, N.Y., spent Thurs-
day and Friday in Ashland for 
interviews with the college's 
selection committee and ad-
visory board and for meetings 
with students and teachers. 
Green, 39, was one of six 
people selected by the presi-
dential search committee for 
interviews. The committee 
now will narrow the field of 
finalists to three, said Profes-
sor George Livingston, 
chairman of the committee. 
Ben Carr, chancellor of the 
University of Kentucky 
Community College System, 
will recommend one of the 
three to the University of 
Kentucky Board of Trustees 
for hiring. . 
In a meeting with the col-
lege faculty, Green described 
himself as a man who comes 
to work early and stays late 
and who loves the mission of 
community colleges. 
; .;-;_ Green earned his: doctorate:-:; 
,J from the University_. of, Texas:--
';: at Austin:.... a school noted for.· 
,'. .its college administration•, 
· · program. But becoming· a rol-_. 
;, lege administrator didn't seen!,• 
\ likely early in his career.•! 1, JV 
:;f,1: "I was a rebel,''. he said. "I·· 
:·tdidn't like administrators. I' 
: ' couldn't understand· why<we !' 
i·· had'themi.Jn:fact,,,the_._oiles 1 
, · knew · I thought·: were·-. in-· 
, 'e competent;" .. · •. · ;-,;.;: :-. ,,:,.,. · . 
tt1 But . after starting' out as . a' 
;;, psychology. and s.ociol'ogy' 
t;·i.r:·· ··,~, ':,~/-~;-1-~ · ;•.;....-:~ .. f;f~~~~1i3/i1~ 
teacher at Mississippi Gulf· · 
Coast Community. College, 
Green. decided to g6 Into ad''" 
ministration.· He" began: as an,·; 
assistant' dean• :of· social· sci-:•• 
ences: af Kirkwood: Commu-' 
nity College in' Cedar Rapids,._• 
Iowa, .. In: 1986, · before moving._ 
to. Genessee as vice:president;::.;r 
:::At Geilessee_, .h~"~ lbS\h,• 
pervlsor · over Alvm""Marrow~· 
orie of the other six applicants': 
fo['.., th!!• As~_,.pz:esidency. 
Mlu-roV>'.,)1ow;~ ~t-9-~ of a~-' 
ademic:, affairs.• a(._ Hazard;. 
Community Colleg!!,'.. i ,.;:" 
1-· Green, ·who has black· belts 
in .Korean, Chinese _and Jap-anese 'styles of karate, teaches .. 
' a clas11, in•·: martial arts foi .. 
faculty and staff at Genessee,,, 
He said he. would like. to do·. 
that in.Ashland.if.he has time, 
In a•. question· and ans~. 
session with faculty members,,. 
Green-.. said, ne ,.would be in-
volved in:tha community Jf, 
chosen. foe the presidency. in. 
fact. he said, the community ts, 
one of the factors that enticed; 
him to apply for .the job,, ,,,,,.;;,i 
"We were. looking: for/a'· 
'place -where we could put our 
personal and professional 
lives together,". he said., 
Green said he considers the · 
relationship between teachers .. 
and students sacred and would . 
give teachers complete ac: 
ademic freedom; But he said . 
teachers should be prepared to', 
reac;li students ~tit- low read;-1' 
Ing levels, 'liecall51! that'!! parf~ 
of the missioll:,t~t}:;:,t;r;t;p::".0~=-i-~-· ~-
Many .. community, college,-
students; he said, read at the 
• · ;.·.1.- · ,._. ..,. ~, •. , ; .·:,•':".:""' _o-;r·· ~'- •. 
junior high school levef so . 
teachers need to shape their 
teaching to reach those people 
in their classes. · .-'~"-;''·"·'. 
"It's not really what I like,'" 
he said. "But we've got to deal 
with the reality we have~· If·· I 
had the best of all worlds,. I 
would say nobody enters'your 
class until. they're, ready .. :U: I . 
had the best of all worldst'"<' ,, 
~";:.:-";•.~-, ·: - ~· ____ .. ,;,)';c;•,;__. -:- .•. 
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Bellarmine offers new graduate program 
LOUISVILLE - Bellannine College will be the first Kentucky 
college to offer a new graduate program, the Master of Arts in 
Liberal Studies. 
The program is a 30-credit interdisciplinary master's degree 
program designed for adult, part-time students. It will become 
operational in the fall. 
· David House, vice president for academic affairs, said the 
program will provide Louisville and the surrounding community 
with an educational opportunity not available elsewhere in the 
region. · 
The program will center on a "great minds" approach in which 
students study philosophY,. theology, literature, natural sciences and 
other liberal arts disciples like Plato and Dante. 
· Typical students are expected to be business people, lawyers, 
doctors, teachers and homemakers. 
Similar programs are offered at Duke, Dartmouth, Villanova, 
F'ordham_;u,d Wake Forest. 
I },1S1/_ ARCHIVEs:. 
J,,c ••• , 
MSU Clip Sheet 
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w·~r{f~o•or· praise : 
R'i.ninirig:t ri>hg_ wa:~. for a good cause 
nr. Herb. Hedgecock ran 
· mcire miles March-:14 than 
most people do in ·several 
years. In the process, the 
Morehead . State University 
assistant chemistry professor 
raised more than $1,000 for a 
worthy charity. 
The 44-year-old Hedgecock 
spent that cold Saturday on 
his 80-mile Run Around 
Rowan. The 13 ½-hour run 
· across the hilly terrain of 
Rowan County raised money 
for Christian Social Services, 
a Morehead-based organiza-
tion that provides assistance 
to low-income residents of 
Rowan, Elliott and Carter 
counties. 
Hedgecock s_aid he bor-
. rowed the idea for his run 
from Tim Bailey of Ow-
ingsville, who annually runs 
:from Lexington to Ow-
: ingsville to· raise money for 
: Christmas toys. · 
Hedgecock confessed he 
.· was ''just plain tired" at the 
end of the run, but he said 
the number of people on 
hand to support him and the 
money he raised made it 
worth the sore feet. 
"The intention was for me 
to become more involved 
with my community because 
I felt I wasn't," Hedgecock . 
said. 
Charitable organizations 
thrive because hundreds of 
volunteers are willing to go 
the extra mile. Hedgecock 
went an extra 80 miles. We 
commend him for his will-
ingness to help his commu-
. nity and marvel at the 
amount of dedication, deter-
mination . and stamina re-
quired to accomplish his 
amazing run. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1992 
t{j(f~fson' calls on universities;· .L\ 
¢qpeges to require 'measles shots: .... ,-; .... "· . . . . : . . . 
. Hoping to slow the spread of the measles vaccine after age I; or 
l!lallles,.Jefferson County health of- has had immunity confirmed by· a 
lic!als l!l'll urging colleges and unl- laboratory test. 
versilies to make sure all students Among the schools sent the letter 
11¢.staff born after 1956 are vaccl- is the University of Louisville, 
lllted:.against the highly contagious where the number of confirmed 
:vb'aJ disease before the start of swn- measles cases rose to 22 yesterday/ 
mer:dasses; · ·· · up from 16 on Friday. No other col-
. ; lit-~ letter mailed yesterday to 24 leg es or universities in the county 
po&t,Sj!CODdary schools in the COU!I• have reported measles, but three 
!Y, Dt. Ban)' Wainscott, . assistant, cases have been reported at the 
~ director; reco~ended that' University of Kentucky and one at 
~-~ stall recemt a dose of;; Eastern Kentucky University, · 
the. tombmed measles, mumps and U of L spokesman John Drees 
~ ~e. The le~er said the said the school has no plans to re-, 
vaQ;fae IS not needed i! a person , quire students to be immunized. 
• ~ .bad a documented, doctor-diag. , Wainscott said 95 measles cases 
: . ~ case of measle1 - also "8lled have been confirmed in the <:0unty, 
tubeola, bard or old-fashioned mea, this year, bringing the total since ' 
~}~.11111 already had two doses of fall to 155. •. 
.IHE COURIER.JOURNAL, TUESDAY;_ MARCH _24, 1992_ 
€onfidence 
vote. delayed 
by faculty 
at,-Murray. 
The Western Kentucky Bureau 
MURRAY, Ky. - The faculty at 
Murray State University voted yes-
terday to postpone for two weeks a 
no-confidence vote on the school 
administration. 
At-a meeting that drew about 250 
people, faculty members debated 
the impact on the school of a pro-
jected $4.5 million shortfall in state 
funding. About 70 students picketed 
in support of the faculty outside Ma-
son Hall, where the meeting took 
place. 
Faculty members have accused 
President Ronald J. Kurth of favor-
ing athletics over academics • 
"This is not Jock Strap U. We 
don't want to be Murray Communi-
ty College," said Jim Hammack Jr., 
a professor of histoiy and the facul-
ty representative on the board of re-
gents. . 
Kurth said the faculty. was ex-
pressing "ill-founded wrath." He 
said he had taken steps to eliminate 
overspending in the athletic depart• 
ment and·to work through the Ohio 
Valley Conference. to lower the cost 
of football, which bas been the main 
target of faculty-complaints. 
The faculty decided to wait on the 
no-confidence vote to let the admin-
istration determine what cuts will 
be made. Jim Booth, the provost 
and vice president for academic af. 
fairs, said that because the regents 
had voted to raise student fees and 
cut faculty salaries 2 percent, he ex-
pected the university to have to lay 
off only six to eight faculty mem-
bers. He said the cuts probably 
would not jeopardize accredited 
programs. 
-A service of the Office of Media ~elations~ 
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:-~-~---.·_:_d_·:_··_t_·:_,1:_· ··~-~--' td_f_Iawr_,~_: lh;Cft'>~e~ sena;o~' ~~~it~ 
~ ':'s · Shaulli!!'essy's amendment ·and:4e¥ en. fileetilig~s __ ---i_;_ f~~d~essy said his imen~~~fl 
was prompted by questions about' · · d. · d. · • the Parole Board's actions in ligliJl an' ::-recor. s:~: of a highly publicized Jefferson• 
County kidnapping and rape case in 
By tn. LAWSON . -
Staff· Writer-:. 
- ,_, 
FRANKFORT,". Ky; - Two bills; 
strengthening, the state's- open•,• 
meeting and'Open-record laws won: 
passage in the ·senate yesterday-, 
after a proposal to open state Pa• 
role Board hearings to the public· 
was rejected; · 
The revisions are the first 
changes in the laws since they-
were- enacted in the mid-1970s; 
However, the main backer of the 
measures, the Kentucky Press As· 
sociation, had to make concessions 
on the record bill to get both bills 
approved. 
Both bills now return to the 
House for concurrence with 
changes made in the Senate. 
The meeting measure, House Bill 
16, would prohibit public bodies 
from intentionally avoiding the law 
by conducting closed meetings 
with less than a quorum. It also 
sets up new rules for special meet-
ings and requires the attorney gen-
eral to issue opinions on alleged 
violations of the law. 
One key change made yesterday 
in the record bill - HB 106 - will 
mean that police investigative--files 
will remain public records. 
Sen. Walter Baker proposed an 
amendment last week that would 
have allowed the police files to be 
closed. Baker met with the press 
group and offered another amend-
ment yesterday that exempts only 
records belonging to prosecutors. 
Baker, a Glasgow Republican, 
said he didn't want defense attor-
neys to be able to go on "fishing 
expeditions" by seeking prosecu-
tors' records. The Senate agreed 
with his amendment and then ap-
proved HB 106 by a 37-0 vote. 
That bill makes few changes in 
the current record law. It allows re-
quests for information to be mailed 
or faxed to government agencies 
and it gives faculty members at pub-
lic universities access to their entire 
personnel files. 
The press group originally tried 
to open up more records of private 
businesses that carry out goveni-
ment functions. But that was 
dropped after it encountered oppo-
sition that threatened both bills. 
The only issue that prompted dis-
cussion on the meeting bill involved 
a proposal by Sen. Tun Shaugh-
1990. One man convicted in the case• 
had been paroled in 1986. '" 
Shaughnessy had filed a separate·' 
bill dealing with the Parole Board~ 
Senate Bill 73 - but it languished' 
in the Senate Judiciary Committee; 
The Parole Board opposed Shaugh~ 
nessy's bill, arguing that -many,;~ 
the subjects discussed during·hear: 
ings are confidential and that pris-
ons and jails, where hearings aifl 
held, have inadequate facilities for 
public access. 
Sen. Joe Meyer, IU:ovington, 
who was handling the record and 
meeting bills, asked that Shaugh-
nessy's amendment be declared out 
of order because it did not estimate 
the cost to state and local govern-
ments. 
Meyer noted that a task force that 
studied the laws on records and 
meetings had not dealt with the Pa-
role Board issue. Meyer said provid-
ing facilities for public access would 
cost state and local governments. 
The Senate, by voice vote, deter-
mined the amendment required fi. 
nancial estimates, meaning the 
amendment failed. 
The bill was approved 36-1. 
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Staff,Writim,i"l -~..,a?. '.!Jl;, '"qo1wM · questions as the phys\cal- pla!lt;. 1t, 
.1•Cf!Z· ::ii1:1;~sam :,rU .(;IT~OJ ,i\ir.t'.)l wiff also.have to pro~de .. info~,~ 
BP,WI.WG.;,GREEN, ~ -m Witnr . lion about any non-umvers1ty cater~, 
. little discussiqif;-;W~~fu,IC~irtu~- '· ing services: The. latter relates to,a 
UiilversitY,'.~'liii.~ o~regents ~?. 2-year-old ~ute ~out an employ,, 
riwusly a~ yesterday to. hire.Ar-,. ee-run catenng sel'Vlce that alleged-, 
thuiruiilerien:8i co:fo.d<i.a'.~spefal, Iy used university food and materi-, 
revi~:w'9f sel~ed accounts staitiiig'. als unti\ Meredith ·ordered. it off, 
next'Mcinday; ' . ·. . . campus m 1990. 
The aciion·affiinied an agreement; ■ Travel and entertainment ex-, 
on· a controversial special audit that penses incurred by the Merediths, 
was· negotiated by attorneys repre- and by regents, 
senting two regent factions over the· ■ The amount paid to ou_tside 
last two weeks. · contractors or charged to pres1den-
Tl!e old split caine back, however, tial accounts by the physical-plant 
when the regents voted 5-3 to ~p- department , for _ "hom_e impr_ove-
peal. a Warren Circuit Court ruling ments, repairs, Janitonal sel'Vlces, 
·voiding the board's Janmuy hiring maintenance, etc." 
of former Gov. Louie Nunn .to guide ■ Private contributions that _ are 
the special audit. not restricted in use. Andersen ts to 
Toe review, which is not to cost determine how that money is spent, 
more than $35,000, is expected to who approves the spending plan, 
take about two weeks, said regent and what university policies, if any, 
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Jud~. She govern those decisions. 
said she didn't expect the reV1ew re- When the review is finished, An-
suits to be made public until , the dersen will !)lake recommendations 
board's April 30 quarterly meeting, on university procedures and ac-
at the earliest. counting. 
The accounting firm points out in As another part of their agree. 
a confirmation letter to the board ment the regents also directed Mer-
that the review will not be as broad edith' to sign two sets of contracts 
as an audit: "Had we .• • made an and related documents to override 
audit in accordance with generally_ the decision of a legislative subcom-
accepted auditing· standards, · other mittee that reviews personal-service 
matters·might have come to our at- contracts. With Meredith's signa-
tention/: the letter says. . , ture, the regents can use unive~ty 
Most' aspects of the reV!ew will money to pay Andersen and Hie 
cover the fiscal years.1989; 1990 and· Frankfort law firm of Stoll, Keenon 
1991" except for a look at the enter- & Park. 
lairuiient allowances' paid to; West- "rll abide by board action, and I 
em President Thomas Meredith, and look forward to the audit," Mer• 
his•wife;•Silsliii,'for·holding_ um~- edith said after the meeting. 
sity functioiis-'tit tliefr· offic1al, res1- The law firm has given legal ad• 
dence: TliiV~ew of ·that will'. go. vice to the regents since Jan. 28, ii!· 
back"five•y~ars,_ ~ f1scaI: 1987· - eluding defending them-in a Iawswt 
during former PieS1dent Kern· Alex•, by two of the regents challenging 
ander's teil.w.• S. 1 • Nunn's hiring. Yesterday, one of the 
For th!5 ·aspect of t!),e !"lVleW, t~e firm's attorneys, Guthrie True, ads 
letter says· the ~ ~ !!1so· m- vised the regents to appeal the 
quire of appropnate Umvers1ty per- judge's ruling on that suit. 
sonnel and prior University Presi- Although using Nunn's assistance 
dents regarding the consistent ap- is no longer an issue, True said the 
plication of these p~ed1:'re~." , . local court had set a precedent th~t 
Otherwise, the reV1ew list 1s SI"!'- forbade the board to hire any uru-
lar to a list the regents ~r?l?osed m versity employee below the level of 
December, when they 1!11tially _at- president without the president's 
tempted to have a special outside recommendation. True said he was 
audit. done. sure there would be times when the 
Andersen· will also look at: board wished to hire an employee 
■ Interest income earned on uni- anil would be unable'to get a presi-
versity funds, and whether that in• dent's recommendation. . 
terest was, transferred to other uni-- "It's an isolated;case, but it ,could 
versity,accounts,,This,relates to an, bind future boards," True·said: ;IJ 
October internal audit's finding (!lat True also said other university ·ar-; 
interest,frqm-some funds .. v.:as going torneys had expressed interest, in; 
' into a,~1,'_resident's Unrestri~ed,Ac•- the ruling and might add their-.o~ 
cqun!,".!111J\ITa!lgelJ!ent,the IJltemal, arguments to the appeal, by ~: 
audit report §llld .had ~n. !JSed bY,' "friend of the court" briefs. . . . .,. 
Prtlvio~,W!!~ern.preS1d~r But regent Stephen Catron, who;_r 
ii Western's physical-plan, budg,. with regent Bobby Bartley, filed !Iii\ 
et.,incluc!/ng,whether, labor and ma• lawsuit, argued against the appeal) ' 
terials-.are, p,operly, charged-to the: 
departnien~ requesting, the work, . 
whetlier. that is, done.for. work. re-.. 
quested. by or for Meredith; ~d if 
not,)o. what extent the phys1cal-
planL department. has absorbed 
those costs. 
:,-Ciltrotfsliicft!fe-~-,~tr~q 
-~~m•lr-~1~ 
N · ·• tliat we,mm;~ like' tfJ J:g · univetsfties;,JiaS:ii1•~rei 
biidgei~ ... •eawn-m1'tlie~ 
gents_ .~o. "simply let the cas,i d,i_~:-,; 
Catron; Bartley, and regent'Frea-' 
die Travis voted' against the· appe. ~-1i 
Chairman Joe Iracane · ancf regel!ls, 
Monnie, Hankins didn't attend· the.; 
meeting;,neither did· Nimn: ·•· " · ;• 
True said his ~ would'.~f, thl:j! 
al
appellata courts to speed. tf!i; ,c,as.~ 
Q~T . ,1:·._, ••· 
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The other nominees, all ex-
pected to win easy confinnation 
by the legislature, are: Marc E. 
Washington, Ashland; Morton 
Holbrook, Owensboro; Norma 
Adams, Somerset; Sara Lowry 
Page, Paducah; Henry Mann.,. 
Covington; and Louis Prichard, 
Danville. 
LEXINGTON HERALD·L~DER, LEXINGTON, KY., 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1992 
Back to the good UK days 
What is wrong with the University of 
Kentucky in regard to the speakers who 
are booked? With the likes of Spike Lee, 
nothing but trouble can result. Here is a 
self-admitted troublemaker who says, "I 
like to go around the country stirring up 
· trouble." 
UK is becoming a seat of social 
troubles. We put the blame on President 
Charles Wethington. 
It is ridiculous to have speakers who 
require police protection. If this is ~eces-
sary, something is wrong. If it conbnues, 
let's remove the cause. 
Let's go back to the university it once 
was a Southern university with·grace and 
c~. Those were beautiful days. 
. · THOMAS M. ROSE 
Lexington 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, .KY., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1992 
WKU credit union remains on campus· 
BOWLING GREEN - The Western Kentucky University Credit: 
Union continues to do business on campus; eight months afte..'the, 
school's regents voted to sever ties with0.the organization. · · 
"W~ve been told we can remain on campus until this thing is 
settled," said Leah Blazer, the credit union's senior vice president 
After the regents' decision in July, the credit union was scheduled· 
· to close its campus office Dec. 31. But, the regents agreed in 
September to let the credit union rent the space until a lease was 
granted to a financial institution for providing such services. 
Regents have said they think it is illegal. for'the university: to, 
.allow the credit union to conduct business on campus. Blazer said the 
state has not formulated bid specifications for the site now occupied 
by the credit union. · 
University President Thomas C. Meredith recommended that the 
credit union become an independent entity after conducting an 
investigation at the regents' request. ' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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THE COURIER-JOURNAL. THURSDAY, MARCH 26, 1992 The Daily Independent, Ashland, KenJ~cky 
WKU Officl•a1 Wednesday, March 25 , 19 Cook has twice been a candidate in West-ern presidential· searches; those searches Women faculty 
resulted in the appointments of Donald "ti b t d 
Paul Cook Zacharias and Kem Alexander as president. POSI OllS 00S e Cook also served as an interim president LOUISVILLE - The 
from September 1985 until January 1986.. Kentucky Commission on • 11 t • Cook, who is originally from Hart .Coun- Human Rights said Tuesday 
WI . re ire ty, received a bachelor's degree in history . the number of women 
from Western in 1958 and a inas- teaching in the tenure -J 3 o ter's degree in educational adminis- systems of the eight On Une tration a year later. He earned a universities and the 
doctoral degree in education in 1972 community college system 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
and RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writers 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Paul Cook, a 
top Western Kentucky University adminis-
trator for two decades, has announced his 
retirement, effective June 30. 
"This is sometlµng l've been thinking 
about for a long time," sa)d Cook, 58, \\;'e~t-
em's executive vice president for adllllIIIS-
tration and technology. "I wanted to leave 
when I thought I could still do the job." 
While his announcement prompted spec-
ulation that his retire-
ment was related to a 
pending special finan-
cial review ordered by 
the board of regents, 
Cook said "the board 
situation is not a factor'' 
in his decision. 
But it was, in a way. 
Other university officials 
. said Cook initially 
talked about announc-
ing his retirement last_ COOK: Says .. ,, 
''the board 
fall but put it · off when situation Is 
the regents became em- not a factor" 
broiled in controversy In decision. 
over an internal audit. 
Cook decided to try to wait until the contro-
versy was resolved. . .. 
Western President Thomas Meredith srud 
yesterday that he would start a search for 
Cook's replacement in April and hoped to 
have the post filled by July l, when West-
em's new fiscal year starts. 
"It's a great loss for the university," Mer-
edith said. "Not only is he invaluable as a 
resource but as a good friend a~ well. I _have 
never been around anyone with_ a higher 
level of integrity than Paul Cook." 
Cook's retirement is Western's second 
loss at the financial helm. Harry Largen, 
former vice president for business affairs 
and another longtime administrator, retired 
in May 1989. Western began searching for 
another business affairs vice president, but 
then gave those duties to Cook. 
Meredith said he expected .to keep the 
two positions combined. · 
Cook has.been the-man everyone turns to 
for answers sooner or later at Western. He 
came to the school in 1960 as a supervising 
teacher in Western's Training School He 
was named executive vice president in Jan-
uary 1986. 
from the University _of Kentucky. reached a record high in 
He has served on the boards of 1990. 
Toe Medical Center at Bowling The addition of 306 
Green (chairman, 1985); the B~wl- tenure-system women since 
ing Green-Warren County Tounsm 1987 raised the total to 1,704, 
and Economic Development Coun- the commission said 
cil; The · Bowling. Green-Warren Tuesday. They comprised 
County Chamber . of Commerce 30.9 percent of the 
(twice); American National Bank of tenure-system faculty, up 
Bowling Green; the'Bowling Green · from 27.7 percent in 1987 
Free Enterprise Foundation; and . and 29.5 percent in 1989. 
junior Achievement of Bowling Almost half of the 
Green-Warren County. increase was credited to the 
: Cook has also served on numer- University of Kentucky 
ous statewide groups and task Community College System. 
forces on finance and higher educa- The University of Kentucky 
tion. · •- and Western Kentucky 
University reported the · 
next-largest increases. ! 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY;, THURSDAY, MARCH 26, 1992 
Growing · Hazard college cutting budget 
HAZARD - Hazard Community College has hit a record high 
enrollment thi_s .spring, but has had to cut its budget by 3 percent, 
reduce library hours and institute a hiring freeze, said President G. 
Edward Hughes. , 
The school's· enrollment rose by,21 percent this semester to 1,613. 
The fall enrollment was 1,329. 
Hughes said state budget problems have made it tougher to meet 
the n_eeds of·its expanding student body. The school-has used the old 
Appalachian Regional Hospital in Airport Gardens to house its 
nursing, radiography and me<lical lab technology programs. 
· To handle the overcrmyding, the college has proposed a Student, 
Performing· Arts and Regional Conference Center, which would 
include is classrooms, offices, an auditorium and a student center. 
The General Assembly is considering funding for a design and 
site preparation of the center. · 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations- . 
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. ' 
Bills would beef up la~s on-meetings, re_cor~s 
By GIL IAWSON 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Laws cover, 
ing public meetings and records will 
be strengthened under two b~ sent 
to Gov. Brereton Jones yesterday by 
the House. 
The biggest change is contained 
in House Bill 16, the· meeting bill, 
which prohibits public bodies from 
intentionally skirting the law by 
holding closed meetings with less 
than a quorum present. 
It also limits special meetings to 
items on the agenda and requires 
the attorney general to issue opin-
ions on alleged violations. 
The House concurred with minor 
changes made by the Senate mid 
gave its final approval, 87-5. · 
The bill on records was drastical-. 
ly watered down and makes few 
changes in the current law. Origi-
nally it. would have opened up rec-
ords of private firms that performed 
government work, but that provi-
sion was dropped. 
The main backer of the bills, the .76-12. . . 
Kentucky Press Association, agreed ■ SB 250, a nieasure dealing with 
to amend the record bill so both the licensing of veterinarians, 96-1. · 
could pass. Under the· amended ver- An amendment, approved on a 
sion, people seeking records will be voice vote, removed a provision al-
allowed to mail or fax requests to lowing the state Board of Veterimuy 
govemnient agencies. The bill also Examiners, to publicize activities of 
gives faculty members at public uni- unlicensed practitioners. Rep. Bob 
versities access to their complete Heleringer, R-Louisville, objected, 
personnel files. saying the amendment wouldn't 
The House concurred with Senate protect the public, 
changes and voted 89-6 for final ap- ■ SB 28; which restricts county 
proval. fiscal courts' authority to negotiate 
In addi~on, t~e House approved land prices. The bill was prompteil 
the following bills and sent them by a Hardin County incident in 
back to the Se!1ate to concur with,, which·the fiscal court has agreed to. 
changes made m the House: :,. ·:. ,,, pay what some residents believe -is 
■ Senate Bill 161, which would re-·· an exorbitant amount for a landfill. 
quire disclosure of anyone who The bill was voted down on Monday 
benefits financially from a bond is-. because some lawmakers believed.II 
sue. The House approved an · would make it easier for fiscal 
amendment that will apply the courts to condemn land. But the 
change to bonds issued by local House yesterday approved 811 
government agencies. ·The vote was · amendment. that clarified the issue. 
61-24. The bill passed, 84-8. 
■ SB 86, which will allow family- The· House approved the follow-
resource and youth-service centers Ing measures and sent them to the 
to be available to all schoolchildren, governor: · 
■ SB 109, which requires public 
universities to spend .more time 
studying the results of their teach-
ing efforts, 95-0. · . 
■ SB 306, which · requires the 
Cabinet for Human Resources to 
provide services designed to meet 
the needs of minority elderly, 90-0. 
The ' House concurred with 
changes made by the. Senate and 
sent to the governor the following 
bills: 
■ HB 472, which would let local 
governments veto proposals for 
plants that treat contaminated soil 
by heating it and burning off the 
gases, 90-0. 
■ HB 123, which would · allow 
communities to establish correction 
programs that would administer al-
ternative sentences. 
■ HB 616, which removes natural-
gas sales from control of the Public 
Service Commission when the gas is 
sold in compressed forin by a serv-
ice station as a motor-vehicle fuel, 
94-0. 
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The Sunday Independent. Ashland, Kentucky March 29, 
MSU boss 
has farin 
approach 
Says he must ready 
soil before harvest 
8y JIM ROBINSON 
OF T HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
CONWAY, S.C. - Ronald 
Eaglin is approaching his new 
job as president of Morehead 
State University with the at-
titude of a farmer. 
"A lot of folks come in and 
they want to harvest before 
they do all the other things," 
says Eaglin. "I've got a lot of 
preparing the soil to do." 
By most accounts, Eaglin is 
leaving his current job as 
chancellor of the University of 
South Carolina's Coastal Car-
olina College with the barns 
full. 
In his seven years here, he 
has given direction to a col-
lege he found adrift, improved 
the quality of the faculty and 
students, and expanded the 
school's profile and influence, 
supporters say. 
Moreover. he's managed to 
accomplish this during a time 
when the college experienced 
rapid enrollment growth and 
funding that was always a step 
behind, they say. 
" He turned things back 
around and got the ship on an 
even keel again and did a real 
fine job of moving the college 
forward again," said E.M. 
Singleton, Coastal's chancellor 
from 1960 to 1983. I 
Eaglin, 51, gets high marks 
for a variety of reasons frofn 71 
inside and outside the si:nall; 
co llege, located 10 mi les 
northwest of Myrtle Beach. 
Jim Branham, the recently 
retired chairman of Coastal's 
history department, praised 
him for "re-establishing ex-
cellent rapport with the 
community" and "focusing 
public attention on the. col-
lege." 
in new construction and ren-
ovation. including the school's 
first dormitories. 
Now about 25 percent of the 
school's 4.000 students live on 
campus. 
Fred Hicks, who served as 
chancellor during the two 
t umultuous years prior to 
Eaglin's arrival in 1985, cred-
ited him with attracting a 
"top-drawer faculty" and 
broadening Coastal 's per-
spective. 
"He changed it from an in-
ward looking, good ol' boy in-
stitution into being one that 
has a regional presence," said 
Hicks, now a history professor 
at Coastal. 
Eaglin also successfully 
controlled rapid student en-
rollment at Coastal by in-
troducing admissions stan-
dards. 
Coastal has grown from 
about 3,000 students when 
Eaglin a rrived seven years 
ago to almost 4,000. 
Once the fastest growing 
public college in the state, 
Coastal now has stable en-
rollment. 
Eaglin also is credited with 
being~an exc~~,-Qt fund-raiser .. 
A five-year , $5 million drive 
he began in 1985 reac11ed its 
goal a year early. · 
Eaglin himself, who served 
11 ye~· as vice chancellor for 
academic affairs at the Uni-
versity of South Carolina at 
Spartanburg before becoming 
chancellor at Coastal, believes 
his biggest contribution has 
be~n improving ,the, school's 
overall educational quality. 
"If -·one really loqks at my 
record here, where it really 
shines is in the l,.:ademic-
reputation of this ~tit\!!j?n," 
he says. t.1 ,..; 
Yet Eaglin is not withowt': :is 
cr itics, and he admits"' can-
didly to his mistakes. ' 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030 
He drew considerable criti-
cism for implementing a 
radical overhaul of the ac-
ademic structure a few. years 
ago without consulting'. thf 
faculty. ·· · 
_ i'he change, which reduced 
the number of deans from 
seven to four and put pre-
viously complementary dis-
ciplines like history and gov-
ernment in different schools, 
was sprung on the faculty at 
the final faculty meeting of 
the spring semester. 
"That's one thing that dem-
onstrates rather clearly that 
Ron Eaglin can be rather 
highhanded if he wants to be," 
said Branham. "He's strong-
willed and a man of firm con-
victions, I think, and some-
times he probably gets a bit 
out of hand in that sort of 
thing." 
Eaglin says now that he was 
r pifti,ally _-jnisl~~by a subordi-
., nate who concocted the plan, 
~,the-•m.erits of . whicb Eaglin 
still defepds.,., , 
'.:~ Bu_f EagJ{n' \aid he regrets 
the way it was done and says 
•·''tl-e $..-ili~l.,<t_b.~t!Jcunid ~ .:,!.s.Qfter ;1 
way" to put it in place. " 
"!'If fnad that to do over, I 
think I'd do it differently,'' he 
said. 
Eaglin also drew fire from 
some faculty when he failed to 
follow through on a plan to 
give equity raises to veteran 
professors. 
Eaglin made good on the 
raises in the first two years of 
the three-year plan. But he 
says a tight budget kept him 
from granting the raises in the 
third year. 
"He simply copped out on a 
promise~" said Gerald Groves, 
an English and Latin profes-
sor who was among those tar-
geted for the raises. 
Eaglin said he made a mis-
take in agreeing to a timetable 
for the raises. 
"It was dumb," he says. " I 
wish · I had never said that. I 
raised expectations and I 
didn't follow through. And a 
leader should never do that." 
Hicks and others also say 
Coastal's administrative ranks 
have become bloated under 
Eaglin. 
" That's my biggest criti-
cism," said Hicks. , 
Eaglin says he has hired 
some additional adminis-
trators, particulary through 
the creation of a development 
office. But he denies that it's 
gotten out of hand. 
SEE MSU ► 
Singleton said Eaglin's big-,
1 gest contribution has beert-
continuing a building pr~ 
gram that has seen $40 millioi\; -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
. -~~i.~i 't,:P"_.::~~~~ .. i_½:-i~~;l~)~~i_:.:_ Msu · ..t-r-,~",~~'1· .... ,,,_, ~-~·~-· . -~?~W.~P~~:~~~ht 
Eaglin is leaving Coastal in 
the midst of perhaps the 
greatest turmoil at the college 
since its establishment in 
1954. 
Founded by local citizens as 
a junior college with 53 stu-
dents, Coastal was affiliated 
with the College of Charleston 
until 1958. In 1960, it es-
tablished its present alfiliation 
with the University of South 
Carolina. 
Last year, the school's 
foundation and a local educa-
tional advisory board, in a 
non-binding vote, decided to 
sever those ties. 
Coastal is one of eight col-
leges that are satellites of the 
university's main campus in 
Columbia. 
The main campus has a 
contract with Coa~tal to pro-
vide services such as registra-
tion and computer services as 
well as access to its huge Ji. 
brary. 
The decision to grant 
Coastal independence will be 
made by the South Carolina 
legislature next year at the 
earliest. 
But the University of South 
Carolina board of regents in 
Columbia opposes the move, 
and the standoff has created 
friction between Eaglin and 
USC President John Palms. 
Despite his belief that 
Coastal will eventually be-
come independent, Eaglin has 
not taken a public stand on 
the controversy. 
"I wasn't hired to make 
governance decisions," he ex-
plains. 
Moreover, he says, by 
choosing sides he would have 
either jeopardized his job or 
alienated a community he de-
pends on for support. 
Supporters and critics agree 
that neutrality was Eaglin's 
only option. · 
"For him to get embroiled 
and all entwined in this polit-
ical battle would not have 
been good for the institution," 
said Ron Ingle, Coastal's vice 
chancellor for academic af. 
fairs. "I think he's handled it 
extremely well." 
. While he believes he could 
survive either outcome, Eaglin 
acknowledges t_h_a,,t,_.tllEJ, in-
dependence controversy·was a 
factor in his decision ·to take 
the MSU job. i 
And while Eaglin says there 
is much more for him to ac-
complish at Coastal, others 
say he couldn't pick a better 
time to leave. . . 
"I think the fact that this 
opportunity arose at this time, 
Ron considered this to be very 
propitious," said Branham. 
But Eaglin said he is by no 
means being pushed into tak-
ing the Morehead job. 
MSU's enrollment is twice 
that of Coastal. The $60 mil-
lion budget is three ~es '."-s 
large. And for th~ firs~ time ~ 
his career, Eaglin. will be pi• 
complete charge of a-schOQI. f- : 
"He's always felt, no doubt, 
as anyone in his position 
would, that he's an underlord 
of the overlord in Columbia, 
and Ron probably doesn't like 
that," said Branham, who 
taught for 28 years at Coastal. 
"He would rather kick out of 
the traces and just simply be 
his own boss. 
Eaglin says he is more ex-
cited now about taking the 
Morehead job than when he 
was chosen from three final-
ists last month by the school's 
board .. 
He admits to some anxiety 
about the unknowns at MSU 
- who "the players" are, how 
Kentucky politics are played, 
the possibility of the board 
changing because of a new 
state law, and the tight budget. 
Still, he says: "This is what 
makes me happy. My wife 
says to me, 'Ron, how can you 
live with the stress ·con-
·stantly?' I thrive on it;'.',..,.)' · .·.,,-
.- "I've gone· 14 days ·w1th eat---
ing nothing but a toothpick," 
he adds. "If it takes . that, I'll. 
do that''· ,, '·"\:· . 
EaglhJ. h~ already done his. 
bit for tlie· school's tight bud-. 
get. Offered $125,000 a year by 
MSU's board, Eaglin agreed to . 
take only $115,000., -·· -~;<i:;. 
·. "I just thought it was too 
much money," he says. . · .. : . 
. His MSU salary will be only· 
$5,000 more than he makes at. 
Coastal. But he gets a house at 
Morehead.· . 
A self-described "way better 
than average tennis player," 
Eaglin said he and his wife, 
Bonnie, have "simple needs" 
and won't miss life .near a 
sunny beach resort town. 
"I've been In the ocean three 
times," he says. 
. Regarded by some at Coastal 
as stand-olfish .and even aloof,. 
Eaglin said · as a policy he 
main ta ins a buffer between: 
himself and his employees, 
either faculty, staff or admin-
istrators. 
"If you get too close on a 
social basis with persons who 
you work with, then you set 
yourself up for (playing favor-
ities)," he says. 
But he's no wallflower when 
it comes to his job," Hicks says. 
"He is a doer. He's an ac-
tivist. He's not going to sit up 
there and be a caretaker. He's 
going to move your institution 
forward." 
The Dailv lndeoendent. Ashland, Kentucky 
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Applicant drops 
out of ACC race 
ASHLAND - One of the 
six applicants chosen for 
interviews for the Ashland 
Community College 
presidency has withdrawn 
from the race. 
Donald Green, vice 
president for academic 
affairs at Genessee 
Community College in 
Batavia, N.Y., said Ashland 
has critical needs now and 
the college needs to react 
quickly to meet those needs. 
However, he said he 
believes it lacks the · 
autonomy in the University 
of Kentucky Community 
College System to do so. 
In addition, he said he 
would lose about $10,000 a 
year in salary if he accepted 
the job. The Ashland 
position pays from $60,000 
to $65,000 a year. 
Remaining in the search 
are Timothy Duszynski, a 
visiting professor at the 
University of Iowa; Charles 
Dassance, provost of the 
Florida Community College 
at Jacksonville Kent 
Campus; Alvin Marrow, 
dean of academic affairs at 
Hazard Community College; 
Michael Worman, president 
of University of Pittsburg at 
Titusville; and Robert Deger 
Jr., dean of academic affairs 
at Madisonville Community 
College. 
George Livingston, 
chairman of the 
presidential search 
committee, said additional 
applicants will be called for 
interviews within the next 
two weeks in the wake of 
Green's departure. 
The committee will 
recommend three.finalists 
to Ben Carr, chancellor of 
the community college 
system, who will then 
recommend one of the three 
to the UK Board of Trustees 
for hiring. 
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Ad • • t t' education groups tally the n_umbers: m'I n IS ra 1ve for specific ~h~ls. ''i,.:c.: · The Uruvers1ty of Arkansru,,. 
, however, asks schools how much-
s a· Ia r1 es at LJ K they pay people who perform spe-cific _jobs, such ?s assistant to the 
· president and . director of purchas-
near average 
By Todd Pack 
Herald•Leader staff writer 
The typical Kentuckian makes about $20,100 a 
year. . . , 
The typical University of Kentucky professor. 
gets three times as much - $61,562, . 
· Among the school's administrative ranks, 162 · 
people make even more than that ·· · : 
In fact, the top 10 - not counting those in the; 
medical field - average $127;054. · · .. ; 
At a time when the country is mired in the'. 
worst recession in years, some people migh_t argue 
those salaries are too 
high, said Donald Clapp, 
the school's vice presi-
dent for administration. 
Some of the sharpest 
criticism is aimed at the 
highest-paid administra-
tors. 
By paying them so much, "W e!re not rewarding 
the people who perform the mission of the_ universi-
ty," said UK law professor Carolyn S. Bratt, a 
member of the school's Board ofJ'_rnstees. 
' · National surveys show that UK 
pays' its administrators - and fac-
ulty members - about as much as 
schools in nearby states. 
"You might think all professors 
make too much money or not 
enough, but that's not the' ques-
tion " said· Gary S. Cox, executive 
director of' the state Council on 
Higher Education. 
. "The University of Kentucky is 
not out of line when comparing it 
with similar institutions," he said. 
Faculty pay comparatively:: 
. low. ..'. 
The council, which a,cts as a 
clearinghouse for Kentucky's public 
universities, routinely compares 
UK's faculty salaries with those at 
11 schools in eight states. 
The · schools, called ._bench. 
· marks, were chosen because they 
are about the same size as UK and 
have similar goals. 
.. UK professors make less than" 
the median pay•at the bench marks, 
according to figures from the U.S. 
Office of Education. 
The bench-mark schools' medi-
an - halfway between . the high 
and low average salaries - is' 
$64,931, at Virginia Tech. That is 
$3,369 more than the average full 
professor at UK makes. 
Administrators' pay 
In contrast, UK President 
Charles Wethington is the fourth-
highest paid president among the 
bench marks. He gets $157,955 a 
year. •. ·. _... . • ... "' : : 
The median pay for presidents 
is $147 679, paid to the head.of the 
Univ~ty of Virginia · system;· 
which includes Virginia Tech. 
:that comparison is simple to 
make, but comparing" the paychecks 
of'cither administrators·· is' not as 
~~e;•·t1t1~~-~;~t};~;;~i 
scl\ools~'&iiint''a1:!mrnlstta~';,the~· 
· · • °'_·•" , '"-~'"'w' <;t·!N 'jf{W.<\1•'-•• same way, <WU.·,e ,.,..,,_ , ..,,,.,., .•• 
. ;: 'Jederaf'~,,~,·,Ci)l:C<l,oi:;bigl\lfr 
state .<;>r" . :llgel!lii\i!:l: .• ·~ ·-· 
ing. It does not cqunt every admin-
istrator. 
Based on the 1990-91 survey -
the most recent available - 57.8_· 
percent of UK admi!1istrators were 
paid below the median. 
A list of administrators provid-
ed by UK under the Open Records 
Act shows 516 people in what the 
I 
uni':'1:r5ity considers• J?Olicy-making_ 
positions throughout_ its system. 
Their pay ranges from $228,417· 
, for the director of the Sanders-
' Brown 'Center on Aging to an 
assistant parking manager who 
makes $17,799. 
The average · administrator 
makes $56,370 - 8 percent. less· 
than the average professor. 
Despite that, UK faculty regent 
Raymond F. Betts said the salaries 
of top administrators "seem to be 
very generous." · 
"I'm surprised they'd be that 
high," he said. 
Clapp, UK's vice president for 
administration, said some profes-
sors make as much-as some of the 
highest-paid administrators. 
The chairman of the surgery 
' departliient, for instance,· pulls in 
$532,296 a year. But m~ of that 
comes ·from fees collected, by the 
UK Medical Center and not from 
ta,,: dollars or tuition. · . . 
, (Many of the administrators and 
faculty .in the medical' field are paid 
. in part or whole from fees at the 
hospital or from the Kentucky Med-
ical Services Foundation.) 
The highest-paid department 
chairman outside of the medical 
field - in computer sciences -
makes $110,761. 
Being competitive 
Clapp said· the school has to 
match other states' salaries - or at 
least come close - if it wants to 
attract ·and keep the best faculty 
, and administrators. 
If it does not, he said, the 
quality of the school's education 
will suffer. . ·· · 
But some critics· question the 
value of comparing UK's salaries 
with those in other states. 
"Using bench marks for funding 
and salary levels is absolute and 
complete nonsense," .said former 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, a· UK 
trustee and· proponent of higher-
education reform. 
He declined. to comment. on 
UK's pay scale but sajd,_ '"';e ~•t 
continue to fund these institutions 
at the' level other states are with 
· disregard to accountability. 
"It's like having a baseball team 
that pays its second baseman $7 
million " he said. "That doesn't 
mean ;nother team_ should do it, 
too." 
In general, literature professors, 
no·matter how well they teach, will 
not get as much as a professor of 
surgery. · · ·, ~ ··· ·:· 
Tlie chairman of the English 
department, for insiance, makes 
$42,436. That. is less than the sur-
gery chairman makes in a month. 
Salaries are recommended by an 
employee's immediate supervisor, 
i:;lapp said. 
'The president then recommends 
salaries to the board, which usually 
ap!)rnves :them en masse. 
Budget cuts. 
Bratt, the faculty trustee, said 
the salary issue is especially impor-
tant now because it.looks as· if the 
legislature will cut all of the state 
universities' budgets by 5 percent 
In October, the governor or-
dered another 5 percent budget cut 
to help make up for a state budget 
shortfall. · 
At UK, the cuts would total 
$26.3 million. 
More than 70 percent of the 
school's general fund goes for per-
sonnel. .a:·, 
Clapp said UK's budget office is 
trying to find ways to cut spending C 
without hurting the quality . of in-
struction or laying off employees, 
' . ' ·-
President Wethington said earli-
er this month that pay raises were 
unlikely because of the cuts, but it 
was too early to say whether lay-
offs would occur. 
Cla'.pp said that if it comes down 
to cutting something in administra-
tion or instruction, the budget office 
would first consider making the cut 
in administration. 
"That's what they say," Bratt 
said. "We'll be watching very close-
ly to see that actually happens.", · 
I Ht L,UUHltH-UUUnl~ML, uU1lfwl"'\1, ,.,,n, 1v,, ...... , , ..,..,_ 
_f\uditors to sort through 
core of Western dispute 
By RICHARD WILSON 
and CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writers 
BOWIJNG GREEN, Ky. - At an institution 
where controversies traditionally have been set-
tled quickly and quietly, Western Kentucky Uni-
versity's regents and administrators have been 
deadlocked for months in in a highly public dis-
pute that seems rooted as much in internal poli-
tics as in .university finances. 
, The dispute spill~d from th~ regents' boar-
\,droom t!?. \~e. courtroom and beiond to the Gen-
eral Assembly, where it helped energize the 
drive for a law that will reorganize the govern-
ing boards at the eight state. universities later 
this year. 
A teami of auditors will be on campus, start-
ing tomorrow, to sort through the university ac-
counts that have been the ostensible focus of 
the dispute. The audit has allowed bo1h sides to 
enter into an unofficial cease-fire. 
But the audit cannot reach the more subtle 
elements of the dispute - the motivation of the 
key players among the regents and in the ad-
ministration. 
Some of President Thomas Meredith's sup-
porters believe the board's 6-4 majority, led by' 
regents Chairman Joe Iracane and Vice Chair-
woman Patsy Judd, had Meredith's ouster in 
mind. · ; ·: -L '.j .: ~- • ,:-
Iracane; of Owensbord; an<I' Judd, of Burkes-
ville, have denied that, insisting they"ve only 
tried to determine whether liniversi- I 
ty money is being spent properly. 
Iracane, in turn, has questioned 
the motives of the board faction led 
by Bowling Green regent Stephen 
Catron. Iracane suggested that they 
tried to block a special audit the 
board approved in December be-
cause members feared the results or 
wanted to wait until the board's 
composition changed to be more 
supportive of Meredith. 
Catron has denied that, saying he 
only wanted to ensure a fair audit. 
The only thing both sides agree 
on is that some accounting proce-
dures probably will be changed. Ca-
tron said last week he expects that 
is all the auditors from Arthur An-
dersen & Co. will recommend. 
"! do not think under any circum-
stances that this audit' will reveal 
that there has been any wrongdoing 
on the part of any individual · at 
Western," Catron said. 
Judd said ske didn't know wheth-
er the audit would find anything 
that hasn't been raised earlier. 
Meredith also is confident the au-
dit will show "no improprieties." 
Meredith ,and several regents last 
week declined to comment further, 
saying they believed the controversy 
is headed toward resolution and 
that they did not want to aggravate 
matters. Privately they acknowledge 
several factors helped spark the dis-
pute: 
■ Speculation that some regents 
were trying to oust Meredith re-
flects the fact that he was not the 
first choice of some board members 
who hired him in mid-1988. While 
Meredith ultimately received a 
unanimous vote, Iracane, Judd and 
Danny Butler, another regent who 
has voted with the majority, initially 
favored former Gov. Martha Layne 
Collins for !he post. 
Despite reports that certain re-
gents would support Collins as a re-
placement for Meredith, regents in-
terviewed last week said there was 
nothing behind that speculation. 
■ Before he left Western, Presi-
dent Kern Alexander, Meredith's 
predecessor, warned Iracane that 
the university's administration 
needed to streamline expenditures 
because enrollment growth - and 
the extra• state money that comes 
with it - might not continue. Ac-
cording to Iracane, Alexander also 
questioned continuing ,losses occur-
ring in some university services. 
■ That streamlining became the 
focus of a strategic plan developed 
in 1990 known as Western 21. How-
ever, the plan's ranking of some de-
partments. over others prompted 
: fearful faculty members to contact 
1 regents to allege wasteful adminis-
trative spending. 
■ When they hired Meredith, the 
regents directed him to improve 
community ties that had withered 
under Alexander. Meredith's suc-
cess set the stage for a community 
backlash against Iracane, Judd and 
the board majority f9r the perceived 
mistreatment of Meredith. 
■ Regent Robert Chambless, a 
Munfordville banker and former 
b.ank auditor appointed by Gov. 
Wallace Wilkinson in 1990, carried 
out his own detailed analysis of 
Western's multimillion-dollar budg-
et and joined the Iracane-Judd fac-
tion. Later, he chaired the board 
committee on the special audit. 
Last summer, some board mem-
bers began bickering privately over 
Meredith's explanation of a faculty 
pay raise. But the dispute didn't 
break into the open until October, 
when Meredith unexpectedly an-
nounced his candidacy for the presi-
dency at a Florida university. Re-
gent Bobby Bartley of Glasgow, a 
• Meredith supporter, explained the 
surprise announcement by saying 
Meredith was "tired of fooling with 
four or five regents who are a con-
tinual nuisance, and only want t<i 
run the university." 
The breach among board mem-
bers widened from there. Catron 
tried to topple Iracane as chairman. 
Chambless thwarted the effort by 
threatening to disclose an internal 
audit that he said could embarrass 
Meredith. 
After the internal audit raised 
questions on some expenditures, 
Judd called for an outside special 
audit, saying "a· cloud" hung over 
Western because of possible "im-
proper, irregular activities here." 
After a false start on their own, the 
regent majority enlisted the help of 
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn. 
Nunn had been chairman of the 
regents at Morehead State and Ken-
tucky State universities during the 
ouster of presidents at those institu-
tions. His hiring by the Iracane-
. Judd faction was a pivotal point in 
the battle: It backfired by provoking 
a lawsuit challenging his appoint-
ment and stalling the audit effort. 
Nunn's 'involvement also fueled 
speculation among Meredith sup-
porters, including Influential Bowl-
ing Green civic leaders, that the re-
gents' majority was working to get 
rid of Meredith. 
More roadblocks arose, largely as 
a result of Nunn's hiring. Warren 
Circuit Court issued an order 
against it. The state attorney gener-
al's office twice questioned some of 
the majority faction's steps. After a 
lawyer for Meredith dramatically re-
futed contentions that Iracane and 
Judd made to a local grand jury; the 
grand jury castigated the board ma-
jority for mishandling the contro-
versy and not settling it internally. ' 
Faced with a stalemate, the board 
factions negotiated the agreement 
for the audit that starts tomorrow. 
It's possible the cease-fire could be 
shattered next month, when the au-
dit results are expected to be made 
public. But by then, Meredith sup-
porters hope Gov. Brereton Jones 
will have started tipping the board's 
balance toward the president. 
Jones is likely to show his hand 
on the issue when Butler's term ex-
pires Tuesday. A pro-Meredith sue-· 
cessor would leave the board evenly 
divided _and unable to push the is-. 
sue. ' 
While the results of the audit it-
self may be a month away, the con-
troversy surrounding it has had one 
effect far beyond Western's campus. 
Lawmakers in Frankfort frequently 
cited it as a reason for trying to 
drain some of the politics from cam-
pus governing boards. 
Western regent Freddie Travis of 
Glasgow acknowledged the Western 
board's unwitting role in the law's 
passage: "Every time the fire went 
down, we threw another log on it." 
UNDER REVIEW 
The key issues to be 
reviewed by Arthur 
Andersen & Co.: · 
■ Presidential 
1jllowances .and 
expenses.· These 
Include entertainment 
and travel by Thomas 
Meredith and his family 
as well as the $2,000-
a-month entertainment 
allowance once paid 
directly to the 
president's wife. ' 
Former regents have 
not-questioned the · , 
Merediths' use of the .. 
money but have said , :. ·' 
the board erred In not"' .,•, 
laying out the· · -. :.'· \ 
arrangements. publicly, 
The auditor13 will try. to 
determine if,other ., 
Western presidents had 
similar arrangements. 
They also will review 
the regents' travel and 
entertainment budgets .. 
■ The president's 
official residence. · 
Audiiors will try to · 
determine what work -
including 
improvements, 
maintenance and 
housekeeping - has 
been done and who 
paid for it. Western 
leases the house from " 
the College Heights 
Foundation, but 
regents are unsure who 
should pay the 
upkeep. 
■ The physical-plant 
department. The 
auditors are to 
determine who foots 
the bills when 
Western's maintenance 
staff works at the 
official residence or for 
any other university 
department, including 
athletics. The 
assumption is the 
physical plant pays, p 
but can't afford It. It is ,·,,\ 
said to have lost nearly// 
$1.2 million over the · · <" 
last three years. , , '·.'; 
■ Food service. It ,'. ·;,;_,;, 
too has lost moneyc;,,.,;,~:_;; 
regents say nearly. $1.:3' -~ 
million since 19B3 : •··tc-1.\\f 
d ff 
' ' ' ,. •·,:.~ ., , ...... 
an ·su ered :-:1•·~-~'?8 
embarrassment in · . : ·s>,I 
1989-1990 when it was 
discovered to be ,. 
supp?rtinp a private . · '.i; 
. catering firm, a situation ·' 
,the audit will review. ' · 
Meredith ordered the · 
firm off ,campus in 
1990. '.' 
: ' ', ■ tieveiopment ' ' ' 
· funds:•Aridersen Is to 
look at unrestricted 
donations·to Western. 
'·The accoilriting firm is . 
to determine university. 
policy on spending the 
money, and if it's being 
followed. 
■ Interest Income 
from agency accounts 
of funds from grants 
and other sources. 
Western earns interest 
on the deposits, and 
the regents want to 
know what happens to 
that Interest. 
_.. • • r 
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U of L religious studies program 
falling short of teachers, staff, funds 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
teachers or by professors from oth-
er departments. Declining resources 
have also eliminated its clerical and 
The University of Louisville's reli- · other support. 
gioils studies program was created Many faculty members and out-
in 1972 with $129,000 in contribu- side observers fear it will be a vie-
lions from Jewish, Roman Catholic tim of the $6.7 million budget cut 
and Protestant groups. the university must make by July I. 
It grew rapidly from the start of "If the program is to continue, it 
classes in 1973 with one needs more support," said 
full-time faculty member Riffat Hassan, the remain-
and 309 students. By 1976 ing faculty member. 
it had 1,131 students and With one full-time pro-
three faculty members fessor in the department 
and was funded by the and no full-time clerical 
university. Today, reli- help, Hassan said, it's dif-
gious studies has more ficult to advise students 
than 1,700 students. who are minoring in reli-
But faculty members gious studies. 
. say ·the program has been The latest budget cut 
neglected by the universi- threatens the loss of a po-
ly administration for the HASSAN: sition ·for a second, full-"lf the last decade, and they fear time professor and will al-
it will be extinguished in program Is to· most certainly lead to a continue, It 
the budget crunch. needs more cutback in courses, said 
The program's decline support." political science Chairman 
started in 1981, when the Paul Weber, who was on 
specialist in Christian studies re- the committee that reviewed reli-
signed and was not replaced. A 1987 gious studies in 1987. 
faculty-review committee called that Philosophy Professor Thomas 
an "embarrassment" for the univer- Maloney said he feared the budget 
slty, since lt was relying on a well- crisis and administrative inattention 
qualified but only temporary in- could even lead to elimination of re- · 
structor for such an important posi- ligious studies as a program in the 
tion. And after the resignation of a College of-Arts and Sciences. 
Jewish studies professor early this '"My greatest concern is, if we 
year, the program now has only one lose it we lose a central part of the 
full-time professor. Most of its l.Iberal arts· tradition," Maloney said 
courses are taught by part-time University Provost Wallace Mann 
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Jr., the school's chief academic offi-
cer, said the central administration 
hasn't ignored religious studies. De-
cisions about its staffing and future 
have been left to the College of Arts 
and Sciences, Mann said. 
Thomas Hynes Jr., who has been 
acting dean of arts and sciences for 
about two years, said he realizes the 
importance of the study of religion 
in understanding cultures. But he 
said he is not yet sure how that fits 
into arts and sciences' many · re-
sponsibilities for teaching and re-
search when the university budget 
is inadequate. 
"We have a scarcity of re-
sources," Hynes said. "Whether 
they (religious studies) have or have 
not suffered worse than others is a 
matter .of interpretation." 
Catholic Archbishop Thomas C. 
Kelly said he believes the universi-
ty, by accepting. the original funding 
from the archdiocese and . others, 
and later making the program a reg-
ular part of the school, committed 
to building a strong program. 
Mann said that if he gets no re-
quest from Hynes to retain the posi-
tion by year end, the central admin-
istration would eliminate it from the 
arts and sciences budget, 
Hynes said he plans to retain va-
cant positions in his college. But he 
has not decided whether the reli-
gious studies position will continue 
where it is or be moved to another 
department. He expects to decide by 
the end of the school year, he said. 
NKU student has measles; 
officials urge immunizations 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky 
Saturday, March 28,-1992 
Associated Press 
HIGHIAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - A 
Northern Kentucky University stu-
dent has been diagnosed with mea-
sles, and the school is mailing let-
ters to 500 students who had classes 
with the ill student. 
Students in residence halls also 
were notified. 
''We're just being cautious, and 
we want to alert students" that they 
should be immunized," said Steph-
anie Baker, the director of health, 
counseling and testing at NKU. 
At least 214 cases of measles have 
been reported in Kentucky since 
September, according to the state 
Cabinet for Human Resources. The 
state has urged doctors to report all 
suspected casrs of measles to local 
health departments. 
The NKU case was the only one 
reported to the Northern Kentucky 
District Health Department, which 
serves Boone, Campbell, Grant and 
Kenton counties, said Lisa Lonne-
mann, an epidemiology nurse. 
Earlier this month, the University 
of Kentucky began immunizing stu-
dents who were in contact with two 
students who were diagnosed with 
the disease. A student at Eastern 
Kentucky University was diagnosed 
with measles, and at least 22 cases 
had been identified at the University 
of Louisville by the middle of last 
week. 
WKUmay 
drop football 
BOWLING GREEN - A 
Bowling Green television 
station reports that a 
Western Kentucky 
University committee will 
recommend to the school's 
board of regents that the 
university eliminate its 
football program. 
WBKO-TV cited three 
unidentified sources in its 
report Friday night. 
The university is in the 
midst of slicing $6.3 million 
from its budget. The station 
said it has confirmed 
through three independent 
sources that the university . 
budget committee feels 'it 
can save Western nearly $1 · 
million a year by dropping 
football altogether. · 
WBKO says it has been 
told football is the orily 
athletic program the 
committee proposes to cut 
as it tries to 'pare funds · 
from the university-wide 
budget. 
Western President 
Thomas Meredith told the 
station the budget cuts are 
confidential:and would not 
comment on'"them. ' ; c' •• 
Western football coach 
Ja_!:K 1ci~R.~-1!!m refu).e!ftct''<1 
comment. .Western·football 'J 
spring'ifractice is scheduled 
to startMonday. · ''t:; i-' . " . .,,~ ,, 
MSU ARCHIVES 
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Oi·:i'n·~~" s·. tale·. bu'dg·et~ ~~~Y':~:1 ~r~ti:idents .• :o to· state-run vocational schools . · _,_ __ won't face ·as, large a cut as Gov. 
Student testing plan gets money, 
UK library doesn't 
By Chad Carlton 
Herald•Leader Frankfort bureau 
FRANKFORT - Educators, 
factory owners and low-paid state 
employees were among the winners 
of the state budget compromise tbat 
negotiators finished yesterday. 
The University of Kentucky 
was one of the losers as the House 
and Senate resolved differences in 
their versions of. the state's two-
year spending plan. 
Lawmakers cut wording com-· 
mitting the state to building ana 
'largely paying for UK's proposed 
$58 million Commonwealth Library. 
The budget compromise does allow 
UK to spend $12. million in private 
money to design and plan the 
building .. 
The change means UK will 
have to wait until 1994 to get 
approval for· construction. But the 
move doesn't endanger the project, 
said Senate budget chief Michael R. 
Moloney, D-Lexington, who helped 
put the state commitment in the 
Senate version. 
"The library is going to be 
built," he said. 
Proposals such as the library, 
which would add to the state's debt, 
caused the -sharpest disagreement 
in the closed-door meetings, said·. 
House budget chief Joe Clarke, D-
Danville. 
i 
· - At one point, frustrated negotia-
tors considered doing away with all 
new construction projects - roads, 
buildings arid the governor's $100 
million park improvement plan. 
Here are the main differences 
ironed out by the committee: 
• Education - Lawmakers dis-
carded the Education Department's 
call for $22 million to pay for 4,000 
students who hadn't been added in 
earlier counts. The committee didn't 
trust the department's figures and 
lacked the money anyway, Clarke 
said. 
Education Commissioner Thom-
as Boysen won the extra money 
needed to begin a student testing 
program next year. The test results 
will be used to reward and punish 
teachers and school employees. '. 
However, lawmakers cut by half 
the department's request for other 
testing money. 
The compromise budget· also 
restores the department's regional"! 
centers that will serve as a help~ 
hand to local districts. However, ,the 
program's budget was cut by half.: 
On money for tutoring and sum-
mer school, negotiators sp_!it_ '.l!!.e_ 
difference between the House. arid 
Senate plans. · · ' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Brereton Jones had proposed. 
· The committee went along with 
· the Senate plan to cut the number 
of regional vocational centers from 
14 to six. However, the $2.3 million 
saved over two,years would have to 
go to vocational education teachers' 
salaries. 
• Air-quality fees- Industries 
that produce air pollutants will pay 
only half as much as the governor 
proposed in new air-quality fees. 
• Corrections - The budget 
calls for a 300-bed, private prison to 
handle the expected increase in 
inmates during the next two years. 
The governor has vowed to build it 
in Wheelwright in Floyd County. 
• Personnel - State employees 
who make less than $20,000 will get 
a $360 raise next year, following the 
Senate's proposal. The flat raise, 
rather than governor's proposed 2 
· percent increase, gives a bigger 
raise to those who make the least 
Other employees will get no 
raises next year. Those who make 
under $50,000 will get 3 percent 
raises in the _second year; those 
above the mark will get 1 percent 
raises. 
A final vote on the budget will 
come Wednesday. · 
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Nominees to panel on university board~ app~ov~cl'''J 
- ' • ··~·., :.' ;;- 1 • ' • 
By MICHAEL JENNI~G~ : att would "take the same ha[!ds-off bor'?, Nci~ma B. Adams o! Somerset, , Th~ S,~'!!!\e E~u?tio11 Committ!)ll 
Staff Writer · · - · approach" that Jones took with re- Louts Pnchard of DanV1lle, Henry voteti j~ .weeldo let the ~\ate Edu-
FRi\NKFORT, Ky, - In a flurry of 
last-minute activity on the education 
front, the legislature yest~r,;tay con-
firmed nominees to a panel that will 
screen candidates for univers_ity 
boards and endorsed legislatjon that 
clarifies the powers of school coun~ 
cils. . : . ' ' . 
The Senate also approved a· plan 
for distributing more than $60 mil-
lion to buy school technology equip-
ment in the next two years, and it 
acted to limit local Judges' power to 
interrupt the replacement of local 
school officials by the state educa-
tion commissioner and state school 
board. · ' 
The . Senate approved without 
comment Gov. Brereton Jones' sev-
en appointees to the screening pan-
el. Under a new law intended to 
buffer university affairs from poli- • 
tics, the panel will recruit, screen 
and recommend candidates for state 
university boards and· the €ouncil 
on Higher Education;' ' , ·, , ' · 
A civil-rights activist raised ques-' 
lions about the governor's appoint• 
ment of Wilson W. Wyatt of Louis-
ville, a former lieutenant· governor 
and Louisville mayor, to the screen-
ing panel. Those questions dealt 
with Wyatt's member:ship in the 
Louisville Country Club, whose . 
membership practices are the sub-
ject of discrimination complaints 
and of a planned investigation by 
the Kentucky Human Rights Com-
mission. 
. In a letter delivered yesterday to 
Jones, the Rev. Louis Coleman of 
Jefferson County said he hoped Wy-
gard to the Idle Hour Country Club Mann of Lakeside Park and Marc E. cation Department handle:the tech, 
in Lexingtoll:. Col~man sai~ Jones Was~ington of Ashland. The House iiology 'jni!~W; l'ord said tltllt ~\II",/ 
pledged dunng his campaign for confirmed all seven last week. involve: lojVer. :administrative'• costs;' 
governor that he would stop playing The House yesterday concurred but" Sim:';'Micliael Moloney;; O-i..ex~; 
golf at the Idle Hour Cl~b,_ which with a ~enate rewrite _of Hous_e: Bill ington, '. i:l\ajrmail of, the Sepate•~: 
the Hu!Dan Rights _Co~s10n has 182, which now co_mbmes _TeV1s1ons budget cominltte.~; s!lld tlte.;f!Mn~.e 
also said it would mvestigate. of the process for remoV1ng local and Adinlnlstratioli . ;cabinet ,....,: 
Frank Ashley, Jones' press secre- school board members and superin- which includes 0 ilie constructiQn, 
tary, said he had discussed the let- tendents with an e_ffort to clarify the commission:.:_ should ti_e:in chargo 
ter with the gove_rnor but refused to Pr'?cess known as school-based de- when so m11ch money ls -\iiyolv~d: ·t 
~ay more ~bout 11. c1s10n making. T_he House vote was The •Senate Jllso approved· .. House, 
Wyatt sa1_d ~e had been a member 61-23, and the bill now goes to the, Blll- 181, which Ford emptied Qf\lbil 
of the Lou1SV1ll~ Country Club for governor. _ original content to use as a vehlcle"J 
62 years: H~ s_atd he was unaware T~e 1990 school-reform law au- for new legislation.' Angered by; ii 
?f an:,: d~cnmm~tory p~llcy or any thonzed counctls of educators and Harlan County judge's .. declliloil· tO 
1 mvestigation of tts ad1tUss1on pr~c- p~rents to govern most school af- block · the replacement 'of· three, 
!ices ~d saw "no re~son· to resign fairs, but the degree ?f sc~oo!-board 111embers of 'the liarlan. · Countyl 
based J~st on rumor. leverage o~er council a<:!iV11les has school' board, 'Ford last 'week i'e; 1 
He said he was also a me~ber_of been a _subJect of contentio_n. Senate· wrote the l!ill to forbid that from 1 
the J_efferson Club, and Umvers1ty Education Committee Chairman ~d happening in \he_'futui:i, when board·· 
, Club, both of "':?tch _have black Ford, D-Cynth1an~. and Sen. DaVld members•·appeal their remi,val·• by. 
members, an~ . certamly _wo~id Karem, D-LouisVllle, worked out the state schooi'boa'rd. •1;;,;!, • .. ·. '·: 
have no ,obJeclton to mmonty language. t~~t more clearly spells : HB i81 p. assed 22•10 ~ with ost (members) m any club I belong to." out the d1V1s1on of powers.· · •.• , · . . · , · • · ,, m . · 
Coleman said in an interview that The Senate approved a Senate re-, ~_enate -ReP.l!P,liciuu,; ,votlrig against 
W tt h d d " t t d" · · f H B"ll 698 hich. 1t. The bill.\ now returns, to the ya a one an ou s an mg vision o ouse 1 , w pre- H -~·.t ,·:.,.•:·r,.\~·.~:e; •· 0·.- ,.,·, .- 1 " .-'.;,~; 
jqb" of honoring human rights dur- scribes standards for distributing ,_ouse, 1 • ·, • ' ·, • ' :' • ·, !; 
ing his long publ[c career. But he money for another major facet of • Other,sch\>0,h"\!~t~~ !!ill~ P~-~~i! 
said it was "kind of sad" that the the reform law - the linkage of all, :\'rst~ l!l,~lµ~~t-· ; :,,.,;·,Li 
Jones administration - despite its Kentucky schools into a state-of-the . !,11111 ffi,1_'1J2, ~l!l~b ~oft~lll! th~ (!$~. 
· claims to promote racial equality - art system of educational technol- . tmpact, on. school distncts that suf-
apparently paid no attention to ogy. The vote was 33-0, and the bill fer a dras\tc,loss,of. enrollment. ;\p,., 
membership _in racially discrimina- must return to the House for con- proved 89,0 by- the liouse,, lt, .now 
tory clubs in choosing appointees. currence. goes to the governor. 
Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, The bill restructures the panel ■ HB 750, which allows the state 
the Senate's only black member, that will handle long-range , plan- school board or an agency of its 
also said he hoped the issue of club ning for school technology. It also choi~ to prohi,bit children's partici-, 
membership would be "scrutinized assigns the job of distributing the patio!! •.on high-s~hool v~lty fQ(!t·! 
more closely" in future appoint- money to the state School Facility ball,l'wrestling'or"soccer teams ~• 
ments. Construction Commission, which fore they ,. have finished eighth 
The other nominees to the screen- also distributes money from a. spe- grade. Thi\ bill passed the Sena\e', 
ing panel are Sara Page of Paducah, cial fund for school building proj- 23-12, and it now goes to the gove~.1 
Morton J. Holbrook Jr. of Owens- ects. nor. 
